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ABSTRACT
The phenomenal growth of the Internet and World Wide Web means this medium offers
great potential as a survey research medium. This study examined the use of E-mail and
the Internet as methods for delivering questionnaires, and tested methods of overcoming
the limitations associated with e-mail methodology. These included various components
of mail, e-mail, and hyperlink to the Internet. The study examined the effect of these
options on survey response rate, speed of response, and data quality.
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INTRODUCTION

The dramatic increase in the use of the World Wide Web (WWW) and associated
browser software has lead to a rapidly increasing use of electronic mail (e-mail) as a
means of communication within academia, business and public arenas. The new
communication medium has been adopted as a method of conducting survey based
research by both academics and commercial researchers.
The use of this new communication medium as a survey delivery method does result in
some obvious problems with generalising the results of Internet and e-mail surveys. The
first early users of the Internet and e-mail are not representative of the general population,
which means the resulting sample is usually biased and includes a disproportionate
number of more affluent and better educated respondents. Fmtunately, this problem
rapidly shows signs of diminishing, as the use of e-mail and the Internet as a method of
communication and conducting business continues to increase in acceptance.
The use of e-mail to conduct surveys can be likened to the use of telephone surveys fifty
years ago, with only 'early adopters' using the technology. Indications are that the
adoption of the e-mail and Internet will be faster, and it is predicted that these will be as
commonplace as telephones within the next 5 to 10 years (NUA Internet Surveys 1998).
Although there are some limitations in terms of representativeness, there are a number of
potential advantages to collecting data via e-mail. Recent studies indicate that e-mail
permits very rapid surveying, and the data collected is of a higher quality in comparison
to mail surveys (Bachmann, Elfrink and Vazzana 1996; Metha and Sivadas 1995;
Sproull 1986; Tse et al 1994; and Schaefer and Dillman 1998). Another benefit is the
cost advantage of e-mail surveys compared to mail based surveys; e-mail virtually
eliminates printing and postage costs, and reduces the cost of data entry (Morphew and
Williams, 1998; Schaefer and Dillman, 1998).
Remaining issues of concern relate to the survey format, as some researchers have
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claimed that e-mail technology imposes limitations on the questionnaire design.
(Oppermann 1995). Schaefer and Dillman (1998) and Morphew and Williams (1998)
state that questionnaires need to be kept simple because of the different formatting used
by different e-mail programs. As a result of these concerns, most studies conducted to
date have limited the number of characters per line to 70 to avoid the problem of the text
wrapping around to the next line (Oppermann, 1995; Schaefer and Dillman 1995;
Morphew and Williams 1998). Because of this problem, the type of scales that can be
used is limited, as some will not fit horizontally across the page (Schaefer and Dillman
1998). Parker (1992) noted that e-mail programs only display a limited number of lines
at once. This can have two possible effects; firstly, a portion of some of the questions
and associated scales or responses may be obscured. Secondly, respondents will have to
use the scroll bar to display the next question, which may result in them accidentally
skipping questions. Fmthermore, a questionnaire is limited to an ASCII format, which
prohibits the use of special characters.
Although these formatting issues have potentially important implications for the quality
of the data collected, it is now possible to harness additional technology to address them.
For example, to overcome the limitations of the e-mail format, it is possible to include a
hyperlink (a hyperlink is a word, phrase, or image that, when clicked, "sends" users to
another document (text, sound, image, movie)) in the e-mail message. The hyperlink
would open the respondent's WWW browser and then a WWW site that contains a
questionnaire.
The ability to link to WWW allows the researcher to harness the power of WWW
programmes to develop questionnaires which use features such as drop down boxes,
option buttons, and check boxes. These features overcome the limitation associated with
e-mail questionnaire, especially with regards to scale type questions. The use of web
based questionnaires also allows researchers to develop questionnaires which adapt
depending on responses received from respondents. Along with an adaptive
questionnaire, web based questionnaires can also be developed to verify the responses
from respondents.
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Another factor associated with e-mail based survey is poor response rates that have been
achieved by some researchers using this method. A number of studies have reported
lower response rates for e-mail treatments of experimental studies when compared to
traditional mail treatments. Most of the research conducted using web based
questionnaires currently don't report response rates, as respondents to these surveys are
not selected from a fixed population. For example a number of these surveys use banner
adverts to attract respondents to the survey or post messages to e-mail user groups, which
have an unknown number of users. The use of e-mail as a method of delivery of web
based surveys will enable a response rate to be calculated. To overcome the poor
response rates it may be possible to take methods that have been proven to work with
mail surveys and apply them to e-mail and e-mail with hyperlink to web based
questionnaires.
There are a number of issues surrounding the use of e-mail and web based survey
methods and it is important that experimental research is conducted to determine the
effectiveness of these new methods. It is also necessary to compare these new methods
to traditional survey methods such as a mail survey in a controlled experiment. The
purpose of this study is to address some of these issues.

3

2

LITERATURE REVIEW

This literature review examines issues surrounding the development of e-mail and web
based questionnaires and their use. The review also examines the methods that have been
shown to increase response rates in mail surveys and how they have been applied or
could be applied to e-mail based or web based surveys.

2.1

Basic Design Considerations for Email Questionnaires

The use of e-mail based questionnaires is quite wide spread with a number of researchers
using this technique. Although a number of researchers have used this method it does
have some limitations which can affect its usefulness.
Layout of E-mail Questionnaires
E-mail programmes have restrictions on the number of characters that can be displayed
across the page before the text wraps around the page. The majority of e-mail
programmes restrict the number of characters across the page to 70 characters
(Oppermann, 1995; Schaefer and Dillman 1995; Morphew and Williams 1998). This
restriction affects the way that scales are used, as some will not fit horizontally across the
page (Schaefer and Dillman 1998). Likert type scales with 5 or more possible responses
may not be displayed on one line. To avoid this problem the scales can be displayed
vertically, which sequentially increases the length of any questionnaire.
Type offonts and characters.
Although newer e-mail programmes can handle different fonts and special characters, the
majority of e-mail programmes can only use limited characters and are unable to display
italic and/or bold text (Oppermann, 1995; Schaefer and Dillman 1995; Morphew and
Williams 1998). This places limitations on the way that instructions can be differentiated
from questions and possible responses within a questionnaire (Morphew and Williams
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1998).

Submission of completed questionnaire

Another limitation with the use of e-mail based questionnaires is the requirement that to
submit the questionnaire respondents are required to use the reply feature of the e-mail
pro gramme. The use of this feature enables respondents to enter their responses in the
questionnaire, but this also allows respondents to edit the questionnaire (Bachmann,
Elfrink and Vazzana 1996). Any questionnaire will have to be checked to determine if
respondents have altered any response options.

2.2

Basic Design Considerations for Web Based Questionnaires
~

There are a number of design elements associated with the development of World Wide
Web (WWW) based questionnaires, and each must be considered. These elements relate
to the type and size of font, the colour of the text and Web background, the resolution and
screen size, and the type of browser used by the respondent. Each one of these elements
can affect the way a respondent views the questionnaire and ultimately, whether they
complete it or not.
Font

Since the development of the Internet and WWW a number of studies have been
conducted to determine the optimum font and font size that should be used on-line. Most
of this research is derived from work conducted on the readability of printed material.
Research indicates that the optimum font size should be between 10 and 14 points to
ensure that people can read it easily (Tinker, 1965). The case of the font also
has an effect. A typography expert, Wheildon, has found that there is an average increase
in comprehension of 30% if both lower and upper case letters rather than all capital
letters are used (Wheildon sited in (Antin, 1993), pp. 130). Other researchers have found
that the type of font face also has an effect

on comprehension. A serif in the font face
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makes it more distinctive and clearer to readers than san serif fonts (Albers 197 5 sited in
Mullin, 1998). Wheildon has also found that serif upper and lower case fonts are more
legible then sanserif fonts (Wheildon sited in (Antin, 1993)). Mullin maintains that the
best font to use for a web based survey is Times or Times Roman. This is a serifs
typeface, common to all Internet/WWW browsers and is normally the default font
(Mullin, 1998). While the designer of the questionnaire can determine the type of font
face and style, some browsers allow users to overrule the settings, which can cause
problems with the layout and design of the questionnaire.
Colour
The researcher can also determine what colour font and background is displayed to
respondents using HTML codes. Mullin (1998) recommends the use of-colour to
emphasise words or phrases which aids in making questionnaires clearer and increases
the attractiveness of the questionnaire(Mullin, 1998). Mullin (1998) also recommends
that coloured backgrounds can be used to enhance the design of the overall survey. The
use of colour in web pages has a number of problems associated with it. Firstly, it is
necessary to maintain a strong contrast between the text and background. A minimum of
60% contrast level between the background and text is recommended by Poulton to
maintain readability (Poulton 1969 sited in Mullin 1998). Although contrast is imp01tant,
Wilson (1998) recommends that light text is not used on a dark background because this
will reduce the readability of the text (Wilson, 1998). Secondly, it is difficult to tell what
type of display is used on the PC. PCs can display anywhere from 16 colours to 32
million colours, this means that some PCs will not be able to display the correct colour.
This will result in the PC either displaying the closest colour or use dithering in an
attempt to match the colour which could result in contrast problems between the
background colour and the text colour (Dreze & Zufryden, 1997).
Layout
Another problem associated with the development of web based questionnaires is the size
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of the questionnaire. Unlike paper based questionnaires, where the layout of the question
is pre-determined by the size of the paper, the area available for web based questions can
vary because of a number of factors. One of the major influences that affect the area
displayed to respondents is the resolution of monitors. The resolution of computer
monitors can vary from 480 x320 pixels through to 1024 x 768 pixels, and this has an
effect on what information is displayed. For example if a web page or questionnaire was
designed on a 1024 x 768 monitor and covered all of the screen, all of it could not be
displayed on a smaller resolution monitor. To enable all of the page or questionnaire to
be displayed a scroll bar would have to be used to allow the users to see the whole page
(Wilson, 1998). This means that questionnaire designers must take into account different
resolutions. The most common solution is to design for a resolution of 640 x 480, which
is the resolution most commonly used. Alternatively, two questionnaires could be
designed in both 640 x 480 pixels and 800 x 600 pixels and respondents'be given the
choice of what resolution they wish to display the survey in (Wilson, 1998).
Browsers
Another problem is that of actual monitor screen size. The size of monitors can vary
from 13 inches through to 19 inches and bigger. According to Wilson (1998) the
majority of monitors are 14 inches and therefore any web page or questionnaire should be
designed with this size in mind (Wilson, 1998).
Another one of the major factors facing the designers of web surveys is the differences in
WWW browsers, which displays the information. The development of browsers over a
period of time has resulted in some older browsers being incompatible with newer
versions(Jaworski, 1997). For example, Netscape version 2 and Internet Explorer version
2 are incompatible with JAVA programs, which can be used for web questionnaires.
JAY A programs will not run on these browsers and no information will be displayed.
JAY A script was specifically developed to be used over the internet and therefore is less
sensitive to the different browsers used by respondents. As the HTML programming
language has developed over time some of the newer directives will not run on older
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browsers which could result in some features not being available or not functioning
properly (Jaworski, 1997). There are two possible solutions to this problem: firstly
designing two questionnaires, one for the older browser and one for the newer browsers,
and asking respondents to use the appropriate one for them. The second solution is to
design a site based on the lowest common features. The second solution is problematic,
as some of the features are required to enable the self-checking of a questionnaire.
Each of these elements must be considered when designing a WWW based questionnaire
as they can affect the way in which the questionnaire is presented to the respondent. The
poor use of different fonts and colours could have an effect on the completion rate of
survey and effect the respondent's ability to correctly comprehend the questionnaire. Not
allowing for the effects of different resolutions will effect the way respondent has to
navigate around the questionnaire and the way in which the questionnairr is displayed.
Therefore it is important to consider these design elements when designing a survey.
2.3

Taxonomy of Web Based Questionnaires

Whereas e-mail based questionnaires are static and face a number of limitations which
can effect the overall design of the questionnaire. There are a number of different types
of web based questionnaires. These types vary according to the programming language
used, and can be adapted to incorporate features not available with e-mail questionnaires.
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2.3.1

HTML forms based questionnaires

All types of WWW questionnaires are based on the set of programming directives
contained within Hypertext Mark up Language(HTML), the default programming
language for the WWW and Internet. The directives define what types of input fields are
used to gather information from users of the WWW across a number of browsers and
computer platforms. These directives are combined with other Web based programming
techniques to develop the different methods of collecting data across the web.
The input fields found in the HTML programming language are used to construct HTML
forms, which is the standard method for developing web surveys. Unfortunately, there
are some problems with surveys based on HTML forms due to the limitation of the
HTML directives (Bytheway, 1998). The input fields are restricted to those listed in
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Table 1. HTML forms are essentially an electronic version of a mail questionnaire in the
sense that they are not adaptive and can not have the complex skip patterns unlike other
forms of web based surveys (Bataglj & Vehovar, 1998).

Table 1. Description of possible html input fields
Type of Field
Text

Display

I

Actions
Enables respondent to type in text

Check box

CCheckBoxl

Option(radio)
Button

C OptionButtonl

Inserted next to independent
option that can be selected. The
option is not mutually exclusive
Inserts an option button next to
each item in a group of two or
more choices that are mutually
exclusive
Button that sends the form to the
web site of the researcher
Resets the form fields to the
default values

Submit
Reset

Source (Bytheway, 1998)

These input fields are similar to the ones currently used in mail surveys with the
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exception of the submit and reset button which could be seen as the electronic version of
returning the survey and an eraser respectively.

Text fields can create problems with open-ended questions. In most cases, text boxes are
limited to 255 characters. This limitation means that respondents may have to edit or
provide incomplete answers (Mullin, 1998). It is possible to increase the number of
characters that may be entered into the text field, but the amount of text displayed to the
respondent is normally limited by the size of the original text box. To enable respondents
to see more of the text they have entered a scroll bar is used to navigate around the text
box and display any hidden text(Jaworski, 1997). This may pose problems to
respondents wanting to review what they have written.

With HTML questionnaires, instead of using a pen to tick a box, the respondent clicks on
an option button or a check box. The use of an option button has an advantage over the
traditional pen and paper tick box in that the responses are limited. This removes the
possibility of respondents selecting more than one response, which can occur with
traditional mail surveys. A check box is similar to an option button, but the responses are
not mutually exclusive, therefore more than one answer can be obtained for the questions.
Mullin (1998) has examined a number of issues surrounding the use of option and check
boxes and has found that the use of check boxes and option buttons can prove difficult for
some people because the buttons are quite small. An example of an option button
response is shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

Strongly agree

Agree

Diagree

Strongly disagree

No opinion

(7;=

0

()

C

(.;,

G.:=

jMale ............J

G

Female

Figure 1. Example of Radio/Option buttons
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VVhich of the follm,ving beers have you purchase in the last week

M

Steinlager

P.1

M

Ice Beer

C llion __ Red_...J

DB Natural

Figure 2. Examples of Check boxes in survey
Option buttons require respondents to be accurate when selecting the buttons. In
addition, the placement of the check box or option box is limited. In most cases they
have to be placed to the left or below any associated text (see figure 1). This is against
the natural way in which people read (normally left to right) and can result in the
questionnaire being more difficult to read (Mullin, 1998).
There are several problems associated with navigating around an HTML questionnaire.
With an HTML questionnaire, the whole questionnaire is displayed at once requiring the
respondent to use scroll bars to move to the next question. Early research in web
usability indicated that users found this to be difficult and some ignored parts of the
hidden web page (Mullin, 1998). More recent research indicates users are becoming
more used to scrolling through web pages and tend to start scrolling as soon as they enter
the page (Nielsen, 1997), but a percentage still ignore paits of web page that are hidden.
Because respondents can scroll through the whole survey upon accessing the web site, a
possible learning effect may occur, and this could influence respondent's answers. In
addition, it is possible for respondents to miss questions because they have scrolled past
them by mistake. To avoid the use of a scroll bar, Mullin (1998) recommends that "all
navigation tools that individuals navigating a site will need are within the survey
application itself'(Mullin, 1998 pgl l). These navigation tools could involve the use of
hyperlinks to the next question or some form of graphic to act as a link to the question.
Any navigation tools must be well designed because any poorly designed tools may result
in respondents having to spend more time on navigating than on answering questions.
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Jenkins and Dillman (1997) also maintain that making navigation easier can result in an
increased motivation for the respondents to answer the survey.

Although one of the most common methods of collecting data via the Internet and World
Wide Web, HTML forms have a number of limitations that may affect their effectiveness
in collecting data. The problems of size of option buttons. and positioning of any
associated text can not be fixed because of the limitations of the directives that they are
based on. The problems associated with the text box can be overcome to a certain extent,
but these solutions can lead to further problems with the amount of text being displayed
limited to the size of the box. These problems and the one associated with navigating
around the questionnaire can be solved with the use of careful wording and layout design
of the survey.
In an effort to overcome the limitations of the HTML format, other types of formats have
been developed based on the HTML directives. These formats use the same basic
directives as the HTML based survey, but with the inclusion of additional types of field.
The new field known as a list or combo box allows for the list of possible options being
displayed in a drop down box (see Figure.3).

[ . JJfJRi-i=i!l·'DIJlffllffll!•ilMJ-llit•M . . .' ,ss····---· ......•
-Please select one of the responses belm,vStrongly disagree
Disagree
Agree
·. Strongly agree
No opinion
Figure 3. Example of a Combo or List box
The possible selections within the list can either be mutually exclusive or non-mutually
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exclusive (Jaworski, 1997). The field is based on JavaScript programs, which works in
addition to the standard HTML input fields. The use of a combo or list box reduces the
need to use several option buttons for one question. Although the combo/list appears to
have some advantages over the use of option button for some type of questions there are
some limitations. Mullin (1998) and others have indicated that there is a possibility that
some respondents would have difficulty in using drop down boxes. It is quite possible to
accidentally select the wrong response from the list. In addition depending on the
placement of the combo/list box on the web page the list can be displayed up rather than
down which may obscure some of the question relating to the combo/list box (Mullin,
1998).

Navigation Tools
In an effort to overcome the need to use the scroll bar and improve the overall navigation
"-

of the web based survey, individual questions can be displayed on one web page at a
time. This eliminates the need to scroll through the questionnaire and removes the
possibility of respondents answering questions out of sequence (Bataglj & Vehovar,
1998). The displaying of a single question at time requires the respondent to submit the
question before proceeding on to the next question (Mullin, 1998). There are a number
of advantages to this method as it becomes possible to introduce skips in the
questionnaire and allows the researcher to develop self-checking questionnaires (Bataglj
& Vehovar, 1998 ; Frost, 1998 ; Bauman, Airey, & Atak, 1998). With the use of

computer gateway interface (CGI) program it is possible for the questions to be checked
to determine if the answer is valid. For example, it is possible to check whether answers
to questions regarding respondents age fall within acceptable levels i.e., between 3 years
old and 110 years old. It is also possible to determine whether the respondent has
provided a response to a pa1ticular question, or whether they have accidentally or
deliberately missed the question (Schmidt 1997). The CGI program redisplays the
question with additional instructions explaining that either an incorrect response was
entered or the respondent had not provided an answer. The program can be used to
restrict the respondents progress through the survey until the particular question is
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answered (Schmidt 1997). The use of this type of program does raise a number of issues.
In a traditional mail survey, respondents are normally given the option of not answering
any question they do not want to. If respondents are forced to answer questions they may
exit the questionnaire without completing the rest of it (Schmidt 1997). Therefore, for
ethical reasons Schmidt (1997) maintains respondents should be given an option not to
answer a particular question. This could be achieved by including an additional response
to any question, for example, including a non-applicable response, which gives the
respondent the option not to answer the question, but still allows the pro gram to check for
some response. Overall, the use of these techniques should result in improved data
quality with the possibility that invalid responses and missed questions are reduced.
The displaying of one question at a time on a single web page overcomes a number of
problems associated with the traditional HTML form web survey as the problems
associated with using the scroll bar are removed and navigation arounct_the questionnaire
becomes easier for the respondent. The submission of single question also allows for the
checking of answers for a valid response and unanswered questions, with the questions
being re-presented to the respondent for correction if necessary. The resulting
improvement in data quality and ease of navigation means that the use of combination of
CGI and HTML survey has become quite wide spread.
2.3.2

Computer Assisted Web Interviewing questionnaires

The final method of conducting web based survey is based on the methods developed for
conducting Computer Assisted Telephone Interviewing (CATI). The method involves
taking the features of CATI such as rotations and randomisation of questions, complex
skips etc. and applying them to a web based questionnaire (Kottler, 1997). This method
is commonly referred to as Computer Assisted Web Interviewing (CAWI) and again is
based around HTML form directives, the difference being in the manner in which the
questions are displayed and what is done with the information. Kottler (1997) and
Bataglj and Vehovar (1998) describe CAWI questions as being similar to HTML form,
but each question is its own form and when the respondent completes the question it is
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checked and validated. Depending on the response, the next appropriate question is
displayed without the respondent having to take any further action (Kottler, 1997 and
Bataglj & Vehovar, 1998). The checking of the submitted question is similar to the
previous method but also involves checking for logically consistent responses. The
questions not answered appropriately are redisplayed for the respondent to complete
correctly or provide an answer. The CAWI based questionnaire automatically analyses
responses to determine whether respondents should skip particular questions, which
removes this decision from respondents. Along with automated skips the CAWI system
allows the researcher to randomise the order the lists are displayed to remove the
possibility of order effects and to adapt the question based on the previous responses. For
example, it is possible to reduce the number of response options in the next question, or
change its wording.
The automation of CAWI based questions goes a long way in reducinJ the requirement of
respondents to navigate around the questionnaire and allows the researcher to adapt the
questionnaire depending on individual respondent's answers. However, their complex
nature has seen them restricted to a number of specialised commercial proprietary
applications. The use of CAWI will become more wide spread once the technology
becomes more widely available.

2.4

Techniques used to improve response rates

There have been a number of techniques and methods developed over a long period to
improve the response rate of mail surveys, which have been subjected to numerous
studies. A number of reviews and meta analyses have identified three procedures to have
the greatest effect on the response rate. Yammairno et al reported that repeated contacts,
whether in the form of preliminary notification or follow ups, personalisation and
incentives have the greatest effect on response rates. Harvey (1987) and Herberlein and
Baumgartner (1978) also arrived at this conclusion, and indicated that these factors have
a major effect on response rates. Although well documented with regards to mail
surveys, limited studies have been conducted using these techniques with e-mail or web
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based surveys. This section will review various studies, which examines the
effectiveness of these different techniques and looks at the application to e-mail and web
survey methods.
2.4.1

Preliminary Notification

The use of preliminary notification in traditional mail surveys is well documented with
studies indicating that their use has a positive affect on response rates (Stafford, 1966;
Ford 1967; Walker & Burdick. 1977). The purpose of the preliminary notification is
normally to identify the researchers, to inform the respondent of the purpose of the study
and its importance, to assure the respondent's anonymity and to request their cooperation. Early studies conducted by Stafford (1966) and Ford (1967) indicated that
preliminary notification could have a positive effect on results. Stafford (1966)
conducted a study using; a control group, who didn't receive any pre notification; one
treatment group, who received a preliminary letter, (the preliminary titters were used to
inform respondents of the nature of the survey and other factors indicated earlier); and a
second treatment group, who were contacted by phone before receiving the questionnaire.
The questionnaire was sent four days after the mail preliminary notification and three to
fours days after the telephone preliminary notification and no further contact was made
with the respondents.
The results indicate that the use of preliminary notification has had a positive effect on
response rates. Stafford (1966) hypothesised that preliminary notification induced a
"more positive than negative effect on behaviour when the questionnaire arrived"
(Stafford, 1966 pg 410). It was also concluded that since a telephone call was more
personal than a letter and that this had a greater influence on respondent's behaviour, it
sequentially increased the response rate. Ford's (1967) study achieved response rates of
39.6% for the treatment group that received an preliminary letter compared to 32.9% for
the group that did not receive any notification (Ford 1967).
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Further studies using preliminary notification conducted by Walker and Burdick (1977)
and others have also received high response rates indicating the use of preliminary
notification dose appear to have a positive affect on response rates. In the Walker and
Burdick (1977) study both a preliminary letter and preliminary post card were used to
inform respondents of the questionnaire that would be sent to them. The experiment
consisted of a control group (n=300), the experimental group that received the
preliminary letter (n=200), and a group that received the preliminary postcard (n=200).
The results indicate that the preliminary notification did have some effect on respondents
with the following response rate being achieved.

Table 2 Results of the Walker and Burdick (1977) Study
Group
Control
Postcard
Letter

Revised
sample size
299
194
199

Number of
responses
116
99
107

Number of
non responses
183
95
91

Response rate
38.8%
51.0%
54.0%

Walker and Burdick (1977) found that the difference between the control groups and the
experimental groups was statistically different at the 0.01 level. But the difference
between the two experimental groups was not statistically different (Walker & Burdick.
1977).
Although there is strong evidence that preliminary notification has a positive effect on
response rates, there are some studies that indicate the use of preliminary notification can
be problematic and have no affect, or in some cases can impact negatively on response
rates. A meta analysis conducted by Chiu and Brennan (1990) indicated that there are a
number of practical problems with the use of preliminary notification, primarily with
telephone preliminary notification. They indicated that it is sometimes difficult if not
impossible to obtain telephone numbers for members of the public (Chiu & Brennan,
1990). The researchers also indicate that there are some problems with preliminary
notification and its effectiveness in some populations. In a study conducted by Parson
and Medford (1972) two surveys were completed, one made up of alumni from a Master
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of Business Administration (MBA) program at large private university. Parsons and
Medford(1972) maintain "that when the sample is drawn from a fairly homogeneous
population the advance notice does not improve the response rate" (Parsons & T.S, 1972
pg 258). This conclusion was confirmed by Jobber and Sanderson (1983) who found that
use of a preliminary notification letter in a commercial population appears to depress
response rates (Jobber & Sanderson, 1983). In an experimental study conducted on
British textile companies, Jobber and Sanderson found that the treatment group that
received a preliminary notification letter had response rates of 38.5% compared to the
treatment group that didn't receive the preliminary notification who had a response rate
of 41.2%. The difference in the response rate was found to be significant at the 0.05 level
(Jobber & Sanderson, 1983). This led Jobber and Sanderson to hypothesise that the
number of contacts affects the response rate. They maintain that the managers in the
survey objected to the number of contacts made regarding the questionnaire, which had a
negative effect on their behaviour and resulted in them not responding to the
questionnaire (Jobber & Sanderson, 1983).
In another study conducted with a youth group in Britain the use of preliminary
notification also had no significant effect. Taylor and Lynn (1998) conducted a study
examining the attitudes of young people. The study was a part of the Youth Cohort
Study (YCS), which is a series of postal panel surveys with the sample drawn from young
people. A sample of 23051 people between the age of 16 and 17 who were undergoing
the transition from school to the work force or onto further education. The sample was
divided into two treatment groups, one that received preliminary notification and the
other that did not. The treatment group that received the preliminary notification letter
had a response rate of 64.9% and the other group had a response rate of 64.8%. The
results were not significant with a one tailed p value of 0.499. These results also led
Taylor and Lynn to conclude that there was no evidence that using a preliminary
notification had an affect on the response rate of the YCS. This study appears to back up
the conclusion reach by Parson and Medford ( 1972), that the use of preliminary
notification has no effect on the response of homogenous samples.
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There has been limited research conducted into the effectiveness of preliminary
notification in e-mail surveys. Mehta and Sivadas (1995) found that the use of
preliminary notification was important when conducting e-mail surveys in the general
public. The treatment group in their experiment that did not receive a preliminary
notification had to be discontinued because of the number of complaints they received
from people objecting to receiving unsolicited e-mail survey (Mehta & Sivadas, 1995).
With the Metha and Sivadas study the questionnaire was contained in the body of the email message, so that the first contact that respondents had with the researcher was a
large unsolicited e-mail message arriving in their electronic mail boxes. Unsolicited email is generally treated as 'Spam', which is defined as any junk e-mail or unsolicited email, and is considered to be against established etiquette for users of the Internet and
World Wide Web. In some cases, the users of 'Spam' have been the subject of harsh
responses (flaming) from the people who received the e-mail message (Corporate Author,
1998). The problems that Metha and Sivadas faced may have been the result of how
they obtained their sample. The researchers recorded the e-mail addresses of usenet users,
without their permission, when they posted messages to the usenet. Potential respondents
may have seen this as a breach of privacy and therefore reacted by flaming the
researchers.
Other studies conducted by Schaefer and Dillman (1998); Morphew and Williams
(1998); and Sproull (1983) have used preliminary notification but in non experimental
studies, or have not tested the effect of the preliminary notification, so it is not possible to
determine whether the use of a preliminary notification has had any effect on the
response rate of e-mail surveys. Because of the problems associated with unsolicited email, Frost (1998) maintains that e-mail surveys may have to be preceded by other
methods of communications or carefully worded pre-notification by e-mail if backlash or
flaming from respondents is to be avoided (Frost, 1998).

The effectiveness of preliminary notification is also disputed by a number of researchers
who have conducted meta-analysis of previous research. Yammarino et al (1991)
conducted a meta-analysis, which indicated that the number of repeated contacts has the
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greatest effect on response rates, not the sequence of the contacts (Yammarino, Skinner,
& Childers, 1991). This conclusion is confirmed by Dillman et al (1995) who states that
"It has long been accepted that the strongest predictor of response rates to postal surveys

is the number of contacts with potential respondents, more contacts the higher the
expected response rate" (Dillman et al (1995) cited in Taylor & Lynn, 1998 pgl66).
Yammarino et al (1991) also indicated that a number of studies which tested the
effectiveness of preliminary notification were unbalanced experiments because the
number of contact varied. An example of this is indicated in Table 2.

Table 3. Common experimental design for testing of preliminary notification.
Number contacts
1
2
3
4

Treatment 1
Pre notification
Questionnaire
Follow up
2nd questionnaire

Treatment 2
Questionnaire
Follow up
2nd questionnaire

Treatment 1 has one more contact than treatment 2, which appears to have an effect on
the response rate of the treatment. This problem of unbalanced design occurs with both
e-mail and mail based surveys. This can be overcome by comparing the response rates
after the same number of contacts, unfortunately no studies appear to report this
information.
One of the advantages with the use of preliminary notification is that the researchers are
able to remove respondents whose preliminary notification was returned "gone no
address" from the mailing list for the questionnaire. This effectively reduces the cost of
sending out questionnaires because the address of the respondents has been confirmed.
This applies both to e-mail and traditional mail based survey, also with the e-mail survey
the respondent can be given the opportunity to refuse to take part in the questionnaire by
informing the researcher.
The use of preliminary notification appears to problematic with some researchers
indicating that it haf a positive effect on response rate, and others indicate that it has a
negative effect on some populations. There is also strong evidence that any effect is not
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being correctly measured because of the use of unbalanced designs. In most cases there
is a difference in the number of contacts with respondent, which may be more important
than the sequence of contacts. The majority of researchers maintain that preliminary
notification is important with e-mail based questionnaires. The use of an e-mail message
containing a hyperlink to a separate web site containing the questionnaire acts as a
preliminary notification, and it provides access to the questionnaire.
2.4.2

Follow up contacts

Another technique used to increase response rates in mail surveys is some form of
follow-up contact, either by letter, postcard or telephone. The main purpose of the
follow-up contact is to remind the respondent to complete and return the questionnaire;
also some researchers have used them to supply an additional questionnaire in case the
first one was lost, and to thank the respondents for their participation in the study. A
significant amount of research has been conducted in this area with the results indicating
that the use of follow-up contacts can increase response rates. A review of previous
studies conducted by Heberlein and Baumgartner (1978) found that follow up mail
contacts result in an overall increase in response rate of 20% in 21 studies reviewed
(Heberlein & Baumgartner, 1978). In another review of previous studies, Kanuk and
Berenson(1975) found that more than two follow up contacts achieved dramatic increase
in response rates for a number of studies. Dillman et al (1974) onducted a comparison of
the response rates for a four State survey in the USA. The results indicated that the use
of follow up contacts had an effect on the response rates. The overall mean response rate
for the surveys increased from 23.8% to 42% with the first follow up contact, an increase
of 18.2%. Similar increases in response rates were achieved with subsequent follow-up
contacts. The second and third follows-up contacts increased the response rate by 17%
and 13.4% respectively (Dillman, 1972). These results were reflected in another study
conducted by Roscoe et al (197 5) where the effect of telephone follow up contacts were
compared to the postcard reminders for short and long versions of a mail based
questionnaires.
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The use of follow up contacts is also well established in e-mail based surveys, with a
number of studies using them. Sproull ( 1986) Schaefer and Dillman (1998) Tse ( 1995)
and others have used follow up contacts to increase response rates. Schaefer and
Dillman (1998) used both mail and e-mail follow up contacts in the study, which resulted
in response rates of 58% for the e-mail reminder and 54.4% for the mail reminder. In
comparison, the traditional mail based control group achieved a response rate of 57%.
None of the current e-mail based studies have conducted any experiments into the effect
of not conducting any follow-up contact with respondents, so it is not possible to quantify
the effect of follow-up contact with respondents. But it could be assumed that e-mail
follow up contacts would have the same effect as mail. As with the use of preliminary
notification it is not possible to determine whether follow-up contacts have a direct effect
on response rates because as stated it is the number of contacts with respondents that
appear to have the greatest effect.
The use of follow-up contacts in web based sur_vey is restricted to the method used to
contact or select respondents. For example, if respondents are invited to complete a
survey via banner adverts then it is not possible to conduct a follow up reminder contact.
This is equivalent to contacting a mall intercept survey. The researcher normally only
has one chance to get the respondent to complete the questionnaire. With the study
conducted by White (1996) respondents were asked to evaluate a number of speciality
food web sites. Respondents were made up of three types;
a) pre-registered - those who had completed an early survey and had agreed to
participate in future studies;
b) volunteers - those that had seen a banner advert and agreed to complete the survey;
and
c) walk-ins - people who had entered the sites being evaluated and agreed to evaluate
other sites.
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For the pre registered and volunteer groups e-mail addresses had already been obtained,
so follow-up contacts were made. Two follow-up contacts were made, one ten days after
the initial request to those in the pre registered and volunteer groups only, and another
follow-up three days before the closing period for the survey to all participants. This
resulted in "52.9% of the volunteers and 51.8% of the pre-registers completing at least
one site evaluation"(White, 1996 pg 47) compared to 68.4% of the walk-ins who
completed at least one evaluation. The results are not that good considering that the
respondents were asked to evaluate a total of 6 sites. Although the researchers do state
that ''The third and final notice which was sent to all respondents who had not completed
six company evaluations appears to have been very important to increasing the
participation of males in the review process"(White, 1996 pg 50). Unfortunately, no
information is given on the effectiveness of the follow-up contacts on the different groups
so it is difficult to determine their effectiveness.
Another web based survey conducted by the Graphics, Visualisation and Usability Centre
at Georgia Institute of Technology has encountered similar problems. This project
initially used links from popular web sites and postings to new groups to obtain a sample.
Again it is difficult to determine a response rate for the survey but their survey obtained
over 4800 responses (Pitkow and Recker 1995). The researchers involved in the project
invited previous respondents to take part in future studies and combined these results
with new respondents obtained from placing adverts on popular web sites.
The use of follow up contacts appear to have a positive effect on the response rates of
both traditional mail, e-mail and web based surveys and have become an integral part of
survey methodology.
2.4.3

Personalisation

Another technique used to improve the response rate of mail surveys is personalising the
communication with the respondents. In most cases the personalisation of the mail
survey has involved personally addressing the mail, signing any letters with a ball point
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pen and using real names instead of generic terms such as Dear Sir/Madam etc. Harvey
(1987) stated in the review of previous research that personalisation has "shown quite
contradictory results"(Harvey, 1987 pg 345). The research review by Harvey (1987)
indicates that no clear conclusion can be drawn about the effectiveness of personalisation
of contacts with respondents. This is also confirmed Yammarino et al ( 1991) who reports
that in a review of 26 studies conducted by Worthen and Valcarce (1985) that the effect
of personalisation was small (Worthen and Valcarce ( 1985) cited in (Yammarino et al.,
1991)). Although it appears that personalisation has little effect, Dillman and Frey
(1974) and Carpenter (1974) have recorded higher response rates for personalised
communication (92.1 % and 72.2%) than non personalised (84.8% and 71.3%). With
both studies the level of personalisation involved hand written individually addressed
letters, which were personally signed using a ball point pen (Dillman & Frey,
1974),(Carpenter, 1974-75). Although there is an increase in the response rates the cost
in time and money to achieve the increase would indicate that a high level of
personalisation is not cost effective.
With the use of e-mail the same level of personalisation cannot be achieved in terms of
signed letters and hand written addresses. However it is possible to personally address
any correspondence with respondents. Schaefer and Dillman (1998) recommend that emails be sent to respondents personally not to mail lists because it prevents respondents
contacting each other (Schaefer & Dillman, 1998). It is also possible to personalise the
salutation by using "mail merge" features common with most word processing packages.
It is also possible to adjust what type of follow up contact is made with the respondents.

Batgelj and Vehovar (1998) sent e-mail messages to respondents of their 1996 and 1997
RIS survey received a personalised thank you letter which thanked them for their time
completing the survey ( for ex~mple 'thank you for your 5 minutes and 35 seconds of
your time on May 15 at 10:35 .... ")(Bataglj & Vehovar, 1998 pg 11).
With e-mail and web based questionnaires where respondents are asked to participate in
the surveys via a banner advert or news group posting it is not possible to personalise the
communication with potential respondents. It is however possible for surveys where the
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e-mail address from a known sample is used. It could be hypothesised that using
personalised e-mail messages may be effective to obtain respondents attention, as theemail message may stand out from other generic e-mail. Because of the little cost
involved in using personalisation techniques, such as personally addressing the e-mail, it
would appear to be an easy way to increase response rates.
2.4.4

Incentives

Another method that has been developed to improve response rates is the offering of
some form of incentive. A number of different types of incentives have been used to
increase response rates, they include monetary incentives, gifts, donations to charities,
prize draws and lottery tickets. These different types of incentives have had an effect on
response rates both in terms of a prepaid incentive and a promise. In a review of 18
studies conducted by Armstrong in 197 5 the evidence suggested that there is a strong
positive impact on response rates if prepaid monetary incentives are used (Armstrong,
1975). In another review by Gajraj et al (1990) of 21 studies undertaken since 1975 the
use of prepaid monetary incentives also resulted in a positive improvement in response
rate (Gajraj, Faria, & Dickinson, 1990). The value of the monetary incentive also appears
to effect the response rate. The effect of a large prepaid incentive is also confirmed by
Warriner et al (1996) who also concluded ''Too large a prepaid reward perhaps in the
eyes of some can itself be normative violation, slightly in 'bad taste"' (Warriner, Goyder,
Gjertsen, Hohner, & McSpurren, 1996). The use of promised monetary incentives appear
to have a nil or limited positive effect on response rates. In a number of studies
reviewed by Gajraj et al (1990) the promise of a monetary incentive resulted in a lower
response rate than a prepaid monetary incentive. Gajraj et al (1990) only found two
studies where the response rate for promised monetary incentives were significantly
different from the control groups who didn't receive any incentive.
Gifts have also been used instead of monetary incentives to improve response rates.
There are a limited number of studies that have been conducted using gifts as incentives.
Of the studies conducted, Hansen (1980) and Houston & Nevin (1977) used a pen as an
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incentive and found that the use of these gifts resulted in a significantly higher response
rate than no incentive. Goodstadt et al ( 1977) examined the use of the gift of a book as
an incentive to increase response rates compared with a monetary incentive and the
promise of an incentive. The results are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Response rate for the Goodstadt et al experiment
Incentive Type
Response Rate
None (Control Group
62%
25 Cents
84%
Free book
67%
Book reward 1
66%
1
Free book sent to respondent on receipt of the questionnaire
Source (Goodstadt, Chung, Kronitz, & Cook, 1977)
The results indicate there was little difference between the gift groups and the control
group. Goodstadt et al found that there was no statistical difference between the control
group and the two gift groups, but response rates for the monetary incentive was
statistically significant (p-value 0.005) (Goodstadt et al., 1977).
Another type of incentive used is that of a lottery ticket. Gajraj et al (1990) conducted an
experiment using a gift and monetary incentive, and lottery ticket. The promise of a
lottery ticket was more effective than the promise or inclusion of other types of
incentives. The response rate for the promised lottery ticket is close to being statistically
significant with a p value of 0.056. In a similar study by Brennan et al (1991) a prize
draw for $200 cash or $200 gift voucher was used and tested in an experiment against
monetary incentives. The results indicate the monetary incentives of 50cents and $1 were
more effective than the chance of winning $200 cash or gift vouchers in a prize draw
(Brennan, Hoek, & Astridge, 1991). Overall it would appear that the use of lottery
tickets or prize draws is not as effective as relatively small monetary incentives.
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As well as lottery tickets the use of discount coupons have been used to increase response
rates. Kalafatis and Madden ( 1995) found that regardless of the value of the discount the
inclusion of discount coupons has a negative effect on the response rates when compared
to no incentives (Kalafatis & Madden, 1995). Kalafatis and Madden concluded that
respondents "viewed the redeemable discount coupons not as incentives but as an effort
to actually to generate sales"(Kalafatis & Madden, 1995 pg 181). From the results of this
study it would appear that the use of any redeemable discount coupons would adversely
effect response rates and therefore should not be used.

The final incentive method used to increase response rates is donations to charities. The
use of donations to charities as an incentive has had some mixed results. In a number of
studies the use of donations to charities is less effective than a monetary incentive of the
same value. In some cases no incentive has proved to be more effective than the use of a
donation to charity. Dickinson and Faria (1995) hypothesised that this may be due to the
type of charity that donation was being made to. The 1995 study allowed the respondent
the opportunity to choose the type of charities, which would receive the donation. The
results indicate that a "contribution to more popular health related charities increased
response rate by 20.5% points compared with less popular social/culture charities"
(Dickinson & Faria, 1995 pg 452). Therefore the choice of charity appears to effect the
response rate, however further studies are required to confirm this.

2.5

Potential techniques for improving response rates in e-mail and web surveys.

The use of incentives with web based and e-mail surveys is limited due to the method of
delivery of the survey. The majority of incentives used have to be promised incentives,
as it is difficult to include an incentive with the initial e-mail contact to the respondent. A
number of studies White (1996) and Comley (1996) have used some from of incentive.
White (1996) offered a free T-shirt to respondents who clicked on a banner advert and
completed the associated web based survey. It is not possible to determine if this had any
effect because it wasn't stated how many people saw the banner adverts. In the Comley
study respondents were offered the choice of a UK£2.00 incentive or donation to charity,
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also the first 200 respondents entered a draw for a wide screen TV. It appeared that these
incentives had little effect on the response rate (13.5%). Unfortunately, this was not an
experiment study so the poor response rate can not be attributed to poor reception of the
incentives, but monetary incentives of similar amounts have had positive effects on
response rates in mail surveys.
The use of gifts as incentives is also problematic. Gifts such as T-shirts require the
respondents to supply a physical address so that the T-shirt can be sent to them, some
respondents may object to supplying a physical address because of issues of
confidentiality. Electronic gifts can be used as a substitute, such as free software or free
entry to a restricted site, but this may attract the same connotations as vouchers and be
seen by respondents as an attempt to attract future business of the software developers
and site owners. An alternative to using some form of gifts is ecash, an electronic form
of cash developed for conducting transactions over the World Wide Web. The use of
ecash as a method of conducting transactions is still limited. There are few banks
supporting the protocol, and not many on-line retailers accept ecash. The users of ecash
have to be registered and have an ecash account with a supporting bank (DigiCash,
1997). Because of these limitations any use of ecash at this stage could have a negative
effect on response rates because of the process respondents would have to go through to
use their ecash incentives. The ecash incentive may also have the same effect as
vouchers and be seen as an attempt to make future unwanted purchases.
Of the different types of incentives used in traditional su·rveys the most effective appears
to be prepaid monetary incentives, but this is difficult if not impossible to replicate foremail and web based questionnaire. Other incentives such as promised monetary, gifts,
lottery tickets or prize draws, and donations to charity do affect response rates but in most
studies any effect is smaller than a prepaid monetary. The value or possible value of the
non prepaid monetary incentive appears to have little effect on respondents. In studies
where the prize draw or gift were of more value than the monetary incentive the response
rate was higher for the smaller value monetary incentive (Brennan et al., 1991; Gajraj et
al., 1990; Goodstadt et al., 1977). It would also appear that smaller monetary incentives
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are more effective than large ones with studies indicating that respondents look on large
incentives as bribes and therefore do not complete the questionnaire (Brennan et al.,
1991; Warriner et al. , 1996). The use of donations to charity also appears to be less
effective than the prepaid monetary incentive in some cases, and studies suggest that the
type of charity affects the effectiveness of this incentives. Use of incentives with e-mail
and web based surveys is problematic due to limitations of the medium and the most
effective method with traditional mail is currently not available to researchers using these
methods of survey delivery. Because of problems associated with using incentives in
conjunction with web based surveys it is recommended they are not to be used in the
study.
Of the different techniques used to improve response rates to a traditional survey, a
number can, and have been adapted to e-mail and web based surveys. Some of these
techniques have been effective in increasing in response rates, but unfortunately some of
the most effective methods are not available to researchers using e-mail or web based
surveys. Personalisation and follow up contacts will be used with a limited type of
preliminary notification.

2.6

Data Quality

There a number of potential sources of error that can effect the quality of a research
process. This error can normally be divided into two broad categories; sampling error
and non-sampling error. Sampling error occurs when the sample used in the survey is not
representative of the whole population and results in a different measure being obtained
from the sample and what can be obtained from the population if they were surveyed.
The other main component, non-sampling error includes all other en-or associated with
the research project and includes such items as design error, non response errors,
response errors, and administration error. As with any survey web based surveying is
subject to the possibility that these factors will effect the quality of the data obtained by
the survey, but web based survey does allow for some of these errors to be reduced or
eliminated.
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One of the major potential sources of error is sampling error. Web based and e-mail
research is subject to large amounts of sampling error because of the fact that the use of
WWW and e-mail is not widely used within the general population. A number of
researchers have noted this as the main problem facing on-line surveys (Frost, 1998).
Kiesler and Sproull (1986), Metha and Sivadas (1995) and others state the on-line
surveys are restricted to members of the population who have access to computers and
are comfortable with them. Research conducted by Georgia Tech's Graphic and Visual
Useability WWW survey team indicates that 38.7% of web users are women with 80.9%
having some university education and 50.1 % having completed one degree (Kehoe,
Pitkow, & Rogers, 1998). Although this not representative of the population, Comley
(1996) maintains that the on-line survey may be applicable for certain types of research
such as, adoption of new high tech products, computer usage, employee and customer
surveys and special interest groups. Sampling error will remain a problem with web
based and e-mail surveys until such time the adoption of the technology has increased.
This study will not address these problems but will focus on examining other types of
error that may effect quality.
One primary error that is virtually eliminated is data entry error, which occurs when data
is incorrectly entered into the computer package that analyses it. Unlike traditional
surveys responses from web based surveys are entered directly into a computer package
without the use of a third pa1ty who may incorrectly encode the information (Frost, 1998;
Kiesler & Sproull, 1986).
Non-sampling error also effects the quality of any data collected and mainly relates to the
management of the survey. In this area on-line surveys tend to have an advantage of
more traditional methods because of the elimination of certain areas that can cause errors
in the research.
2.6.1

Aspects of respondent error

There is wide debate as to what qualifies as data quality or response quality, Houston &
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Ford (1976) state that response quality must take into account the effort and thought
respondents have put into completing the questionnaire. Alternatively McDaniel and
Rao (1981) propose that response quality can be measured and defined along three
dimensions; completeness of the answer, item omission, and response error. This study
will examine data quality allowing these dimensions.
A number of other studies have examined the issues of completeness of the answer, item
omission, and response error. Completeness of answers tend to relate to opened ended
questions and it appears from experimental studies conducted by Bachmann, Elfrink and
Vazzana (1996) and Schaefer and Dillman (1998) that respondents of e-mail based
surveys tend to provide longer responses to open ended question, compared to the mail
survey. Schaefer and Dillman found that on "average open ended response on e-mail
version contained 40 words, while open ended responses on the paper version contained
10 words" (Schaefer & Dillman, 1998 pg 8 ). Metha and Sivadas also reported a higher
average number of meaningful words in open-ended questions for their e-mail treatments
in their survey. The two e-mail treatment respondents on average wrote 10.17 and 9.14
words compared to the mail treatments with 2.86 and 3.84 (Mehta, 1994). Comley
(1996) obtained similar results with open-ended questions in e-mail survey resulting in a
higher average number of words (Comley, 1996). In addition, to an increase in number
of words the researcher also indicated a higher completion rate for open-ended question.
Schaefer and Dillman found that an open-ended question, asking for additional
suggestions, resulted in a 12% higher completion rate for the e-mail treatment over the
mail survey. Bachmann et al also reported higher responses to open-ended question in
the e-mail version of their survey, 21.9% of the survey responded to the open ended
question in the e-mail survey compared to 4.8% in the mail survey (significant at the 0.05
level) (Bachmann, Elfrink, & Vazzana, 1996). The majority of researchers have
hypothesised that the increased number of words and completion levels are due to the fact
the respondent may have found it easier to write responses to the open-ended question
using a key board rather than by hand.
Alternative hypothesis is that because the space available for providing response to an
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open-ended question is not limited respondents tend to write more. The e-mail format
effectively removes any limitation because the space provided increases in size with each
word entered. Research conducted by Gendall et al ( 1996) indicated that providing more
space in a mail survey to write responses increased the number of words and ideas. The
mean number of words per response for a 10-line space was 6.7 compared to 5.1 for a
two-line space. The mean number of ideas generated for large space was 1.6 and 1.3 for
the smaller space. Although there is a small difference, the results are statistically
significant (p value of 0.02, and 0.01 respectively). These differences only appear to
occur when considering individual responses. When the results are aggregated there is no
difference in the number of words and ideas generated for both sizes (Gendall, Menelaou,
& Brennan, 1996). It could be hypothesised that a combination of both, ease of writing
and space are having an effect on the number of words generated by open-ended
questions in e-mail surveys.
Because of the different methods used to determine the level of data quality for openended questions it is not possible to make a comparison across the different studies. In
this study, the following criteria will be used to determine the effectiveness of openended questions. Firstly, the number of words per open-ended question by treatment,
secondly, the number of different ideas generated. Thirdly, the average number of ideas
generated per respondent. These ideas will be classified using the following criteria, that
the idea is not meaningless, ambiguous, repetitive of a previous statement or irrelevant to
the general topic of the question (Dohrenwend, 1965 ; Brennan, 1997). The use of this
criteria should assist in determining whether web based surveys generate more
meaningful ideas compared to their e-mail survey counterparts.
2.6.2

Closed or Fixed response questions

Although the level of completion for open-ended questions appears to be higher in e-mail
based survey the results for closed questions appear to be mixed. Both Sproull ( 1986)
and Bachmann et la (1996) reported a higher non response for e-mail items.
_ Sproull(1986) reported an overall mean missing data response of 0.2 % for the mail
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survey compared to 1.4 % for the e-mail survey. Similar results were found by Bachmann
et al with an average number of items omitted of 3.1 % for the e-mail survey and 0. 7 %
for the mail survey (Bachmann et al., 1996). Comley (1996) also reported a higher
average level of item omission for e-mail respondents, but this does not appear to be
significant with a p value of 0.465. In contrast, Metha and Sivadas (1994) and Tse et al
(1994) found no difference between the two survey methods. Schaefer and Dillman
(1998) reported a higher completion rate with e-mail with 69.4% of the respondents
completing at least 95% of the e-mail questionnaire compared to the mail questionnaire
with only 56.6% of the sample completing 95% of the questionnaire.
The difference between the two methods could be due to the limitations of the e-mail
format. Respondents may have accidentally scrolled past questions which results in them
not answering some of the questions, also if the questionnaires contain skips, respondents
may have accidentally missed questions because they have scrolled past them. With the
CAWI method, it is possible to force respondents to answer a question before proceeding
to the next question. The inclusion of non-applicable answers in the possible response
will allow respondents who do not want to answer a particular question to proceed to the
next question. Overall, there is again difficulty in making a comparison between the
studies as different methods have been used to determine the quality of the closed
questions. Although web based surveys will not eliminate the possibility that
respondents have deliberately answered incorrectly, it will reduce the error resulting from
respondents missing questions.
Another aspect of response error occurs when respondents are unwilling to provide an
inaccurate answer or false response to sensitive questions. Research conducted by
Beckenback (1992) indicates respondents tend to experience a higher degree of privacy
and anonymity with computer assisted self-interviewing (Beckenback 1992 cited in de
Leeuw, Hox, & Snijkers, 1995). Sproull and Kiesler (1986) who found fewer socially
desirable answers in an electronic survey compared to a traditional mail survey have also
reported the result. It would appear from the limited research conducted that respondents
of e-mail and web based surveys tend to be less inhibited (de Leeuw et al., 1995) but this
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preliminary conclusion conflicts with a number of privacy issues being raised in regards
to the WWW.
Through the use of web survey techniques, some types of non response error can be
reduced, which will result in reducing the overall level of error associated with survey.
The use of computer programming to validate data and remove the possibility of
respondents missing questions should ensure data is more accurate.

2. 7

Response Speed

Along with response rates, another important factor is the speed of response when
assessing different methodologies. As with response rates, the response speed of a
survey can be affected by similar factors, such as pre-notification, incentives and follow
up contact with respondents. The literature on mail based surveys indicates that the
incentives appear to have the greatest effect on response speed. Research conducted by
Chebat and Cohen(1993) indicates that incentives have a greater affect on response speed
than pre-notification letters. In a two-stage survey the research found that incentives were
more effective for both low and high socio-economic groups (Chebat and Cohen 1993).
WWW and e-mail based surveys have been found to have a higher response speed than

traditional based mail survey. A number of studies have indicated a significant difference
in response speed with Schaefer and Dillman reporting that 17 .6% of all the surveys
received were returned on the same day they were sent(Schaefer & Dillman, 1998). The
average time for the receipt of the completed questionnaires was 9.16 days for the e-mail
survey and 14.39 days for the mail survey which was significantly different with at value
of 5.718 and p value of O.OOOl(Schaefer & Dillman, 1998). Similar results have been
achieved by Bachmann et al ( 1996) with over half of the responses arriving within two
days and more than 80% within one week of being sent out (Bachmann et al. , 1996).
These results were repeated for other studies with Metha and Sividas (1995), Schuldt et al
(1994) Kiesler and Sproull (1986) repmting significantly fast response speed. The only
study to not have a significant difference in response speed is Tse et al (1995) who
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reported a response time of 8.09 days for the e-mail survey and 9.79 day for the mail
survey. This result is mainly caused by the low response rate of 6% for the e-mail
survey. Tse et al(1995) also stated that this might be because e-mail users only read their
mail infrequently, but other research does not appear to support this conclusion.

There is little empirical research addressing the response speed of web based surveys due
to that fact that to date most web based surveys have had the respondents directly
accessing from banner adverts asking then to participate in the survey. White (1996)
conducted a survey over a period of twenty one days and reported the majority of
responses arrived during the middle of the period (White, 1996). In another web based
survey conducted by Findlater and Kottler (1997) the response speed was extremely fast.
Within 3 hours of e-mailing the respondent a request to participate in web based survey,
they had achieved 40% (160) of the required 400 completed surveys, with a 100 surveys
being completed within the first hour (Findlater & Kottler, 1997).

2.8

Summary

As indicated in the literature review there are a number of limitations associated with the
use of e-mail as a method of conducting surveys. These problems are primarily
associated with the way in which questionnaires are required to be formatted in e-mail
messages. The majority of e-mail programmes restrict the number of characters that can
be displayed on one line, which affects the formatting of questions. Another limitation is
that it is not possible to display images or non-standard characters. These problems have
been addressed by some of the latest e-mail programmes, but it is not possible to
determine how the questionnaire will be displayed to respondents because of the various
numbers of e-mail programmes which support different levels of formatting. Although
this limitation can cause problems, e-mail based surveys have become widespread both in
academia and the business community.

It is possible to overcome a number of problems associated with email questionnaires
through the use of web based questionnaires. Unlike e~mail programmes, methods used
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to display information to users have been based on a standard set of protocols, which are
common across all browser types. These protocols include standard response fields for
developing questionnaires, which allows the researcher to be confident that the
questionnaire will be displayed to different respondents in the same way. The standard
response field replicates standard scales and tick box responses used in mail surveys, with
some improvements. For example, it is possible to have a mutually exclusive response
field, with radio buttons and drop down boxes restricting the potential respondent to only
one possible response. This effectively eliminates the possibility of respondents
incorrectly selecting more than one response in mutually exclusive questions.

Although there are advantages to web based questionnaires, there are some potential
problems with the standard web based questionnaire. These questionnaires tend to be a
single scrollable web page, which has some problems in terms of navigation. The use of
scroll bars to navigate increases the potential for respondents to scroll past questions and
it is easier for them to miss skips in the questionnaire. As indicated in the literature it is
possible to overcome these problems with multiple page web based questionnaires. By
displaying a single or limited number of questions per web page, the problem of
respondents having to scroll through the questionnaire is reduced or eliminated. The use
of multiple page questionnaires allows the researcher to develop questionnaires that adapt
based on the respondents response to the previous question. This eliminates any
possibility of respondents incorrectly missing skips in the questionnaire. Although using
multiple pages can reduce the number of missed questions, it could result in other
problems with respondents having to download a number of pages. This could result in
respondents withdrawing from the questionnaire because they do not want to have to
download a number of web pages. It could result in a higher number of incomplete
questionnaires in comparison to single page web based questionnaires.

The use of multiple pages also allows the researcher to validate any responses submitted
with the web page. The validation of the response opens the possibility of removing
respondent error in terms of missing questions and logically invalid responses. This in
effect forces respondents to answer the questions presented to them before proceeding
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through the questionnaire. The respondents may object to having their responses being
validated. Using validation also removes the ability of respondent to refuse to answer a
particular question, because validation programs would treat this as an error. To
overcome this problem it is possible to give a respondent a refusal or don't know option
for the responses. Overall the use of validation pro grams would result in an improvement
in the data quality for this type of questionnaire, but could have a potential cost in terms
of respondents dropping out of the survey.

A number of web based questionnaires require respondents to access the questionnaire
web site via banner adverts or the like. It is possible to create a hyperlink from an e-mail
message to the web based questionnaire. In this instance, the e-mail message would be
like the mail survey introduction letter with a separate questionnaire on the web. This
would allow the use of techniques which have been found to increase response rates in
mail surveys to be applied to e-mail surveys with hyperlinks to web based surveys.

There is overwhelming evidence to indicate that the incentives, personalisation, number
of contacts and preliminary notification have an affect on increasing response rates of
mail surveys. But there is limited evidence to indicate that these techniques have an
affect on response rates on e-mail and web based questionnaires. Problems arise with
whether these techniques can be applied to other methods. One of these techniques,
which is difficult to apply to the new electronic method, is the use of incentives.
Research conducted in mail surveys indicates that the most effective incentive is a cash
payment, which is included with the initial contact with respondents. This method is not
possible with electronic surveys because of the lack of a standard alternative to cash.
Alternative incentives such as gifts also have similar problems, as it is difficult to present
respondents with physical gifts, an alternative such as electronic gifts could be seen as
product endorsements. Because of the problems associated with this technique, it has not
been considered for this study.

One of the other methods is the use of personalisation, which is very easy to achieve with
electronic media. Unlike mail based contact letters it is very easy to produce personally
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addressed e-mail letters for respondents. This is a result of the limited costs involved in
producing an e-mail letter and the use of databases and mail merge features, which can be
used to produce personalised e-mail. Although it is easy to produce personalised e-mail,
it is not possible for researchers to personally sign contact letters, it has been shown to
have a positive effect on response rate. Although it is not possible to sign the contact email message, it appears that by personalising the e-mail as much as possible may make
up for the lack of signature.
Another technique that has been used to improve response rates is preliminary
notification. The use of preliminary notification is problematic because of problems with
the number of contacts with respondents. There is evidence that preliminary notification
has a limited effect with some populations and the cost benefit of preliminary notification
letters appears to be small. However a number of researchers have indicated that
preliminary notification is very important when conducting e-mail based survey. This
research has been conducted primarily with e-mail questionnaires. By using e-mail
contacts with hyperlinks to the web based questionnaire this could act as a surrogate
preliminary notification as the questionnaire is not included with the initial contact.
The research will compare the following types of questionnaires:
•

Mail based questionnaire

•

E-mail based questionnaire

•

Single page web based questionnaire

•

Multiple page web based questionnaire without validation

•

Multiple page web based questionnaire with validation

To determine whether each of the above has any effect on response rate, response speed
and data quality. The techniques used with mail based questionnaires will be applied to
these different questionnaires where practically possible in an attempt to replicate
standard practices used in mail survey. The specific research objectives are outlined in
the next section.
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3

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The overall research objective was to compare different methods of collecting survey
data electronically via email and the Internet/World Wide Web, with traditional mail
surveys, the key issues examined are:
1. Response rate. This will be determined by the number of completed
questionnaires submitted or returned;
2.

Response speed. The time taken by respondents to submit or return a
completed questionnaire;

3. Data/response quality: to be defined along three dimensions being;
- Completeness of the answer.
- Item omission
- Response error
The following research questions are addressed:
a) Is there a significant difference in response rate for different types of webbased questionnaires, e-mail questionnaire and mail questionnaire?
b) Is there a significant difference in response speed for different types of
web-based questionnaires, e-mail questionnaire and mail questionnaire?
c) Is there a significant difference between the levels of data/response quality
for e-mail questionnaire, single continuous page non-checking web
questionnaire, multiple page non checking questionnaire, self-checking
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multiple page questionnaire?
d) Does the use of data verification result in a learning affect, which sees the
number of errors, reduce as respondents move through the questionnaire?
e) Is there a significant difference in the number of incomplete
questionnaires between the two types of multiple page and single page
questionnaire?
f)

Does data verification affect the number of incomplete questionnaires?

g) Do downloading multiple pages affect completion rates?
h) Do completion times significantly differ between web based
questionnaires?
i)

Do open-ended questions in web based, and e-mail based questionnaire
produced significantly different responses in terms;
Number of ideas generate per question and the average number of
ideas generated per respondent
Word generated per question and the average number of words per
respondent.
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4

METHOD

The overall study consisted of two studies, a pilot study, and the main study. The
purpose of the pilot study was to trial the application that was being used for the web
based questionnaires, before conducting the study on a large population. The
methodology and results for the pilot study are available from the writer on request. The
main study consisted of five treatments and was conducted on a sample of 1249
academics. The methodology used for this study is outlined in this section in addition to
information containing the design of the web based and e-mail questionnaires.

4.1

Sample

The sample for the main study was drawn from two sources; firstly, New Zealand and
Australia based academics that attended the 1998 ANZMAC conference at Otago
University. The second source are staff members of Commerce and Business facilities of
41 academic institutions based in Australia and New Zealand (see Appendix 1 for list of
institutions). The sample was limited to academics whose e-mail address were displayed
on publicly accessible departmental web sites and which contain a 'mailto:' link which
automatically launches an e-mail program when selected. The sample was further limited
to staff members whose profiles indicate that they were actively involved in the teaching
of courses. This resulted in an overall sample of 1249 respondents, 660 from Australia,
and 589 from New Zealand. Both e-mail and physical mail address were obtained for all
members of the sample.
4.1.1

Allocation of Sample to treatment groups

The sample was allocated to nine groups based on the academic area of study. The
allocation was based on the name of the department and information contained in any
associated profile. The database on ANZMAC conference attendees didn't contain
information of academic affiliation, so these respondents were allocated to a separate
group.
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Table 5. Size of Academic Groupings
Group name
Accounting
ANZMAC and Unknown
Communication
Economics
Finance
Human Resources
Management
Marketing
Public Policy and Tourism

Size
253
156
7
112

83
65
230

70
21

The sample has two demographic features, different universities and academic disciplines
that may effect the outcome of the study. Academics at different universities may have
varying access to computers, and different academic respondents may have different
levels of computer usage etc. Another factor influencing the allocation of respondents to
the different treatment group was that the sample represented people who have close
contact with other sample members, members of the same departments were all allocated
to the same treatment. Another factor affecting the allocation of the members of the
sample to the treatment is that Treatment Group 1 received a mail version of the
questionnaire. The mailing of the questionnaire to Australia would have an affect on the
response speed of this group, therefore only respondents who are residing in New
Zealand were allocated to this group.

To avoid this from occurring the academic groupings listed in the table above were subdivided into the different universities. Then respondents were allocated to Treatment
Group 1 based on their country of origin, university and academic group. The remaining
respondents were allocated to treatment groups to ensure that there was no major
difference between the treatment groups based on academic groups and universities.
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Table 6. Allocation of Sample to treatments

Academic Group

Communication
Economics
Finance
Management
Marketing
Human Resources
Public Policy and Tourism
Accounting
ANZMAC
Total

Treatment Treatment
Groupl
Group2
(mail)
(e-mail)
6
27
23
44
21
25
13
80
0
239

0
42
18
41
21
12
0
70
46
250

Treatment
Group3
(single page
web)
1
35
15
43
15
13
4
68
50
244

Treatment
Treatment
Group5
Group4
(multiple page
(multiple web
with
page)
validation)
1
9
35
30
15
33
43
33
15
21
13
22
4
0
68
70
54
50
244
272

Because of the different sizes of departments at different Universities it was not possible
to obtain even numbers of respondents for each treatment group

4.2

Instrument

The study consisted of five primary questionnaires: A mail questionnaire, E-mail
questionnaire, a single continuous page questionnaire, and multiple page questionnaires
without data verification, and multiple page questionnaires with data verification. There
are a number of differences between the instruments, which are indicated below
•

Treatment Group 1: Mail questionnaire, this treatment group will receive a
standard mail questionnaire (see Appendix 2).

•

Treatment Group 2: E-mail Questionnaire: The E-mail questionnaire
treatment group will receive a plain text questionnaire, which will be emailed to the respondents as part of the covering letter. The respondents
will be required to type an "x" next to the options they choose. (see
Appendix 3).
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•

Treatment Group 3: Single page questionnaire: The single page
questionnaire consists of one continuous web page, containing standard
HTML fields. Navigation around the questionnaire will be through the
use of scroll bars. (see Appendix 4).

•

Treatment Group 4: Multiple page questionnaire without data verification.
This questionnaire is same as the previous questionnaire with the
exception that the questionnaire is divided into individual web pages, one
page for each question. Transition between each page is through the use
of the submit button. (see Appendix 5).

•

Treatment Group 5: Multiple page questionnaire with data verification. A
multiple page questionnaire with data verification is the same as the
previous questionnaire, however on submission the questionnaire runs a
verification program. The verification program determines whether the
respondents have answered the question or whether questions are logically
valid. If an error occurs respondents are sent to another web page where
an error message is displayed. (see Appendix 5).

The five primary instruments were split into two-sub groups, which received different
versions of the survey. The difference between the versions is the size of the space
available to respondents to reply to open-ended questions was different.
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4.2.1

Questionnaire Design.

The questionnaires in the main study consisted of 9 sections and contained 54 questions
and 87 responses. The types of questions were as follows.

Table 7. Type and number of questions
Question Type
Open ended questions
Ranking Questions
Lifetree Style Questions
Selection from a mutually exclusive list
Selection from a non mutually exclusive list
Yes/No questions
Juster Scale

Number of questions
4
3
4

17
5
17
4

The open end question response area varied in size depending on the sub treatment group.
For sub group 1 the open question response area consisted of 5 lines for the small
response area and 10 lines for the large text area.
The traditional mail questionnaire consisted of 25 pages, with the e-mail questionnaire
consisting of equivalent 16 A 4 pages. The single page questionnaire consisted of three
pages, one questionnaire page and welcome and thank you page. The multiple page
questionnaires survey consisted of 37web pages of which 35 pages were questions. The
remaining two pages contained a welcome and instruction page and a thank you page at
the end of the questionnaire.

4.3

Web based Questionnaire Design

The web based questionnaire was developed using Lotus Notes 4.5, which is a program
developed to enable distributed users to obtain information from databases, participate in
discussion groups, use e-mail and schedule systems. The system is designed to operate
within a local area network (LAN) or via the Internet. The program allows secure
systems to be established and restrict users to certain areas of the program depending on
their security clearance. This project specifically used the database capabilities of Lotus
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Notes.
There are a number of differences between standard databases and a Notes database. The
difference mainly relates to how the data is stored and displayed to users.
Notes like, most other databases uses forms for the inputting of information to the
database, and in this case these forms are converted into web pages to allow them to be
displayed on the Internet. With Notes, these forms are also used to store data, which has
been inputted, unlike other databases, where data is saved in tables. To allow a form to
be viewed over the Internet, Notes converts the form into a web page using JavaScript
programming language. These forms are assigned unique names, which form the basis of
the URL (Universal Resource Location) for the web page. The remaining part of the web
page URL is drawn from the name of the database and web site server address.
4.3.1

Layout of web page questionnaire

Lotus Notes database forms were developed as the basis for the questionnaire web pages.
The forms were based around the standard HTML forms fields and standard table layout
to ensure that format would remain constant across different computer displays. The use
of HTML tables makes it possible to predetermine the width and height of a table and
therefore how the information is displayed to potential respondents. The tables used in
the questionnaire are based on a set number of pixel's (the smallest element able to be
displayed on a computer screen). The maximum width of the table was set at 400 pixels,
which is just smaller than the standard screen resolution of 640 by 480. This would
enable the table to be displayed by the vast majority of personal computers without the
need for scrolling left to right. The size of the table for the multiple page questionnaires
would be restricted to 600 pixels high, again to minimise the need for scrolling. Due to
the size of some of the individual questions and the number of response options required,
some of the multiple page questionnaire's pages required scrolling on low resolution
computers (under 640 x 480) or screen size under 15 inches. The scrolling was always
not more than a¼ of page, which depending of the resolution and screen size was
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approximately 4 centimetres.

Times Roman font was used for the web based questionnaire with black text on a white
background. To ensure that any instructions would stand out from the surrounding text
they were coloured red and bold. Both types of web based questionnaires had no in built
navigation aids. For the single page questionnaire navigation around the questionnaire
was by way of the browser scroll bars. Each of the multiple page questionnaires at the
bottom of the single page question had a submit button, which submitted the
questionnaire to the database. With the use of the submit button the respondent was
effectively giving their permission to forward the questionnaire because they have to
make a decision to press the submit button.
4.3.2

Question types and associated fields.

Open ended questions
For open-ended questions respondents were required to enter their response to a question
into a text box. The size of the text box was determined by the number of columns and
rows that is displayed on a standard PC (IBM) based computer, which divides the screen
into 80 columns and 25 rows, with each cell created by the rows and columns containing
one character. Appendix 10 contains a copy of the different size text boxes and their
associated HTML formula. In the case of the pilot study, three different sizes of openend text boxes were used. For the main study two different text box sizes were used as
indicated in the table below.

Table 8. Sizes of Open-ended question text boxes in the main study

Web survey
Mail survey

Large area
70 columns by 15 rows/lines
15 lines

Small area
70 columns by 5 rows/lines
5 lines

The rich text box will automatically display scroll bars if a response exceeds that number
of columns or rows that has been pre determined by the researcher.
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Likert and other scale Questions
Drop down boxes were used for lik:ert or other scale questions. The formatting of a drop
down box is largely determined by the size of the responses. The width of any drop
down box is determined by the widest response option in the question, with the height of
the box determined by the font size and the number of rows of options that the researcher
wants displayed. In this study the drop down boxes were restricted to display the first
item in the list. To avoid any possible bias by displaying the first option a placeholder
was used. The placeholder's primary purpose was to prevent respondents seeing any of
the options in the drop down box until they have selected it. Secondly it was used as a
default value for the validation scripts. To avoid drop down boxes covering other text,
they were placed to the right hand side of any question.

Multiple response questions
For multiple response questions check box fields were used. Respondents were required
to click on the number of responses required to answer the question. It is possible to
determine the number of columns that were used to indicate the responses. With this
study a single column of responses were used. The sizes of the check boxes are based on
a set HTML standard and are unable to be adjusted.

Yes/No response questions
In the case of yes/no response questions, radio button fields were used. These fields
automatically restrict the possible response to a single response. As with the check boxes
in this study, a single column of radio buttons were used.

Skip questions
With skip questions in the single page web based questionnaires the respondent is
presented with similar instructions as found in traditional mail questions. The
instructions don't contain any additional

visual navigation aids. With the multiple
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page questionnaires skip questions are controlled automatically. On submission of the
web page containing the skip question the program determines what the response is, and
based on that response displays the next appropriate web page. The following formula is
used to determine which question should be displayed next.

IF(question 1 ="Yes"; QuestionX; QuestionY

IF Question 1 = True; True; False

Figure 4. Skipped question formula
Validation of responses
The validation of questions in the 2nd instrument of the pilot study and the 5 th instrument
of main study are conducted at the response field level. Each response field contained an
individual formula which was used to determine if the question had been answered. In the
case of drop down boxes, the placeholder is used as a default response. A LotusScript
formula was used to determine if the response field had been submitted with the
place holder.

IF "Questions X "=' - ';Error page; Next question

Figure 5. Drop Down box validation script
If the placeholder had been submitted then the respondent was sent to the error page
instead of the next question (see Appendix 11 for error page). For multiple response
questions when using the check box it was not possible to use a default value. For these
questions the formula determined whether any response had been selected, if none had
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then respondents were sent to the error page.

IF "Questions X "='<blank>';Error page; Next question

Figure 6. Check box validation script
Similar validation was also carried out for questions that require additional information.
With questions where respondents have an 'other' option, they were asked to specify
what the 'other' option is. In this case a LotusScript determined if the 'other' option had
been selected and then determined whether the respondent had specified the other option
as requested. See Figure 7

IF'QuestionX'='Other':IF 'Please specify'=' <blank>':Error page 2

Figure 7. Validation for 'Other' option
This error page (see Appendix 11) is different from the previous one. It shows that the
respondent has not indicated what their 'other' option was.

4.4

E-mail Questionnaire

The e-mail based questionnaire was designed with the restrictions discussed in the
literature review. The width of the questionnaire was restricted to 80 characters wide and
font used was courier point 12. With all the questions in the e-mail questionnaire
respondents were presented a list of the possible responses for each question and were
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then required to type an X beside the appropriate response (see Appendix 3). For the
open end questions a three line space was used as a visual cue for respondents to type
their answer. This space automatically increased as respondents type their responses.
Navigation around the questionnaire was through the use of the respondents e-mail
package. For the skip questions respondents were provided with two sets of instructions,
one at the response level ie No [Go to question X]: and at the bottom of the question ie go
to question X on No. Other instructions contained in the questionnaire were highlighted
through the use of square brackets. To enter a response in the questionnaire respondents
were required to use the reply function of their e-mail program.

4.5

Procedure

Each of the treatment groups received the same number of contacts, which consisted of
the following
1st Contact

This consisted of a letter of introduction, identifying the
researchers, the research topic and the sponsors of the research. In
the case of the 2nd Treatment Group the e-mail questionnaire will
be placed at the bottom of the e-mail message with instructions on
how to completed it. For the remaining treatment groups the email message contained a hyperlink to the web based
questionnaires(see Appendix 6)

2nd Contact

The second contact was a combination thank-you and reminder
letter (see Appendix 7). Depending on the treatment this also
contained a hyperlink to the web-based questionnaires, the e-mail
version of the questionnaire or a paper version.
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3rd Contact

This contact was the final thank-you and reminder letter and also
contained a hyper link to the web site, a copy of the e-mail
questionnaire or a paper version of the questionnaire (see ,
Appendix 8).

All three contacts was personally addressed to the respondents and had personal
salutations. In the case of the first treatment group the researchers signature was scanned
and printed on the letter. The letter was printed on departmental letterhead, indicating
that the survey was from a University.
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5

RESULTS

The purpose of this section is to address the research questions posed earlier in this
report.

5.1

Response rates

The response rates for the different treatments in the study are indicated in the Table 9.
The highest response rate was achieved by Treatment Group 3 (single page web
questionnaire) with a response rate of 61.0%. The lowest response rate was for
Treatment Group 2 with 12.7%.

Table 9. Response rates for main studies
Treatment S
Treatment 3 Treatment 4
T reatmen t 1 T reat men t 2 .
.
(multiple we
(e-ma il)
(smgle page (multiple
( ma1·i)
page with
web)
web page)
validation)
244
239
250
244
Sample Size
272
5
14
16
GNA
10
13
117
139
Useable Responses
30
109
106
50.0%
12.7%
Response Rate
46.6%
61.0%
40.9%
When examining the individual treatment groups to determine if they were statistically
different the following hypothesis was used
Null hypotheses Pix = Pix

Alternative hypotheses Pix '#- Pix

Using these hypotheses it would be necessary to accept the null hypotheses that mail,
multiple page web and multiple web page with validation ·are not statistically different at
the 95% confidence level as indicated in the table below. The evidence to supp01t the
null hypotheses for the multiple web page questionnaire and multiple web page
questionnaire with validation is not that strong, as there is only a small overlap in the
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confidence intervals.

Table 10. Confidence Intervals at the 95% level for response rates for each
treatment.
Lower C.I.
Treatment 1 (mail)
Treatment 2 (e-mail)
Treatment 3 (single page web)
Treatment 4 (multiple web page)
Treatment 5 (multiple web page with validation)
95 % Confidence interval

43.7%
8.6%
54.8%
40.3%
35.1%

Response
Rate
50.0%
12.7%
61.0%
46.6%
40.9%

Upper
C.I.
56.3%
16.8%
67.1%
52.8%
46.8%

The null hypotheses would also have to be accepted for mail and single web page
questionnaires, but can be rejected when comparing single web page questionnaires to the
remaining treatments. The response rate for the e-mail treatment was extremely low in
comparison to the other treatments, which means it is not possible to compare the result
because the response is not statistically large enough.

5.2

Response Speed

The response speed was calculated based on time it took for responses to level out and to
remain constant for more than two days. The response speed for the main study shows
that the first Treatment Group (mail based) had the longest response period after contact
was made. The fastest response period was the second Treatment Group (e-mail based)

Table 11. Response speed for different Treatment Groups
1 st contact 2 nd Contact 3 rd contact

Treatment 1 (mail)
Treatment 2 (e-mail)
Treatment 3 (single page web)
Treatment 4 (multiple web page)
Treatment 5 (multiple web page
with validation)
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9 days
2 days
2 days
3 days

8 days
2 days
4 days
3 days

7 days
1 day
4 days
3 days

5 days

3 days

3 days

The response distribution patterns for the main study treatment groups are shown in
Figure 8 through to 12.

Response Distribution of Treatment Group 1
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Figure 8. Response Distribution for Treatment Group 1 (mail)
The response distribution for the mail treatment group (see Figure 8) indicates a peak in
response approximately eight days after contact is made with respondents which is
probably due to the time taken for the letters to be delivery and returned
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Unlike the mail treatment the response distribution for the e-mail treatment peaks on the
day that contact was made with respondents (see Figure 9).
Response Distribution Treatment Group 2
18 ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

First contact -email sent

Third contact -email sent
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Figure 9. Response Distribution for Treatment Group 2 (e-mail)
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As with the e-mail based questionnaire the majority of responses were received on the
date that contact was made with respondents (seeFigure 10)

Response Distribution for Treatment Group 3
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Figure 10. Response Distribution for Treatment Group 3
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A similar pattern is found in the response distribution of the multiple page web
questionnaire (see Figure 11). Once again peaks are on the date that the contact was
made with the respondent. It should be noted that the second and third contact letters
were sent at 10.30 pm and 9.30pm of the Sunday

gth

of August and Monday the 23 rd of

August respectively. In both cases a number of responses were received immediately and
caused a small peak before the main increase in response rates the following day. A late
delivery time was used to ensure that respondents received the e-mail message first thing
the next morning, but it appears that some users were online late at night and responded
immediately.

Response Distribution for Treatment Group 4
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Figure 11. Response Distribution for Treatment Group 4 (multiple web
pages)
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As with the previous Treatment Group (multiple web pages) a number of respondents
have completed the questionnaire upon receipt (see Figure 12). Again this has resulted in
an increase before the major peaks of the second and third contact.

Response Distribution for Treatment Group 5
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Figure 12. Response Distribution for Treatment Group S
It should be noted that all of the web based treatments show a sharp drop off in responses
after the first day.
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5.3

Data quality

The number of errors committed by respondents completing the questionnaire for
Treatment Group 1 (mail) through to Treatment Group 4 is indicated in the Table 12.

Table 12. Number of errors committed by respondents for Treatment
groups 1-4
n Lower Cl Average Upper CI
674
4.816
5.761
6.705
36
0.523
1.200
1.877
628
3.651
4.518
5.385
579
4.432
5.312
6.192

Treatment 1 (mail)
Treatment 2 (e-mail)
Treatment 3 (single page web)
Treatment 4 (multiple web page)
95% Confidence interval

The results indicate that there is no significant difference between the different treatment
groups.
Because the Treatment Group 5 questionnaires are validated before the data is stored in
the database it is not possible to determine the number of errors committed per web page,
only that an error has occurred. To compare the difference between all treatment groups,
the questionnaires for all treatments groups have been divided into the equivalent web
pages as for the treatment group. Table 13 indicates the average number of respondents
committing an error per web page or equivalent page.

Table 13. Opportunity for error.
Lower Average error Upper Total No of
CI
Cl
errors
per page
Treatment 1 (mail)
4.1
6.6
9.1
206
Treatment 2 (e-mail)
0.4
1.0
1.7
32
10.1
Treatment 3 (single page web)
5.2
7.6
236
Treatment 4 (multiple web page)
3.7
5.5
7.2
169
Treatment 5 (multiple web page
1.8
2.9
3.9
89
with validation)
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5.4

Incomplete questionnaires

Table 14 indicates the number of incomplete questionnaires. A questionnaire was
considered to be incomplete if the respondent stopped answering questions and didn't
recommence or in the case of the multiple page questionnaire only submitted one page of
the questionnaire.

Table 14. Percentage of the respondents that submitted incomplete
questionnaires
Partially Completed questionnaires
% of
Upper Cl
n Lower Cl
respondents
2
0.76%
0.90%
0.83%
4
1.70%
1.60%
1.50%
15
5.91%
6.29%
6.10%
7.40%
18
7.19%
7.61%

Treatment 1 (mail)
Treatment 2 (e-mail)
Treatment 3 (single page web)
Treatment 4 (multiple web page)
Treatment 5 (multiple web page
with validation)
Total
95% Confidence interval

54
93

19.07%

19.35%

19.63%

7.44%

The results indicate more respondents tended not to fully complete the multiple page
question, but this has some limitations which are discussed in the discussion section

5.5

Completion times of questionnaires

The completion times for web based questionnaires are indicated in Table 15. It would
appear the multiple page questionnaires took the longest to complete, with multiple page
questionnaire with validation being significantly longer to complete then the other
questionnaires.
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Table 15. Completion times of Treatment Groups single page web, multiple
page web and multiple page web with validation

Treatment 3 (single page web)
Treatment 4 (multiple web page)
Treatment 5 (multiple web page with validation)
(95% Confidence interval)

Lower Cl
16 mins
19 mins
24 mins

Average Upper Cl
17 mins 18 mins
20 mins 21 mins
25 mins 26 mins

The completion time respondents estimated it took are also shown below in Table 16.
The majority of respondents appear to have under estimated the time taken to complete
the questionnaire.

Table 16. Respondents estimated completion times of the questionnaire in
the main study

Treatment 1 (mail)
Treatment 2 (e-mail)
Treatment 3 (single page
web)
Treatment 4 (multiple web
page)
Treatment 5 (multiple web
page with validation)

5.6

Less than Between 5 Between 10 Between 15 More than
5 mins and 10 mins and 15 mins and 20 mins 20 mins
Number of respondents
2
25
49
35
7
2
4
12
8
0
0

36

51

36

15

0

5

40

40

24

3

30

41

22

11

Number of words and ideas generate for open-ended questions
Table 17 indicates the number of words and ideas generated by the different sizes

of response area for open-ended questions by treatment groups. Because it is not possible
to fix the response area for Treatment Group 2, to enable comparison with the web based
questionnaire a limited response area is used. However due to the low number of
respondents a significant level of words or ideas generate has not been shown.
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Table 17. Comparison of Number of words and ideas generate between the
Treatment Groups
Large Response Area
Small Response area
Lower Average Upper Completion Lower Average Upper Complet
level
Cl
Cl
level
Cl
Cl
14.8
18.7
13.62
22.5
23.2~
6.48
10.05
25.0%
2.2
2.6
3.0
1.44
1.95
2.45
8.23
12.%
1.25
14.7
21.8
28.9
29.9~
9.47
18.28
27.08
26.6%
2.4
1.9
2.9
1.17
2.00
2.83

Treatment 1 Words
(mail)
Ideas
Treatment 2 Words
(e-mail)
Ideas
Treatment 3 Words
(single page Ideas
web)
Treatment 4 Words
13.46
(multiple
1.77
web page) Ideas
Treatment 5
Words
6.30
(multiple
web page
with
Ideas
1.02
validation)
(95% Confidence interval)

18.85

24.24

2.18

2.59

14.50

22.70

32.4%

13.7

24.3

34.9

2.4

3.1

3.8

11.7

20.6

29.5

1.5

2.1

2.7

22.2%
1.92

2.81
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31.l~

23.2o/c

6
6.1

DISCUSSION
Is there a significant difference in response rates for the difference treatments.

The response rate ranged from 12.7% for e-mail treatment through to 60% for the single
page questionnaire. It is difficult to compare the results with other web based and e-mail
surveys because of the different methodology used. In the study, repondents were
contacted directly unlike a number of other studies where respondents were asked to
participate via banner adverts. When comparing the response rates between the different
treatment groups it appears that there is no difference between the multiple web page
questionnaire and multiple page web questionnaire with validation at the 95% confidence
level. However there is a statistical difference between single web page and multiple
web page questionnaire and multiple page web questionnaire with validation. This
difference could be attributed to the questionnaire design, with respondents having to
download a number of web pages with the multiple web page questionnaire and multiple
page web questionnaire with validation compared to one page with single web page.
The response rate for Treatment Group 1 (mail) of 50% is not significantly different from
the web-based treatments at the 95% level, it is however different to Treatment Group 2
(e-mail), but this can be attributed directly to the very low response rate for this
treatment. The response rate for this treatment group is lower than would be expected
from a traditional mail based survey using a similar number of contacts. There is no
obvious reason for the lower response rate. It is possible that the respondents in this
treatment group objected to e-mail surveys and did not particpate because of this.
The response rate (12.7%) for Treatment Group 2 (e-mail) is quite low in comparison to
other studies using e-mail based questionnaire. One possible reason for the
comparatively low response could be the lack of a preliminary notification to
respondents. Other studies using e-mail based questionnaires indicated that preliminary
notification is important in achieving a high level of responses. With this study
Treatment Group 2 (e-mail), e-mail messages were contained in the questionnaire and
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this may have had an adverse effect on the response rate, but this cannot be clearly
determined from this study. A possible explanation why this didn't appear to have an
effect on Treatment Groups 3, 4 and 5 is that for these groups the e-mail contact did not
contain the actual questionnaire, but a hyper link to the web based questionnaire, and this
may have acted as a preliminary notification. This explanation would have to be tested
further before any definitive conclusion can be drawn.

6.2

Is there significant difference in response speed for the different Treatment
Groups

As would be expected, the results indicated that the mail survey had the longest response
period after contact was made. The faster response period was the second Treatment
Group (e-mail based). Treatment groups 3, 4 & 5 have similar response speed with no
significant difference between them. The different electronic based questionnaires also
have similar response distribution patterns that indicated definite peaks based around the
contact days. The peak for Treatment Group 1 (mail) occurs a number of days after the
contact was made with respondents. The result indicates Treatment Group 1 (mail) took
9 days to reduce in comparison to 1 to 2 days with the other treatment groups.
It is important to note that the most important factor in the response speed is the use of e-

mail to contact respondents. Unlike mail based questionnaires, e-mail based
questionnaires or e-mail messages with hyperlinks to web based questionnaires are
delivered to potential respondents immediately. This reduction in delivery time between
respondents and researchers appears to have the greatest impact in reducing response
speed.
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6.3

Research Question 4: Is there a significant difference between the levels of
data/response quality the difference treatments

One of the advantages to using web based questionnaires is that drop down boxes and
other response fields eliminates the possibility of multiple responses to mutually
exclusive questions. Because of this, data quality can only be assessed based on the
number of items omitted by respondents
The single page questionnaire has the second highest number of errors, and with the mail
having the highest. There is no statistically significant evidence to indicate that single
page web based questionnaire contribute to a higher number of errors as Treatment
Group 4 errors are not significantly different to Treatment Group 3 at the 95% confidence
level. There is also no evidence to indicate that the multiple page web based
questionnaires reduce the number of errors committed by respondents, because there are
no significant difference between these questionnaires and the traditional mail
questionnaire. There is a significant difference between the traditional mail questionnaire
and the single page web questionnaire, which may indicate some advantage in using
single page web questionnaires in terms of data quality.
A comparison of the number of respondents who committed errors per web page or
equivalent also indicated that there was no significant difference between mail and single
web page and the multiple web page questionnaire. There is a difference between
multiple web page questionnaire with validation and other treatments. This difference
could be attributable to a learning effect, which occurred when respondents progressed
through the questionnaire. The distribution of the errors indicates that the number of
errors reduced throughout the questionnaire, which possibly indicated that respondents
learnt that omitting a response results in an error message being displayed and thus
ensured that no items were omitted.
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6.4

Incomplete questionnaires

Nineteen percent of multiple web page questionnaire with validation and 7.4% of
multiple web page questionnaire respondents did not fully complete the questionnaire.
These results indicate that use of multiple page questionnaires could increase the
likelihood of partially completed questionnaires. There are a number of factors, which
could explain the difference in partially completed questionnaire. One of these factors is
that some respondents object to downloading a number of pages and indicated so by
contacting the researchers via e-mail. These respondents did indicate that one reason for
their objections was the time involved in downloading multiple pages. Another factor
that respondents commented on was that it was not possible to determine the length of
multiple page questionnaires and this had an influence on completing the survey. The
problem of questionnaire length would be difficult to overcome because of the adaptive
nature of multiple page questionnaires. With this type of questionnaire respondents are
only displayed pages that relate to them in some way as the questionnaire adapts to
responses previously submitted by respondents. Therefore respondents could skip whole
sections of the questionnaire, as was the case in the study. The adaptive nature means
that questionnaire can differ from respondent to respondent and the length is determine
by the individual responses. These factors could explain some of the difference between
Treatment Group 3 and Treatment Group 4, but further study is required for a definitive
answer.
Another reason for the high level of incomplete questionnaire can also be attributed to
problems with the Lotus Notes databases. Lotus Notes allows for several copies of the
same database to be held on different workstations and the main web server. To maintain
the same version of the database on various computer Lotus Notes periodically replicates
the database across all the computers. This feature was disabled during the period of the
study to ensure that replication wouldn't occur. But during the period of the study the
main server was accidentally turned off which resulted in the Notes seeking out other
versions of the database and replicating to the main server automatically. This resulted in
an old and partially completed database

replacing the main database on the server.
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Unfortunately the power outage occurred the weekend before the second contact was
made with respondents and resulted in the wrong database being accessed by
respondents. Respondents were able to complete the questionnaire through to question
15 and were unable to proceed further, a number notified the researcher and the correct
database was placed back on the web server the morning that second contact was made.
This problem only affects the questionnaire for Treatment Group 5 and is responsible for
20 incomplete questionnaires.

As already indicated there were a high number of incomplete questionnaires for web
based questionnaire. It is important to note that Treatment Group 1 (mail) may have had
the same level of incomplete questionnaires, but it is impossible to record accurately the
number of incomplete questionnaires for a mail based survey. Therefore it not possible
to determine whether web based questionnaires result in more incomplete questionnaires,
than other types of questionnaires.

6.5

Completion times

The results of the main study indicate that there is a significant difference in the
completion time between web based questionnaires (Treatment Groups 3, 4 & 5). The
single web page questionnaire has the fastest recorded completion time, compared to the
other web based treatments. There is a significant difference between the two multiple
page questionnaires, which could be the result of the validation program associated with
Treatment Group 5. Because the validation program is server side based, web pages are
submitted to the server before validation takes place, then depending on the result the
next the next page is displayed. The time taken to complete this process can vary
depending on network connection speeds. Also if an error has been committed then an
error page is displayed to respondent. Respondent then have to return to the page were
the error occur to fully complete the question. This can increase the time taken to
complete the questionnaire.

Respondents were asked to estimate how long it took to complete the questionnaire.
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From this question respondents indicated that mail questionnaire (Treatment Group 1)
was the quickest to complete with 42% of the respondents stating it took between 5 -10
mins to complete the questionnaire. With the remaining treatment groups the majority of
respondent's estimate that the questionnaire took between 10-15 minutes to complete. As
with the pilot study respondents tended to underestimate the time taken to complete the
questionnaires. It is not possible to quantify the reason for this difference, but it could be
hypothesised that respondents believed that the electronic based questionnaire was
quicker because it is computer based and not the traditional pen and paper. This may
have an affect on completion rates for this type of questionnaire as completion time may
be a factor in respondents deciding to complete the questionnaire, but further research
would have to carried out to determine this.

6.6

Open end questions

There is no evidence to suggest that the web based questionnaire in this study generates
more words and ideas than the traditional mail based questionnaire. In comparison to
mail surveys the average number of words appears to be higher than that reported by
Mehta(1994) and Schafer and Dil1man(1998) but this increased number of words is also
reflected in the mail based treatment. Although there is no significant difference it would
appear that respondents tend to write more on electronic based questionnaires when
compared to mail based questionnaires.
As reported there are no significant differences in the number of words generated for
different text areas for the different web based treatments. It would appear that the size
of the text box displayed to the respondents doesn't have an effect on the respondents.
This may be due to the feature incorporated in text boxes to automatically scroll when the
area is full, which effectively removes any limitation, which the respondent may have
been aware of. The difference between text areas for Tre.atment Group 1 (mail) does
appear to have an effect and is significantly different. This possibly supports the
conclusion above as respondents were more aware of the limitations with paper based
questionnaires than web based questionnaires.
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6. 7

Other Issues

Another issue that needs to be discussed regarding this study is the use of Lotus Notes as
a method of conducting this survey. The use of the database does have a number of
advantages in terms of easy access to the collected data, ease of constructing web pages
etc. But there are problems associated with the use of the database application such as
Lotus Notes. Th~ problems are associated with the way that respondents (known as the
client) and the researcher's database (known as the server) interact. With database
applications processing and validation of information taking place on server side which
means respondents are required to send information to the server before any processing
of validation can take place. This can have an effect on the time taken to complete a
questionnaire and can cause problems such as 'timing out' resulting in a possibly
incomplete survey. To avoid this problem it is possible to complete validation on the
client side using Javascript programming, but there is some limitation to this method in
terms that any error etc will not be recorded because the validation takes place on the
respondents computer. The advantage to this process is that completion time is reduced
as there is no delay sending and receiving information to the server.
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7

CONCLUSIONS

7.1

Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to examine a number of issues surrounding the use of new
technology for conducting surveys, and to determine whether some of the techniques that
have been developed for traditional mail could be applied to surveys using new
technology.
The study compared different methods of conducting web based survey(single page
questionnaires; multiple page questionnaires with and without validation); and an e-mail
to mail survey and arrives at the following conclusion to the research questions posed in
the report;
•

There is no significant difference in response rate between the mail survey
(50.0% ± 6.3% at 95%C.I), and the multiple page web survey without validation
(46.6% ± 6.3% at 95%C.I) and the multiple page web survey with validation
(40.9%. ± 5.8% at 95%C.I). However there is a significant difference between
the single page survey (61.0%/.

± 6.2% at 95%C.I) and the mail survey. This

appears to be due to the problems associated with downloading a number of web
pages, with the single page survey being easier to download. There a significant
difference between the e-mail questionnaire(l2.7% ± 4.1 % at 95%C.I) and other
treatment groups. This appear to be direct result of the low response rate of the email questionnaire, which was statistically small with only 30 responses.

•

Electronic based survey result in a faster response speed than mail based
questionnaires. It took 9 days for the number of responses to level out for the
mail survey after the first contact with respondents. For the e-mail and single
page web questionnaires it took only 2 days respectively. The multiple page
questionnaire without validation and multiple page questionnaire with validation
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took 3 and 5 days respectively.

•

There is no significant difference in the number of items omitted in the multiple
page web-based questionnaire (without validation) and the mail surveys. There
was a significant difference in omission between the single web page surveys and
the mail survey. It would appear that it is not possible to concluded that web
pages questionnaire resulted in less omission error than traditional methods, but
the ability to restrict response to mutually exclusive questions mean that web
based questionnaires out-perform a mail survey in terms of data quality.

•

There is no evidence to suggest that displaying a limited number of questions at a
time reduces the number of omitted items. Single web page questionnaire had an
average of 4.518 error(± 0.867 at 95%C.I) compare to 5.312(± 0.88 at 95% C.I)
for multiple web page without validation.

•

The use of multiple page questionnaires (7.40% ±0.21 of respondents for the
multiple web page without validation and 19.35% ± 0.28 of responses for the
multiple web page with validation)are likely to increase the number of partially
completed questionnaires in comparison to single page web based
questionnaires(6.10% ± 0.19% of respondents).

•

The use of a validation program with a multiple page questionnaire is likely to
increase the number of partially completed questionnaires (19.35% ± 0.28) when
compared to multiple page questionnaires without validation (7.40% ±0.21).

•

The downloading of multiple page questionnaires affects the completion time of
web based questionnaires. The use of validation programs also has an effect on
completion times.

•

Based on this study there is no evidence to indicate that open-ended question in
web based questionnaires generate significantly more words or ideas than in a
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mail questionnaire (Treatment Group 1). Also, the use of difference size text areas
for open end questions on web based questionnaires appears to have no effect on
the number of words or ideas generated.
Overall it would appear that from this study there are a number of advantages in using
web based and e-mail questionnaires in terms of their response speed. If researchers
require a fast result from their survey then the use of web and e-mail survey is important.
However it would appear the web based questionnaire is superior to e-mail questionnaire
and should be the first choice for researchers looking at conducting survey using
electronic methods, because of the limitation associated with e-mail formatting and
restrictions in the type of characters that can be displayed. The web based questionnaire
are able to display images and use html response fields which can reduce potential
respondent error.
The use of validation with web-based questionnaire does improve the quality of the data
that the researcher receives, but at a cost in terms of the level of incomplete
questionnaires, which appears to increase using validation. Researchers will also have to
examine the possible side effects of using multiple page questionnaires without validation
as they are also affected by this problem of incomplete questionnaire.
As indicated there are still a number of problems associated with using web based
surveys, which could be considered to be in its infancy in comparison to traditional mail
surveys which have been tested and refined over a number years. It would appear that
more research is required before the web based survey can be placed on the same footing
as mail survey, but with huge strides in technology that is occurring it appears that
eventually web based surveys could see traditional mail surveys being made redundant.

7.2

Limitations

There are a number of limitations with this study. Firstly the poor result of the e-mail
treatment group means that it is difficult, or if not impossible to draw any wmthwhile
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conclusions from that treatment except that it is not an effective survey vehicle. Another
limitation is that members of the sample could be considered to be more computer literate
then the general population. Also, the overall response rate for the study is low which
may affect the results. It should also be noted that this is one study and the results have
yet to be replicated and therefore should be treated as a preliminary results.

7.3

Directions for Future Research

There are a number of directions for future research in this area, which could be focused
in two main areas. Firstly, replication of this study, with extensions, to determine
whether the use of incentives and other techniques would improve response rates and
response speed. It would also be necessary to replicate the study with a sample draw
from another population in order to generalise the results of this study.
Secondly, the development of web based technology is occurring at rapidly, with new
developments in web page design being announced on a regular basis. Some of the
developments are directly applicable to some of the problems faced in this research.
Development of "layers" within one web page eliminates the requirement to download
multiple pages. Instead of downloading several web pages Internet users can download
one page, which contains several layers, that can be hidden or displayed depending on the
design of the web page. Therefore it is possible to develop a multiple page questionnaire,
which is contained on a single web page, which would reduce problems cause by slow
download times. Currently the number of users with browsers that can process layers is
limited, but this number is increasing dramatically as more people adopt the latest
browsers.
The potential for conducting research via the web is huge, but it is important that further
research is conducted to establish solid methodological approaches to conducting this
type research.
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Appendix 3 Mail Questionnaire version 1 and verison 2

CONFIDENTIAL
SURVEY ON ACADEMIC USE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Please answer the following questions by ticking on the appropriate answer option, or by writing in the
space provided.

COMPUTER USE AT WORK

1.

Which of the following filmly to your work situation?

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY
I have a computer in my office for my sole use

D

There is a computer in my office I share with others

D
D
D

There is a computer in my building I can use
I don't have access to a computer at work

2.

Now I would like to ask you some questions about the computer you have
access to at work.

PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY FOR EACH QUESTION
a)

What is the main type of computer you have access to at work?
Laptop
Desktop

VI

D
D

2

2

b) What operating system are you running?
Windows 3.1

D

Windows 95

D
D
G
D
G

Windows 98
Windows NT
Windows C.E.
Mac OS 7.X
Mac OS 8.X

D

Linix

G
G

Other

IF OTHER PLEASE SPECIFY
c) What is the main Internet browser that you use?
Internet Explorer 3 or earlier

D

Internet Explorer 4.X

D
D
G
D
G
G

Internet Explorer 5.X
Netscape Navigator 3 or earlier
Netscape Communicator 4.0
Netscape Communicator 4.5
Other

IF OTHER PLEASE SPECIFY

4

d) Does your computer have a CD-ROM?
Yes
No

D
D

e) Does your computer have a DVD (Digital Video Disk) Drive?
Yes
No

VI

D
D

6

3

f)

Does your computer have a sound card?

D
D

Yes
No

g) Do you have a microphone that can be plugged in to your computer?

0

Yes

6

No

3.

Is your work computer connected to the Internet?

D
D

Yes

7

~
IF NO PLEASE GO TO QUESTION j OTHERWISE CONTINUE

4.

Do you connect to the Internet via the University computer network or an
independent Internet Service Provider (ISP)?

D
D
D

University Computer Network
Independent Internet Service Provider
Other

IF OTHER PLEASE SPECIFY

5.

What is the average number of hours per week you would spend on a
computer, at work, for work purposes?
0-5

D

Vl

6-9

D

10-14

D

15-19

D

20-24

D

25-29

G

30-34

D

35-39

40+

G

G

4

6.

What is the average number of hours per week you would spend on a
computer, at work, for personal purposes?
0-5

D

6-9

D

10-14

D

15-19

D

20-24

D

25-29

G

30-34

D

35-39

G

40+

10

G

COl\tIPUTER USE AT HOME

Now I would like to ask you about computer usage at home.

7.

Do you have a computer at home?
Yes

~
IF NO PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 12 OTHERWISE CONTINUE

8.

University property
Other

IF OTHER PLEASE SPECIFY

D
D
D

12

What is the main type of computer you have access to at home?
Laptop
Desktop

Vl

11

Is your home computer privately owned, or university property?
Privately owned

9.

D
D

D
D

13

5

a)

What operating system are you running?
Windows 3.1
Windows 95
Windows 98

[]

Windows NT

0

Mac OS 7.X

D

Mac OS 8.X

G
D
G

Linux
Other
IF OTHER PLEASE SPECIFY

b)

Does your computer have a CD-ROM?
Yes
No

c)

D

I•

12

B

What is the main Internet browser that you use?
Internet Explorer 3 or earlier

D

Internet Explorer 4.X

D
D
D
D
D
D

Internet Explorer 5.X
Netscape Navigator 3 or earlier
Netscape Communicator 4.0
Netsc ape Communicator 4.5
Other
IF OTHER PLEASE SPECIFY

VI

D
D

13

6

d)

Does your computer have a DVD (Digital Video Disk)?
Yes
No

e)

No

D
D

15

Do you have a microphone that can be plugged in to your computer?
~
No

10.

14

Does your computer have a sound card?
Yes

f)

D
D

D
D

16 .

Is your home computer connected to the Internet?
Yes
No

D

17

LJ

IF NO PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 14 OTHERWISE CONTINUE

11.

Is your Internet connection paid for privately, or by your department?
Privately
By the University
Other

D
D
D

18

IF OTHER PLEASE S P E C I F Y - - - - - - - - - - -

12.

Do you connect to the Internet via the University computer network or an
independent Internet Service Provider (ISP)?

University Computer Network
Independent Internet Service Provider

Vl

D
D

19

7

13.

0-5

D
14.

What is the average number of hours per week you would spend on a
computer, at home, for work purposes?
6-9

D

10-14

D

15-19

D

20-24

25-29

D

G

30-34

D

20

35-39

40+

G

D

35-39

40+

What is the average number of hours per week you would spend on a
computer, at home, for personal purposes?
21

0-5

D

6-9

D

10-14

D

15-19

20-24

25-29

D

D

G

30-34

D

Ca]

D

COMPUTER SUPPORT

Now I would like to ask you about any computer support you receive at work.

15.

Do you have access to technical support at work to fix any hardware
problems? By hardware, I mean problems with the monitor, disk drives, CD
ROM etc.

Yes

D

No

LJ

22

IF NO PLEASE GO TO QUESTION ll....,OTHERWISE CONTINUE

16.

At what level is this support provided?
PLEASE TICK ALL THAT APPLY
Departmental technician
College or Faculty technician
University Services technician
Outside supplier/contractor

VI

D
D
D
G

23-26

8

17.

How would you rate the support you have available?

Very poor
Poor
Fair
Good
Very good

No opinion

18.

D
D
D
D
D
G

27

Do you have access to assistance if you are having problems with software
or applications?(e.g., installing, running, modifying, using or uninstalling
programmes)

Yes

D

No

LJ

28

IF NO PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 21,_0THERWISE CONTINUE

19.

At what level is this support provided?
PLEASE CHECK ALL THAT APPLY
Departmental technician
College or Faculty technician
University Services technician
Outs ide supplier/contractor i.e. Software vendor helpline

Vl

D
D
D
D

29-34

9

20.

How would you rate the support you have available?
Very poor
Poor
Fair
Good
Very good
No opinion

21.

D
D
D
D
D
G

35

Do you have access to computer training, by this I mean formal assistance in
learning to use new computer programmes or applications

Yes
No

D
D

36

IF NO PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 24, OTHERWISE CONTINUE

22.

At what level is this support provided?
PLEASE CHECK ALL THAT APPLY
Departmental computer consultant/trainer
College or Faculty consultant/trainer
University computer consultant/trainer
Outside training organization

VI

D
D
D
D

37

10

23 .

How would you rate the training you have available?
Very poor
Poor
Fair
Good
Very good
No opinion

D
D
D
G
D
G

USE OF INFORMATION TECHOLOGY IN TEACHING
Now I would like to ask you about the use of information technology in teaching.
4'.

24.

Have you used any of the following media for teaching purposes?
PLEASE TICK ALL THAT APPLY
CD ROM
DVD (Digital Video Disk
Email
Video-conferencing
Other
None of the above

D
D
D
G
D
G

44-49

IF OTHER PLEASE SPECIFY

25 .

Have you developed or taught a course of the study that involves some
elements of web or internet based teaching
Yes

D

No

D

IF NO PLEASE GO TO QUESTION l1__0THERWISE CONTINUE

Vl

50

11

26.

Please indicate whether your course contains any of the following web based .
teaching elements

Student lead collaborative e-mail or chat discussion forum
Distribution of Administration material to students
Distribution of lecture material to students
Calendar of important dates for the course
Student Web pages
External Site links
On-line examination or tests that are a part of the overall assessment
for the course
Glossary of terms relating to the course subject
Frequently asked questions regarding the course material
Online test or examination that are used by students to determine
their progress, but aren't part of the overall assessment for the course.
Other

IF OTHER PLEASE SPECIFY

VI

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
G
G

51 -62
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27.

Which software have you used to develop your Web-based course?
PLEASE Il'TDICATE WHICH SOFTWARE YOU HAVE USED BY
TICKil'TG THE APPROPRIATE BOXES Il'T COLUMN A.
Now please rate the software you have used to develop web based teachings
sites in terms of 'ease of use' using the following scale
1 = Very poor
4= Good
2 = Poor
5= Very Good
3 =Fair
6 =No opinion
PLEASE USE THE ABOVE SCALE TO RATE THE SOFTWARE YOU
HA VE USED AND WRITE THE APPROPRIATE NUMBER Il'T COLUMN
B.
B

A
Used

Macromedia Dreamweaver
WebCT
Microsoft Frontpage
Netscape Composer
Macromedia Director
Microsoft NetMeeting
Lotus Notes
Note pad
Other (please specify)
Other (please specify)
Other (please specify)

Vl

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

D
D

Not Used

D
D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D
D

D
D

D
D

D

D

D
D

D
D

13

28.

What would you say are the main issues you have encountered when trying
to adopt this new computer technology to teaching?

29.

Did you receive any technical assistance to develop your Web-based teaching
resources?
63

Yes
No

0
0

IF NO PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 11.0THERWISE CONTINUE

30.

Could you please rate the assistance you received?
Very poor
Poor
Fair
Good
Very good
No opinion

Vl

D
D
D
D
D
G

64

14

INTERNET PUBLISHING
Now I would like to ask you some questions regarding Internet publications

31.

When was the last time that you visited a on-line business or commerce
related journal
65

Today
1 to 3 days ago
3-7 weeks ago
More than 1 week ago
More than 2 weeks ago
More than 3 weeks ago

~~

D
D
D
D
G
D
G

IF NEVER PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 37, OTHERWISE CONTINUE

32.

What are the names of the on-line journals you have visited?

Name of Journal
1
2
3

4
5
6
7

8
9

10

Vl

15

33.

How important are the following features of on-line journals
PLEASE RATE EACH FEATUR~ USING THE FOLLOWING 6 POINT
SCALE
4 = NOT VERY IMPORTANT
1 = ESSENTIAL
5 = NOT IMPORTANT AT ALL
2 = VERY IMPORTANT
3 = FAIRLY IMPORTANT
6 = CANT CHOOSE

D
D
D
G

66

There should be counters, to indicate the number of people who have viewed an article
in an online journal

D

70

An online journal should provide a discussion forum

Gl

71

These should be a facility for appending readers' conunents to an article published on-line ·

D
D
G
G
G
G
G
G
G

72

All articles published online should include full text and graphics
Articles published online should provide the data as an attachment
Online articles should be in both html and Adobe Acrobat pdf format
Online journals should also publish a printed version

It should be possible to search an online journal electronically using keywords
Access to an online journal should be free
There should be no charge for downloading articles published in an online journal
Online articles should provide email hotlinks to the authors
Online journals should allow online peer reviews
Online journals should provide a facility for notifying registered readers of new articles
Online journals should publish articles as they come to hand
An on-line Journal should accept papers in electronic format (e.g. e-mail attachments)

Vl

67

68

69

73

74

75

76

77

79

80

2

16

34.

Vl

Are there any other features that you think an on-line journal should have?

17

35.

a)

We would like to know what the chances are of you submitting a paper to a
journal in the near future
Using the scale below and taking everything into account, what are the chances that you would
submit a paper to a traditional academic journal in the next six (6) months?

PLEASE TYPE YOUR ANSWER BETWEEN O AND 10 HERE

b)

Using the scale below and taking everything into account, what are the chances that you would
submit a paper to a traditional journal in the next twelve (12) months?
4

PLEASE TYPE YOUR ANSWER BETWEEN OAND 10 HERE

If you are certain, or practically certain that you would submit a paper to a
journal then you should choose the answer '10'. If you think there is no
chance or almost no chance of submitting a paper to an online journal, the
best answer would be 'O'. If you are uncertain about the chances, choose an
answer as close to 'O' or '10' as you think it should be.
10

9
8
7

6

5
4

3
2
1
0

Vl

Certain, Practically Certain
Almost Sure
Very Probable
Probable
Good Possibility
Fairly Good Possibility
Fair Possibility
Some Possibility
Slight Possibility
Very Slight Possibility
No Chance, Almost No Chance

(99 in 100)
(9 in 10)
(8 in 10)
(7 in 10)
(6 in 10)
(5 in 10)
(4 in 10)
(3 in 10)
(2 in 10)
(1 in 10)
(1 in 100)

18

We would like to know what the chances are of you submitting a paper to an online journal in the near
future
c)

Using the scale below and taking everything into account, what are the chances that you would
submit a paper to an online journal in the next six (6) months?
PLEASE TYPE YOUR ANSWER BETWEEN O AND 10 HERE

d)

5

Using the scale below and taking everything into account, what are the chances that you would
submit a paper to an online iournal in the next twelve (12) months?

PLEASE TYPE YOUR ANSWER BETWEEN O AND 10 HERE

If you are certain, or practically certain that you would submit a paper to a
on-line journal then you should choose the answer '10'. If you think there is
no chance or almost no chance of submitting a paper to an online journal, the
best answer would be 'O'. If you are uncertain about the chances, choose an
answer as close to 'O' or '1 O' as you think it should be.

10
9
8
7
6

5
4
3

2
1
0

VI

Certain, Practically Certain
Almost Sure
Very Probable
Probable
Good Possibility
Fairly GoodPossibility
Fair Possibility
Some Possibility
Slight Possibility
Very Slight Possibility
No Chance, Almost No Chance

(99 in 100)
(9 in 10)
(8 in 10)
(7 in 10)
(6 in 10)
(5 in 10)
(4 in 10)
(3 in 10)
(2 in 10)
(1 in 10)
(1 in 100)

6

19

WORLD WIDE \,VEB AS AN INFORMATION SOURCE
We would like to ask you some questions about using the World Wide Web as a
source for information.

36.

Have you used the World Wide Web to locate information on commerce or
business?
Yes

[J

No

LJ

IF NO PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 39, OTHERWISE CONTINUE

37.

Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements:
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Neither
agree or
Disagree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

uld recommend the use of the web as
1rce of business/commerce research to
!nts or colleagues?

D

D

D

D

D

G

8

rmation obtained over the Web
st as reliable as information
ined from other sources

D

D

D

D

D

D

9

ness and commerce information
ined off the web is timely and
ific

D

D

D

D

D

D

10

Web will become a increasingly
liar source of information for
ness/Commerce academics

D

D

D

D

D

G

II

ents should be encouraged to use
1/eb as a source of
ness/Comrrierce information

D

D

D

D

D

D

12

Vl

20

38.

Vl

\.Vhat is your opinion of the World Wide Web as a vehicle for obtaining
information?

2l

ACADElVIIC RESEARCH

39.

The following questions are about academic research. Please read each
statement carefully.

FOR EACH OF THE STATEMENTS, PLEASE TICK THE NUMBER THAT MOST CLOSEL y
MATCHES YOUR VIEW OF THE OPINION STATED.

a)

In general, do you talk to your colleagues about academic research?
Very often

b)

4

3

2

1

Never

When you talk to your colleagues about academic research do you:

Give a great deal of
information

c)

5

DDDDD
5

4

2

3

Give very little information

DDDDD

During the past six months, how many colleagues have you told about new research topics?
Told a number of colleagues

5

4

3

2

1

DDDDD

Told no one

d)

Compared with your circle of colleagues, how likely are you to be asked about new research topics?
Very likely to be asked

e)

5

4

3

2

1

DDDDD

In a discussion of new research topics which of the following happens most?
You tell your colleagues about
new research topics

5

4

3

2

DDDDD
f)

5

4

3

2

1

Often used as a source of advice

DDDDD

In a discussion of new research topics would you spend more time :
Listen to your colleagues 's ideas

5

4

3

2

DDDDD
Vl

Your colleagues tell
you about new research
topics

Overall in all of your discussions with colleagues are you:
Often used as a source of
advice

g)

Not at all likely to be asked

Convince your colleagues
of your ideas

22

NO\V, A FE\V QUESTIONS ABOUT YOURSELF
This information will be treated in strictest confidence, and only be used for
classification purposes.

40.

Please write your job title?
26

41.

Please indicate which university and university department you work for

Department

27

University

28

Region/State

29

Country

30

42.

Please indicate the total length of time you have spent in University
employment?

0-5 year

D

6-10 years

D

11-20

21-30

years

years

31+ years

D

D

31

How long have you been in your present employment position
Less
than 1

o

Vl

1-2
years

D

3-4

years

D

5-6
years

7-8
years

D

9+
Years
32

23

43.

What is you highest qualification?
Degree (3-4 years of University Study)
Master Degree
PhD
Other

44.

33

D
D
D
D

How many postgraduate research projects (honours, Masters, PhD, diploma
etc,) are you currently supervising?
projects

45.

34

What is your country of origin?
35

46.

What is your gender?
Male

Female

D

Refuse

G

36

Finally, we would appreciate some feedback on this survey

47.

Approximately how long did it take you to complete this survey?

Less than 5
mins

D

48.

Vl

Between 5 and
10 mins

D

Between 10
and 15 mins

D

What date did you received this survey

Between 15
and 20 mins

D

More than
20 mins

D

37

24

49.

Have you any other comments about this survey you wish to make?

50.

Finally, would you be willing for us to contact you at some later date with a
short follow-up survey?

Yes
No

D
D

Thank you for your assistance. We will notify you when the results are
available on the Web.

Vl

43

44

CONFIDENTIAL
SURVEY ON ACADEMIC USE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Please answer the following questions by ticking on the appropriate answer option, or by writing in the
space provided.

C01VIPUTER USE AT WORK

1.

Which of the following .filmly to your work situation?
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY
I have a computer in my office for my sole use

D

There is a computer in my office I share with others

D
D
D

There is a computer in my building I can use
I don't have access to a computer at work

2.

Now I would like to ask you some questions about the computer you have
access to at work.
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY FOR EACH QUESTION
a)

What is the main type of computer you have access to at work?
Laptop
Desktop

V2

D
D

2

2

b) What operating system are you running?
Windows 3.1
Windows 95
Windows 98
Windows NT
Windows C.E.
Mac OS 7.X
Mac OS 8.X
Linix
Other

IF OTHER PLEASE SPECIFY

D

3

D
D
D
0
G
D
G
G

c) What is the main Internet browser that you use?
Internet Explorer 3 or earlier
Internet Explorer 4.X

D
D

Internet Explorer 5.X

0

Netscape Navigator 3 or earlier

D
0
G
G

Netscape Communicator 4.0
Netscape Communicator 4.5
Other

IF OTHER PLEASE SPECIFY

4

d) Does your computer have a CD-ROM?
Yes
No

D
D

e) Does your computer have a DVD (Digital Video Disk) Drive?
Yes
No

V2

D
D

6

3

f)

Does your computer have a sound card?

D
D

Yes
No

5

g) Do you have a microphone that can be plugged in to your computer?

D

Yes

6

No

3.

Is your work computer connected to the Internet?

D
D

Yes

7

~
IF NO PLEASE GO TO QUESTION~ OTHERWISE CONTINUE

4.

Do you connect to the Internet via the University computer network or an
independent Internet Service Provider (ISP)?

D
D
D

University Computer Network
Independent Internet Service Provider
Other

IF OTHER PLEASE SPECIFY

5.

What is the average number of hours per week you would spend on a
computer, at work, for work purposes?
0-5

D

V2

6-9

D

10-14

D

15-19

D

20-24

25-29

D

G

30-34

D

35-39

40+

G

G

9

4

6.

What is the average number of hours per week you would spend on a
computer, at work, for personal purposes?
0-5

6-9

D

D

l0-14

D

15-19

D

20-24

D

25-29

G

30-34

D

35-39

G

40+

10

G

COMPUTER USE AT H01VIE
Now I would like to ask you about computer usage at home.

7.

Do you have a computer at home?
Yes
No

IF NO PLEASE GO TO QUESTION .Ll OTHERWISE CONTINUE

8.

University property
Other

IF OTHER PLEASE SPECIFY

D
D
D

12

What is the main type of computer you have access to at home?
Laptop
Desktop

V2

II

Is your home computer privately owned, or university property?
Privately owned

9.

D
D

D
D

13

5

a)

What operating system are you running?
Windows 3.1
Windows 95
Windows 98
Windows NT
Mac OS 7.X
Mac OS 8.X
Linux

Other
IF OTHER PLEASE SPECIFY

b)

Does your computer have a CD-ROM?
Yes
No

c)

14

G
D
G

D
D

12

What is the main Internet browser that you use?
Internet Explorer 3 or earlier

GJ

Internet Explorer 4.X

D
D
D
D
D
D

Internet Explorer 5.X
Netscape Navigator 3 or earlier
Netscape Communicator 4.0
Netscape Communicator 4.5
Other
IF OTHER PLEASE SPECIFY

V2

D
D
D
D
D

13

6

d)

Does your computer have a DVD (Digital Video Disk)?
Yes
No

D
D

14

e) Does your computer have a sound card?
Yes

No

f)

~

D
D

16

Is your home computer connected to the Internet?
Yes

~
IF NO PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 14 OTHERWISE CONTINUE

11.

15

Do you have a microphone that can be plugged in to your computer?
Yes

10.

D
D

D
D

17

Is your Internet connection paid for privately, or by your department?
Privately
By the University
Other

D
D
D

18

IF OTHER PLEASE S P E C I F Y - - - - - - - - - - -

12.

Do you connect to the Internet via the University computer network or an
independent Internet Service Provider (ISP)?

University Computer Network
Independent Internet Service Provider

V2

D
D

19

7

13 .

0-5

D
14.

What is the average number of hours per week you would spend on a
computer, at home, for work purposes?
6-9

D

10-14

D

15-19

20-24

D

D

25-29

G

30-34

D

20

35-39

40+

G

D

30-34

35-39

D

40+

G

What is the average number of hours per week you would spend on a
computer, at home, for personal purposes?
21

0-5

D

6-9

D

10-14

15-19

20-24

D

D

D

25-29

G

D

COMPUTER SUPPORT
Now I would like to ask you about any computer support you receive at work.

15.

Do you have access to technical support at work to fix any hardware
problems? By hardware, I mean problems with the monitor, disk drives, CD
ROM etc.

Yes

D

No

LJ

22

IF NO PLEASE GO TO QUESTION .IB.,_OTHERWISE CONTINUE

16.

At what level is this support provided?
PLEASE TICK ALL THAT APPLY
Departmental technician
College or Faculty technician
University Services technician
Outside supplier/contractor

V2

D
D
D
G

23-26

8

17.

How would you rate the support you have available?

Very poor
Poor
Fair
Good
Very good

No opinion

18.

D
D
D
D

27

D
G

Do you have access to assistance if you are having problems with software
. or applications?(e.g., installing, running, modifying, using or uninstalling
programmes)

Yes

D

No

LJ

28

IF NO PLEASE GO TO QUESTION ll,_ OTHERWISE CONTINUE

19.

At what level is this support provided?
PLEASE CHECK ALL THAT APPLY
Departmental technician
College or Faculty technician
University Services technician
Outside supplier/contractor i.e. Software vendor helpline

V2

D
D
D
D

29-34

9

20.

How would you rate the support you have available?
Very poor
Poor
Fair
Good
Very good
No opinion

21.

D
D
D
D
D

35

G

Do you have access to computer training, by this I mean formal assistance in
learning to use new computer programmes or applications

Yes

D

No

0

36

IF NO PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 24. OTHERWISE CONTINUE

22.

At what level is this support provided?
PLEASE CHECK ALL THAT APPLY
Departmental computer consultant/trainer
College or Faculty consultant/trainer
University computer consultant/trainer
Outside training organization

V2

D
D
D
D
D

37-4

10

23.

How would you rate the training you have available?
Very poor

0

Poor

D
D
D
D
G

Fair
Good
Very good
No opinion

USE OF INFORMATION TECHOLOGY IN TEACHING
Now I would like to ask you about the use of information technology in teaching.
4

24.

Have you used any of the following media for teaching purposes?
PLEASE TICK ALL THAT APPLY
CD ROM
DVD (Digital Video Disk
Email
Video-conferencing
Other
None of the above

IF OTHER PLEASE SPECIFY

25.

44-49

Have you developed or taught a course of the study that involves some
elements of web or internet based teaching
Yes

D

No

D

IF NO PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 11..0THERWISE CONTINUE

V2

D
D
D
D
D
G

50

[[

26.

Please indicate whether your course contains any of the following web based
teaching elements

Student lead collaborative e-mail or chat discussion forum
Distribution of Administration material to students
Distribution of lecture material to students
Calendar of important dates for the course
Student Web pages
External Site links
On-line examination or tests that are a part of the overall assessment
for the course
Glossary of terms relating to the course subject
Frequently asked questions regarding the course material
Online test or examination that are used by students to determine
their progress, but aren 't part of the overall assessment for the course.
Other

IF OTHER PLEASE SPECIFY

V2

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
G
G

51 -62

12

27.

Which software have you used to develop your Web-based course?
PLEASE INDICATE WHICH SOFfWARE YOU HAVE USED BY
TICKING THE APPROPRIATE BOXES IN COLUMN A.
Now please rate the software you have used to develop web based teachings
sites in terms of 'ease of use' using the following scale
4= Good
1 = Very poor
5= Very Good
2 = Poor
3 =Fair
6 =No opinion
PLEASE USE THE ABOVE SCALE TO RATE THE SOFTWARE YOU
HA VE USED AND WRITE THE APPROPRIATE NUMBER IN COLUMN
B.
A

Used

Not Used

Note pad

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Other (please specify)

D

D

D

Other (please specify)

D
D

D
D

D
D

Macromedia Dreamweaver
WebCT
Microsoft Frontpage
Netscape Composer
Macromedia Director
Microsoft NetMeeting
Lotus Notes

Other (please specify)

V2
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28.

·what would you say are the main issues you have encountered when trying
to adopt this new computer technology to teaching?

29.

Did you receive any technical assistance to develop your Web-based teaching
resources?
63

Yes

[]

No

D

IF NO PLEASE GO TO QUESTION .ll_OTHERWISE CONTINUE

30.

Could you please rate the assistance you received?
Very poor
Poor

V2

D
D

Fair

D

Good

D

Very good

D

No opinion

D

64
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INTERNET PUBLISHING
Now I would like to ask you some questions regarding Internet publications

31.

When was the last time that you visited a on-line business or commerce
related journal
65

Today
l to 3 days ago
3-7 weeks ago
More than I week ago
More than 2 weeks ago
More than 3 weeks ago

D
D
D
G
G
D
G

N~~
.
IF NEVER PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 37, OTHERWISE CONTINUE

32.

What are the names of the on-line journals you have visited?

Name of Journal

I
2
3

4

5
6
7
8
9
10

V2
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33.

How important are the following features of on-line journals
PLEASE RATE EACH FEATURE USING THE FOLLOWING 6 POINT
SCALE
4 = NOT VERY IMPORT ANT
1 = ESSENTIAL
5 = NOT IMPORT ANT AT ALL
2 = VERY IMPORTANT
6 = CANT CHOOSE
3 = FAIRLY IMPORT ANT

D
D

66

Online articles should be in both html and Adobe Acrobat pdf format

D

68

Online journals should also publish a printed version

D

69

There should be counters, to indicate the number of people who have viewed an article
in an online journal

D

70

An online journal should provide a discussion forum

G

71

These should be a facility for appending readers' comments to an article published on-line

D
D

72

74

There should be no charge for downloading articles published in an online journal

G
G

Online articles should provide email hotlinks to the authors

[3

76

Online journals should allow online peer reviews

[3

77

Online journals should provide a facility for notifying registered readers of new articles

G

79

Online journals should publish articles as they come to hand

Q

80

An on-line Journal should accept papers in electronic format (e.g. e-mail attachments)

G

2

All articles published online should include full text and graphics
Articles published online should provide the data as an attachment

It should be possible to search an online journal electronically using keywords
Access to an online journal should be free

V2
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73

75
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34.

V2

Are there any other features that you think an on-line journal should have?
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35.

a)

We would like to know what the chances are of you submitting a paper to a
journal in the near future
Using the scale below and taking everything into account, what are the chances that you would
submit a paper to a traditional academic journal in the next six (6) months?

PLEASE TYPE YOUR ANSWER BEnvEEN O AND 10 HERE

b)

Using the scale below and taking everything into account, what are the chances that you would
submit a paper to a traditional journal in the next twelve (12) months?

PLEASE TYPE YOUR ANSWER BETWEEN O AND 10 HERE

If you are certain, or practically certain that you would submit a paper to a
journal then you should choose the answer '1 O'. If you think there is no
chance or almost no chance of submitting a paper to an online journal, the
best answer would be 'O' . If you are uncertain about the chances, choose an
answer as close to 'O' or '10' as you think it should be.

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3

2
1
0

V2

Certain, Practically Certain
Almost Sure
Very Probable
Probable
Good Possibility
Fairly Good Possibility
Fair Possibility
Some Possibility
Slight Possibili~;
Very Slight Possibili~;
No Chance, Almost No Chance

(99 in 100)
(9 in 10)
(8 in 10)
(7 in 10)
(6 in 10)
(5in10)
(4 in 10)
(3 in 10)
(2 in 10)
(1 in 10)
(1 in 100)

4
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We would like to know what the chances are of you submitting a paper to an online journal in the near
future
c)

Using the scale below and taking everything into account, what are the chances that you would
submit a paper to an online journal in the next six (6) months?

PLEASE TYPE YOUR ANSWER BETWEEN O AND 10 HERE

d)

Using the scale below and taking everything into account, what are the chances that you would
submit a paper to an online journal in the next twelve (12) months?

PLEASE TYPE YOUR ANSWER BETWEEN O AND 10 HERE

If you are certain, or practically certain that you would submit a paper to a on-line
journal then you should choose the answer ' 10'. If you think there is no chance or
almost no chance of submitting a paper to an online journal, the best answer would be
'O'. If you are uncertain about the chances, choose an answer as close to 'O' or' 10' as
you think it should be.
10
9
8
7

6

5
4
3

2
1
0

V2

Certain, Practically Certain
..Almost Sure
Very Probable
Probable
Good Possibility
Fairly Good Possibility
FairPossibility
Some Possibility
Slight Possibility
Very Slight Possibility
No Chance, Almost No Chance

(99 in 100)
(9 in 10)
(8 in 10)
(7 in 10)
(6 in 10)
(5 in 10)
(4 in 10)
(3 in 10)
(2 in 10)
(1 in 10)
(1 in 100)

5

6
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'WORLD \,VIDE \VEB AS INFORMATION SOURCE
We would like to ask you some questions about using the World Wide Web as a source for
information.

36.

Have you used the World Wide Web to locate information on commerce or
business?

D
D

Yes
No
IF NO PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 39, OTHERWISE CONTINUE.

37.

Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements:
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Neither
agree or
Disagree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

rould recommend the use of the web as
ource on business/commerce research
,tudents or colleagues?

D

D

D

D

D

G

·ormation obtained over the Web
ust as reliable as information
tained from other sources

D

D

D

D

D

D

siness and commerce information
:ained off the web is timely and
:cific

D

D

D

D

D

D

e Web will become an
reasingly popular source of
ormation for Business/Commerce
1demics

D

D

D

D

D

G

1dents should be encouraged to use
. Web as a source of
siness/Commerce information

D

D

D

D

D

D

V2
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38.

V2

What is your opinion of the World Wide Web as a vehicle for obtaining
information?

21

ACADEMIC RESEARCH
Now we would like to ask you some questions about academic research

39.

The following questions are about academic research. Please read each
statement carefully.
FOR EACH OF THE STATEMENTS, PLEASE ENTER THE NUMBER
THAT MOST CLOSELY MATCHES YOUR VIEW OF THE OPINION
STATED. THE ITEMS ARE SCALED FROM 1 TO 7, WITH A HIGHER
NUMBER MEANING STRONGER AGREEMENT.

Other people rarely ask for my comments when they are deciding about possible research topics.

My opinion on new research topics seems not to count with other people.
My opinion influences the types of research other people undertake.
Other people think that I am a poor source of information when it comes to deciding a research
topic .
When they choose a research topic people do not turn to me for advice.
People that I know pick research topics based on what I have told them.
People rarely repeat things I have told them about research topics to other people.
What I say about research topics rarely changes other peoples' minds.
I often persuade other people to undertake research topics that I like.
Other people rarely come to me for advice about choosing their research topic.
I often influence people's opinion about research topics .

V2

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
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NOW, A FEW QUESTIONS ABOUT YOURSELF.
This information will be treated in strictest confidence, and only be used for
classification purposes.

40.

Please write your job title?
26

41.

Please indicate which university and university department you work for

Department

27

University

28

Region/State

29

Country

30

42.

0-5 year

D

Please indicate the total length of time you have spent in University
employment?

6- 10 years

D

l l-20

21-30

years

years

D

D

3 I+ years
31

How long have you been in your present employment position
Less
than l

D
43.

V2

1-2
years

D

3-4
years

5-6
years

D

D

7-8
years

D

9+
Years

G

32

What is you highest qualification?
Degree (3-4 years of University Study)

D

Master Degree

n

33

23

D
D

PhD
Other

44.

How many post2:raduate research projects (honours, Masters, PhD, diploma
etc,) are you currently supervising?

______,!
45.

projects

34

What is your country of origin?
35

What is your gender?

46.

Male

G

Female

G)

Refuse

LJ

36

Finally, we would appreciate some feedback on this survey

47.

Approximately how long did it take you to complete this survey?

Less than 5
mins

D

48.

V2

Between 5 and
10 mins

G

Between 10
and 15 mins

D

What date did you receive this survey

Between 15
and 20 mins

D

More than
20 mins

D

37

24

49.

Have you any other comments about this survey you wish to make?

50.

Finally, would you be willing for us to contact you at some later date with a
short follow-up survey?

Yes
No

D
D

Thank you for your assistance. We will notify you when the results are
available on the Web.

V2
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Appendix 3 E-mail questionnaire
To complete this survey, please type in your answers after each colon
(:) as appropriate.
Do not edit or rearrange the items listed within a
question, so that we can correctly determine your answers.
Computer use at work
Q.

1

Which of the following apply to your work situation?
[Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select all that
apply).]
I have a computer in my office for my sole use:
There is a computer in my office I share with others:
There is a computer in my building I can use:
I don't have access to a computer at work:
Q.

2

What is the main type of computer do you have access to at work?
[Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).]
Laptop:
Desktop:
Q.

3

What operating system are you running?
[Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).]
Windows 3 .X:
Windows 95:
Windows 98:
Windows NT:
Windows C.E.
Mac SO 7.X:
Mac SO 8.X:
Linix:
Other Please specify:
Q.

4

What is the main Internet browser that you use?
(Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).]
Internet Explorer 3 or earlier:
Internet Explorer 4.X:
Internet Explorer 5.X:
Netscape Navigator 3 or earlier:
Netscape Communicator 4.0:
Netscape Communicator 4.5:
Other Please specify:
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Q. 5
Does your computer at work have any of the following equipment?
[Please type an X after the appropriate choice.]
CD-ROM?
DVD (Digital Video Disk) Drive?
Sound card?
Microphone

Q. 9
Is your work computer connected to the Internet?
[Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).]
Yes:
No [Go to question 11]:
Go to question 11 on No

Q. 10
Do you connect to the Internet via the University computer network or
via an independent Internet Service Provider (ISP)?
[Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).]
University Computer Network:
Independent Internet Service Provider:

Q. 11
What is the average number of hours per week you would spend on a
computer, at work, for work purposes?
[Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).]
0-5: 6-9: 10-14: 15-19: 20-24: 25-29: 30-34: 35-39: 40+:

Q. 12
What is the average number of hours per week you would spend on a
computer, at work, for personal purposes?
[Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).]
0-5: 6-9: 10-14: 15-19: 20-24: 25-29: 30-34: 35-39: 40+:
Computer use at home
Q. 13
Do you have a computer at home?
[Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).]
Yes:
No [Go to question 28]:
Go to question 28 on No
Q. 14
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Is your home computer privately owned, or university property?
(Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).]
Privately owned:
University property:
Other (If other please specify)

Q. 15
What is the main type of computer do you have access to at home?

(Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).]
Laptop:
Desktop:
Q. 16
What operating system are you running?
(Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).]

Windows 3.X:
Windows 95:
Windows 98:
Windows NT:
Mac SO 7.X:
Mac SO 8 .X:
Linux:
Other Please specify:

Q.

17

What is the main Internet browser that you use?
(Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).]
Internet
Internet
Internet
Netscape
Netscape
Netscape
Other:

Q.

Explorer 3 or earlier:
Explorer 4.X:
Explorer 5.X:
Navigator 3 or earlier:
Communicator 4.0:
Communicator 4 . 5 :

18 ·.

Does your computer at Home have any of the following equipment?
[Please type an X after the appropriate choice.]
CD-ROM
DVD (Digital Video Disk)Drive
Sound card?
Microphone
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22
Is your home computer connected to the Internet?

Q.

[Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).]
Yes:
No [Go to question 26]:
Go to question 26 on No
23
Do you connect to the Internet via the University computer network or
via an independent Internet Service Provider (ISP)?
Q.

[Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).]
University Computer Network:
Independent Internet Service Provider:

24
Is your Internet connection paid for privately, or by your department?

Q.

[Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).]
Privately:
By the University:
Other (Please specify):

Q. 25
What is the main Internet browser that you use?

[Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).]
Internet Explorer 3 or earlier:
Internet Explorer 4.X:
Internet Explorer 5.X:
Netscape Navigator 3 or earlier:
Netscape Communicator 4.0:
Netscape Communicator 4.5:
Other(Please specify) :

26
What is the average number of hours per week you would spend on a
computer at home, for work purposes?

Q.

[Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).]
0-5 : 6-9: 10-14: 15-19: 20-24: 25-29: 30-34: 35-39: 40+:
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Q.

27

What is the average number of hours per week you would spend on a
computer at home, for personal purposes?
[Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).]
0-5: 6-9: 10-14: 15-19: 20-24: 25-29: 30-34: 35-39: 40+:
Computer Support
Now I would like to ask you about: any computer support: you receive at
work
Q.

28

Do you have access to technical support: at: work to fix any hardware
problems? By hardware, I mean problems with the monitor, disk drives,
CD ROM.
[Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).]
Yes:
No [Go to question 31):
Go to question 31 on No

Q. 29
At what level is this support provided?

[Please type an X after each choice that is appropriate.]
Departmental technician:
College or Faculty technician:
University Services technician:
Outside supplier/contractor:
30
How would you rate the support you have available?

Q.

[For each item, please type an X after the appropriate choice (select
only one per i tern) . )
Very poor:
Poor:
Fair:
Good:
Very good:
No opinion:
31
Do you have access to assistance if you are having problems with
software or applications?(e.g., installing, running, modifying, using
or uninstalling programmes)

Q.

[Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select: only one item).]
Yes:
No [Go to question 34)
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Go to question 34 on No
Q.

32

At what level is this support provided?
(Please type an X after each choice that is appropriate.]
Departmental technician:
College or Faculty technician:
University Services technician:
Outside supplier/contractor i.e. Software vendor helpline:
Other please specify:
Q.

33

How would you rate the support you have available?
(For each item, please type an X after the appropriate choice (select
only one per item).]
Very poor:
Poor:
Fair:
Good:
Very good:
No opinion:
Q.

34

Do you have access to computer training? By this I mean formal
assistance in learning to use new computer programmes or applications.
(Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).]
Yes:
No (Go to question 38]:
Go to question 38 on No

Q.

36

At what level is this support provided?
(Please type an X after each choice that is appropriate.]
Departmental computer consultant/trainer:
College or Faculty consultant/trainer:
University computer consultant/trainer:
Outside training organisation:
Other please specify:

Q.

37

How would you rate the training you have available?
(Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).]
Very poor:
Poor:
Fair:
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Good:
Very good:
No opinion:

Use of Information Technology in teaching
Now I would like to ask you about use of information technology in
teaching.
38
Have you used any of the following media for teaching purposes?

Q.

(Please type an X after each choice that is appropriate . ]
CD ROM:
DVD (Digital Video Disk:
Email:
Video - conferencing:
Other (please specify)
None of the above:

39
Have you developed or taught a course of the study that involves some
elements of web or internet based teaching

Q.

(Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).]
Yes:
No [Go to question 45]:

Go to question 45 on No

40
Please indicate whether your course contain any of the following web
based teaching elements

Q.

[Please type an X after each choice that is appropriate.]
Student lead collaborative e-mai l or chat discussion forum:
Distribution of Administration material to students:
Distribution of lecture material to students:
Calendar of important dates for the course:
Student Web pages:
External Site links:
On-line tests that are a part of the overall assessment:
Glossary of terms relating to the course subject:
Frequently asked questions regarding the course material:
Online test or examination that are used by students to
Determine their progress, but aren't part of the overall
assessment for the course
Other please specify:
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Q. 41
Which software have you used to develop your Web-based course?
[Please place a X next to the software you have used]
Now please rate the software you have used to develop web based
teachings sites in terms of 'ease of use' using the following scale.
1 = Very poor 2 = Poor 3 = Fair 4= Good 5= Very Good 6 = No opinion
[Please use the scale above to rate the software you have used and
write the appropriate number beside the software]
Macromedia Dreamweaver:
Web CT:
Microsoft Frontpage:
Netscape Composer:
Macromedia Director:
Microsoft NetMeeting:
Lotus Notes:
Note pad:
Other (please specify):
Other (please specify):
Other (please specify):

Q. 42
What would you say are the main issues you have encountered when trying
to adopt this new computer technology to teaching?
Answer:

Q. 43
Did you receive any technical assistance to develop your Web-based
teaching resources?
[Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).]
Yes:
No [Go to question 45):

Go to question 45 on 2

Q. 44
Could you please rate the assistance you received?
[Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).)
Very poor:
Poor:
Fair:
Good:
Very good:
No o pinion:
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INTERNET PUBLISHING
Now I would like to ask you some questions regarding Internet
publications
Q.

45

When was the last time that you visited an on-line business or commerce
related journal?
(Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one i tem).]
Today:
1 to 3 days ago:
3-7 days ago:
More than 1 week ago and less than 2 weeks ago:
More than 2 weeks ago and less than 3 weeks ago:
More than 3 weeks ago:
Never [Go to question 49]:
Go to question 49 on Never
46
What are the names of the on-line journals you have visited?

Q.

1:

2:
3:

4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

10:
Q.

47

How are important are the following features of on- line journals
Please assign a rating on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 represents
"Essential", 5 represents "Not important at all" and 6 can't choose.
[For each item, please type an X after the appropriate choice (select
only one per item).]
All articles published online should include full text and graphics:
1: 2 : 3 : 4:

5: 6:

Articles published online should provide the data as .
an attachment:
1: 2: 3:

4 : 5: 6 :

Online articles should be in both web(html) and
Adobe Acrobat (pdf) format.
1: 2: 3:

4:

5: 6:

Online journals should also publish a printed version:
1: 2: 3:

4:

5: 6:

There should be counters, to indicate the
number of people who have viewed
an article
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an

online journal:
1: 2: 3:

4:

5: 6:

An online journal should provide a discussion forum:
1: 2:

3:

4:

5:

6:

There should be a facility for appending readers'
comments to an article published on-line:
l:·2:

3:

4:

5:

6:

It should be possible to search an online journal
electronically using keywords:
1: 2:

3:

4:

5:

6:

Access to an online journal should be free:
1: 2: 3:

4:

5: 6:

There should be no charge for downloading articles:
1: 2: 3:

4:

5:

6:

Online articles should provide email hotlinks to the
the authors:
1: 2: 3:

4: 5:

6:

Online journals should allow online peer reviews:
1: 2: 3: 4:

5:

6:

Online journals should provide a facility for notifying:
1: 2:

3:

4:

5:

6:

Online journals should publish articles as they:
1: 2:

3:

4:

5:

6:

Online Journal could accept papers in electronic format:
1: 2:

Q.

3:

4: 5: 6:

48

Are there any other features that you think an on-line journal should
have?

Answer:
Q.

49

We would like to know what the chances are of you submitting a paper to
a journal in the near future
a) Taking everything into account, what are the chances that you would
submit a paper to a traditional academic journal in the next six(6)
months?
If you are certain, or practically certain that you would submit a
paper to a journa·1 then you should choose the answer '10'. If you think
there is no chance or almost no
chance of submitting a paper to an
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online journal, the best answer would be '0'. If you are uncertain
about the chances, choose an answer as close to '0' or '10' as you
think it should be

[Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).)
10 Certain, Practically Certain (99 in 100):
9 Almost Sure (9 in 10):
8 Very Probable (8 in 10):
7 Probable (7 in 10):
6 Good Possibility (6 in 10)
5 Fairly Good Possibility (5 in 10):
4 Fair Possibility (4 in 10):
3 Some Possibility (3 in 10):
2 Slight Possibility (2 in 10):
1 Very Slight Possibility (1 in 10):
0 No Chance, Almost No Chance (1 in 100):
b) What about in the next twelve(12) months?
If you are certain, or practically cer~ain that you would submit a
paper to a journal then you should choose the answer '10' . If you think
there is no chance or almost no chance of submitting a paper to an
online journal, the best answer would be '0'. If you are uncertain
about the chances, choose an answer as close to '0' or '10' as you
think it should be.
[Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).]
10 Certain, Practically Certain (99 in 100):
9 Almost Sure (9 in 10):
8 Very Probable (8 in 10):
7 Probable (7 in 10):
6 Good Possibility (6 in 10):
5 Fairly Good Possibility (5 in 10):
4 Fair Possibility (4 in 10):
3 Some Possibility (3 in 10):
2 Slight Possibility (2 in 10):
1 Very Slight Possibility (1 in 10):
0 No Chance, Almost No Chance (1 in 100):
Taking everything into account, what are the chances that you would
submit a paper to an on-line journal in the next six (6) months?
If you are certain, or practically certain that you would submit a
paper ·to a journal then you should choose the answer '10'. If you think
there is no chance or almost no chance of submitting a paper to an
online journal , the best answer would be '0'. If you are uncertain
about the chances, choose an answer as close to '0' or '10' as you
think it should be.
[Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).]
10 Certain, Practically Certain (99 in 100):
9 Almost Sure (9 in 10):
8 Very Probable (8 in 10):
7 Probable (7 in 10):
6 Good Possibility (6 in 10):
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5 Fairly Good Possibility (5 in 10):
4 Fair Possibility (4 in 10):
3 Some Possibility (3 in 10):
2 Slight Possibility (2 in 10):
1 Very Slight Possibility (1 in 10):
0 No Chance, Almost No Chance (1 in 100):
c) What about in the next twelve (12) months?
If you are certain, or practically certain that you would submit a
paper to a on-line journal then you should choose the answer '10'. If
you think there is no chance or almost no chance of submitting a paper
to an online journal, the best answer would be '0'. If you are
uncertain about the chances, choose an answer as close to '0' or '10'
as you think it should be.
[Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).]
10 Certain, Practically Certain (99 in 100):
9 Almost Sure (9 in 10):
8 Very Probable (8 in 10):
7 Probable (7 in 10):
6 Good Possibility (6 in 10):
5 Fairly Good Possibility (5 in 10):
4 Fair Possibility (4 in 10):
3 Some Possibility (3 in 10):
2 Slight Possibility (2 in 10):
1 Very Slight Possibility (1 in 10):
0 No Chance, Almost No Chance (1 in 100)

World Wide Web as an information source
Q. 51
Have you used the World Wide Web to locate information on commerce or
business?
Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).]
Yes:
No [Go to question 54]:

Go to question 54 on No

Q.

52

Please indicate your level of agreement with the following
statements . . .
[For each item, please type an X after the appropriate choice (select
only one per item).]
I would recommend the use of the web as a source on
Business/commerce research to students or colleagues?
Strongly Agree:
Agree:
Neutral:
Disagree:
Strongly Disagree:
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Information obtained off the Web is just as reliable as
information obtain from other sources:
Strongly Agree:
Agree:
Neutral:
Disagree:
Strongly Disagree:
Business and commerce information obtained off the
is timely and specific:
Strongly Agree:
Agree:
Neutral:
Disagree:
Strongly Disagree:
The Web will become a increasingly popular source
of information for Business/Commerce academics:
Strongly Agree:
Agree:
Neutral:
Disagree:
Strongly Disagree:
Students should be encouraged to use the Web
as a source of Business / Commerce information:
Strongly Agree:
Agree:
Neutral:
Disagree:
Strongly Disagree:

Q.

53

What is your opinion of the World Wide Web as a vehicle for obtaining
information
Answer:

Academic Research
Now I would like to ask you some questions about academic research
Q.

54

The following questions are about academic research. Please read each
statement carefully.
Please assign a rating on a scale from 1 to 7, where 1 represents
"Lowest agreement" and 7 represents "Highest agreement".
[For each item, please type an X after the appropriate choice (select
only one per item) . )
Other people rarely ask for my comments when
they are deciding about possible research topics.:
1: 2: 3 : 4:

5: 6 :' . 7:
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My opinion on new research topics seems not to count with other people:
1: 2: 3:

4:

5:

6: 7:

My opinion influences the types of research other people
undertake:
1: 2: 3:

4: 5:

6: 7:

Other people think that I am a poor source of information
when it comes to deciding a research topic.:
1: 2: 3: 4:

5:

6:

7:

When they choose a research topic people do not turn to
me for advice:
1: 2: 3:

4: 5:

6: 7:

People that I know pick research topics based on what
I have told them:
1: 2: 3: 4: 5:

6:

7:

People rarely repeat things I have told them about
research topics . to other people.:
1: 2: 3: 4:

5:· 6:

7:

What I say about research topics rarely changes other peoples' minds.
1: 2: 3:

4: 5:

6:

7:

I often persuade other people to undertake research topics
that I like:
1: 2: 3: 4: 5:

6: 7:

Other people rarely come to me for advice about choosing
their research topic.
1: 2: 3:

4:

5:

6:

7:

I often influence people's opinion about research topics.:
1: 2:

3:

4:

5:

6: 7:

Now a few questions about yourself
This information will only be used for classification purposes
Q.

55

Please write your job title?
Answer:
Q.

56 .

Please indicate which university and university department you work for
Department:
University:
Region/State:
Country:

Q.

57

Please indicate ihe total length of time you have spent in University
employment?
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[Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).)
0-5 year:
6-10 years:
11-20 years:
21-30 years:
31+ years:

Q.

58

How long have you been in your present employment position
[Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).)
Less than 1 year:
1-2 years:
3-4 years:
5-6 years:
7-8 years:
9+ Years:

Q. 59
What is you highest qualification?

[Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).]
Masters Degree:
PhD:
Other:
60
How many postgraduate research projects (honours, Masters, PhD, diploma
etc,) are you currently supervising?

Q.

[Please type in a value from Oto 160.J
Answer:
Q. 61
What is your gender?

[Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).)
Female:
Male:
Refused:
Q. 62
Approximately how long did it take you to complete this survey?

[Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).)
Less than 5 mins:
Between 5 and 10 mins:
Between 10 and 15 mins:
Between 15 and 20 mins:
More than 20 mins:
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Q. 63
Finally, would you be willing for us to contact you at some later date
with a short follow-up survey?
[Please type an X after the appropriate choice (select only one item).)
Yes:
No :
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Appendix 4 Single web page questionnaire

COMPUTER USE AT WORK
1
Which of the following filll1ly to your work situation?
PLEASE TlCK ALL THAT APPLY

C I have a computer in

2

my office for my sole use

C

There is a computer in my office I share with others

C

There is a computer in my building I can use

Now I would like to ask you some questions about the computer you have access to at work.

PLEASE SELECT THE APPROPRIATE RESPONSE FROM THE DROP DOWN
BOX
a) What is the main type of computer you have access to at work?

L_ :. ____~f

b) What operating system are you running?

I_-__il

IF OTHER PLEASE SPECIFY

I, _

___

~

COMPUTER USE AT WORK (cont.)
2 c) What is the main Internet browser that you use on your
work computer?

IF OTHER PLEASE SPECIFY

d) Does your computer have a CD-ROM?

---------------

I._____C
C

e) Does your computer have a DVD (Digital Video Disk)
Drive?

[J
[J

LI
LI

f)Does your computer have a sound card?
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~!

j _

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

PLEASE TICK ALL THAT APPLY

17

C. Departmental technician

C

College or Faculty technician

L

University Services technician

C

Outside supplier/contractor

l_·_

How would you rate the support you have
available?

~g)

COMPUTER SUPPORT
18
Do you have access to assistance if you are having problems with software or applications?(e.g.,
installing, running , modifying, using or uninstalling programmes)

C
C

Yes
No

IF NO PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 21 OTHERWISE CONTINUE
COMPUTER SUPPORT (cont.)
19

At what level is this support provided?
PLEASE TICK ALL THAT APPLY

0
0
0

Departmental technician
College or Faculty technician
University Services technician

[j Outside supplier/contractor ( i.e. Software
vendor helpline)
20

I--- - - -'~~

How would you rate the support you have
available?

1~

COMPUTER SUPPORT (cont.)
21
Do you have access to computer training? By this I mean formal assistance in learning to use new
computer programmes or applications.

C
C

Yes
No

rF NO PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 24 OTHERWISE CONTINUE
COMPUTER SUPPORT (cont.)
22

At what level is this support provided?
PLEASE CHECK ALL THAT APPLY

[J

Departmental computer consultant/trainer

[i College or Faculty consultant/trainer
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Ct

University computer consultant/trainer

[j

Outside training organization

23

'----~

How would you rate the training you have
available?

136

USE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN TEACHING

Now I would like to ask you about use of information technology in teaching.
24 Have you used any of the following media for teaching purposes?
PLEASE TfCK ALL THAT APPLY

C:

CD ROM

C
C

DVD (Digital Video Disk)
Email

C
C

Other

C

None of the above

Video-conferencing

IF OTHER PLEASE SPECIFY
USE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN TEACHING
Have you developed or taught a course of the study that involves some elements of web or internet
based teaching
. . _ I- - - - - '

25

C
C

Yes
No

IF NO PLEASE GO TO QUESTION ll_OTHERWISE CONTINUE

26. Please indicate whether your course contains any of the following web based
teaching elements
Student led collaborative e-mail of chat discussion forum
Distribution of Administration material to students
Calendar of important dates for the course
Student Web pages
External Site links
On-line examination of test that are a part of the overall assessment for the
course
Glossary of terms relating to the course subject
Frequently asked questions regarding course material
On-line test or examination that is used by students to determine their
progress, but aren't part of the overall assessment for the course
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'·--·---·-------·-·-·

Other IF OTHER PLEASE SPECIFY

27

Which software have you used to develop your Web-based course?
PLEASE INDICATE WHICH SOFfWARE YOU HA VE USED BY SELECTING THE
APPROPRIATE RESPONSE FROM THE CORRRESPONDTNG DROP DOWN BOX
Now please rate the software you have used to develop web based teachings site in terms of "ease
of use" using the following scale

Used

Macromedia Dreamweaver

Rating

i

'_r>
_-""_: ·
-~

__ ~....-· I._ --

.__

....;~ -

m'~--·

WebCT

---

:~
---- - ------ --11
'_!_$;'-'

. L~ - --·· -·· - ~ -- --

Microsoft Frontpage

!~

" - - - -~ ~~.

·~ 1___m

Netscape Composer

,.__

l~....,, ----

m

Macromedia Director

. _ I-_

_ _ __ _i]

_

L_Jf I -

Microsoft NetMeeting

L·--- iit~ ·

Note Pad

[ __]ID I---··-·-···
[

____I

. ---·---·····-·---·----.-·

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)

I

~

· ·~---.--··-..________l!j

Other (PLEASE SPECl.b-Y)

L.-.,~-..-,, . __.,_J L_____~

,

[ _____\\gl L- -·· · · · ·--···- -·- ·- - ·-----····-..-·--·--------
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i_
; :_•

g _-·--····-···---------·-----------~

i __

L___

.m

_ _ _ _ _ _

[-

Lotus Notes

Other(PLEASE SPECIFY) . .. ,._,,., .•.•.__ ,.___ ,)

tr\11!1
__-___-, .

-~-

i~

lffl

L..·.---·····················----···-······--··········-------·=@

28

What would you say are the main issues you have encounted when trying to adopt this new computer
technology for teaching
PLEASE TYPE YOUR COMMENTS IN THE BOX BELOW

29

Did you receive any technial assistance to develop your web based teaching resources?

C

Yes

[J No
IF NO PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 31 OTHERWISE CONTINUE

30

Could you please rate the assistance you received?

l._-_ _ ffl

INTERNET PUBLICATIONS
Now we would like to ask you some questions regarding Internet publications
31 When was the last time that you visited an on-line business or conunerce related journal

IIF NEVER PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 36 OTHERWISE CONTINUE
32 Wha·t are the names of the on-line journals you have visited?

:========12 ========
~=========::::i4I:========:::::::
5 :========-6 ~[=======
1
3

::::I

1

1~=========~~t
sI~~=========~~
...J10l
9 _ ___ _
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~

INTERNET PUBLICATIONS (cont.)
33
How important are the following features of on-line journals
PLEASE RATE THE IMPORTANCE OF EACH FEATURE BY SELECTING THE APPROPRIATE
RESPONSE FROM THE DROP DOWN BOX.
All articles published online should include full text
and graphics
All articles published online should provide the data as
,,.
~@
an attachment
'------------------ l,'.1-C:
Online articles should be in both web(html) and Adobe
Acrobat (pdf) format
::·
·
Online journals should also publish a printed version
~
.

I_--

II

----·~

ff.~:
==========================::::;~
&
IThere should be counters, to indicate the number of
I
it.~~1:
people who have viewed an article in an online journal !='=-===========================..,.~
....
, •_'
~
.~.·
An online journal should provide a discussion forum I ~
There should be a facility for appending readers'
comments to an article published on-line
It should be possible to search an online journal
electronically using keywords
Access to an online journal should be free

[- --···- ·

I_---

I-

There should be no charge for downloading articles
published in an online journal
Online articles should provide email hotlinks to the
authors
Online journals should allow online peer reviews

II

Online journals should provide a facility for notifying
registered readers of new articles
Online journals should publish articles as they come to
fti:f
.__-_______________l!Jj
hand
Online journals should accept papers in electronic
~ :
format (e.g. e-mail attachments)
-

1
,~;

,----------------"'
.I

I

.
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INTERNET PUBLICATIONS(cont.)
Are there any other features that you think an on-line journal should have?
34
PLEASE TYPE YOUR CO:tvIMENTS IN THE BOX BELOW

INTERNET PUBLICATIONS(cont.)
35

We would like to know what the chances are of you submitting a paper to a journal in the near future .
a) Using the scale below and taking everything into account, what are the chances that you would submit a
paper to a traditional academic journal in the next six (6) months?

PLEASE TYPE YOUR ANSWER BETIVEEN O AND 10 HERE

L

·---

j

b) What about in the next twelve (12) months?
PLEASE TYPE YOUR ANSWER B ETIVEEN O AND I OHERE ~I______,
SCALE INSTRUCTIONS
If you are certain. or practically certain that you would submit a paper to a journal then you should choose
the ans\.ver ·10·. If you think there is no chance or almost no chance of submitting a paper to an online
journal, the best answer would be n·. If you are uncertain about the chances, choose an answer as close to 'O
or '10' as you think it should be .

10

9
8
7

6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Certain, Practically Certain
Almost Sure
Very Probable
Probable
GoodPossibility
Fairly Good Possibility
Fair Possi bili ~;
Some Possibility
Slight Possibility
Very Slight Possibility
No Chance, Almost No Chance
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(99 in 100)
(9 in 10)
(8 in 10)
(7 in 10)
(6 in 10)
(5 in 10)
(4 in 10)
(3 in 10)
(2 in 10)
(1 in 10)
(1 in 100)

INTERNET PUBLICA TIONS(cont.)

We would now like to know what the chances are of you submitting a paper to an online
journal in the near future.
35

c) Using the scale below and taking everything into account, what are the chances that you would
submit a paper to an online journal in the next six (6) months?

PLEASE TYPE YOUR ANS\VER BETWEEN O AND 10 HERE[._ _ _--'
d) What about in the next twelve (12) months?
PLEASE TYPE YOUR ANSWER BETWEEN O AND 10 HERE'- · --·-· _ _

[

SCALE INSTRUCTIONS
If you are certain. or practically certain that you would submit a paper to a journal then you should
choose the answer 'lO'. If you think there is no chance or almost no chance of submitting a paper to
an on Line journal, the best answer would be D'. If you are uncertain about the chances. choose an
answer as close to '(J' or '10' as you think it should be.

10
9
8
7
6

5
4
3

2
1
0

Certain, Practically Certain
Almost Sure
Very Probable
Probable
Good Possibility
Fairly GoodPossibility
Fair Possibility
Some Possibility
Slight Possibility
Very Slight Possibility
No Chance, Almost No Chance

(99 in 100)
(9 in 10)
(8 in 10)
(7 in 10)
(6. in 10)
(5inl0)
(4 in 10)
(3 in 10)
(2 in 10)
(1 in 10)
(1 in 100)

WORLD WIDE WEB AS INFORMATION SOURCE

We would like to ask you some questions about using the World Wide Web as a source
for information.
36

Have you used the World Wide Web to locate information on commerce or business?

C

Yes

C

No

IF NO PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 39 OTHERWISE CONTINUE
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WORLD WIDE WEB AS INFORMATION SOURCE (cont.)
37
Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements:
PLEASE SELECT THE APPROPRIATE RESPONSE FOR EACH STATEMENT FROM THE
CORRESPONDING DROP DOWN BOX
I would recommend the use of web as a source of
business/commerce research to students or colleagues?

I - ----------~]
;,;

Information obtained the over the Web is just as reliable as
information obtain from other sources

- - - - - - - - - - ~~\ "t

Business and commerce information obtained off the web is timely
and specific

j.

~]'

The W~b will become an increa~ingly popular source of information
for Busmess/Commerce academics
·- ··-·------------·-·----·--Students should be encouraged to use the Web as a source of
B usiness/Comrnerce information

I._·-----~

WORLD WIDE WEB AS INFORMATION SOURCE (cont.)
38
What is your opinion of the World Wide Web as a vehicle for obtaining information?
PLEASE TYPE YOUR COMMENTS IN THE BOX BELOW
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,

ACADEMIC RESEARCH

Now we would like to ask you some questions about academic research
39

The following questions are about academic research. Please read each statement carefully.
FOR EACH OF THE STATErvlENTS . PLEASE SELECT THE NUMBER THAT MOST
CLOSELY l'vlATCHES YOUR VIEW OF THE OPINION STATED. THE ITEMS ARE SCALED
FROM I TO 7, WITH A HIGHER NUMBER MEANING STRONGER AGREEMENT.
Other people rarely ask for my comments when they are deciding about possible ,..,-_---~""':_research topics.
-- - ~ - --My opinion on new research topics seems not to count with other people.

I--=jl

. ~w: :
.

My opinion influences the types of research other people undertake.
Other people think that I am a poor source of information when it comes to
deciding a research topic.
When they choose a research topic people do not turn to me for advice.

L~---~
I- ~
I lit;

People that I know pick research topics based on what I have told them.

L_
- -~
People rarely repeat things I have told them about research topics to other people. j_-___i

~ffl. .

What I say about research topics rarely changes other peoples' minds.

j__ !...,i

I often persuade other people to undertake research topics that I like.

...I_ -_ _

Other people rarely come to me for advice about choosing their research topic.
I often influence people's opinion about research topics.

.,..ffl,.,.,
- :

'-----~.,..
i.,,;
.
I __ - _

_,[m

Now, a few questions about yourself
This information will treated in the strictest confidence, and only be used for classification purposes.
40

What is your job title?

41

IPlease indicate which university and university department you work for?
D~partment
University

'--~·~--~~-·--J

L-~·-···--J

Re gi o n/S,..ta_t_e_l::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::..-_ Co un try
42

~I_________

Please indicate the total length of time you have spent in University employment?

- ----- B
IHow
-~---long have ym~ been in your present employment position
.

43
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:~

I44

45

...

What is you highest qualification?

L-__________ ___

------

':.~!1.
"':','!"If"
- "!...

How many postgraduate research projects (honours, Masters, PhD, diploma etc.) are you currently
supervising?
1
- - - - -- - projects

46

What is your country of origin ?

L____________
47

f.

What is your gender?

~I---~
Finally, we would appreciate some feedback on this survey
48 Approximately how long did it take you to complete this survey?

I_-____,truJ

49 How would you rate the time to download each page?

I-

50 Some questions require you to answer by either selecting an option
from a drop down box or clicking on a check button or typing in an
answer. Which method did you pefer refer?

51

l_-_ _ _(gf

Have you any other comments about this survey you wish to make?
PLEASE TYPE YOUR CO!vIMENTS IN THE BOX BELOW
;.::,:

;i

:Ti' ~-~

~

:~~::i.;~S1K~~:.~1~;~-s~'.>I~J;.hi1s.~~r~~firt~t~~~~~~~
1
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52

Would you be willing for us to contact you at some later date with a short follow-up survey?

C
C

Yes

No

Finally to avoid sending out reminders to respondents who have already completed the questionnaire could
you please enter your e-mail address in the field below.

I__......~-·

1

Your e-mail address will not be associated with the rest of the data collected and will only be used to stop
you receiving reminder e-mail messages· about the survey. There is no requirement for you to supply your
e-mail address.

Thank you for participating in this survey. Your survey has been submitted and a
summary of the results will be available on the Department of Marketing Web site soon.

Marketing Bulletin

Department of Marketing Massey University
Marketing Bulletin
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Appendix S. Multiple web page questionnaire with and without validation
COMPUTER USE AT WORK
l
Which of the following .rumh to your work situation?
PLEASE TICK ALL THAT APPLY

C

I have a computer in my office for my sole use

r

There is a computer in my office I share with others

C

There is a computer in my building I can use

C

I don't have access to a computer at work

C01\1PUIER USE AI \VORK
Which of the following~ to your work situation?

PLEASE TICK ALL THAT APPLY
C I have a computer in my office for my sole use
C There is a computer in my office I share with others
There is a computer in my building I can use

r:

C I don't have access to a computer at work

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . if". . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . -,
Figure 11. Screen Shot of Question 1
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2

Now I would like to ask you some questions about the computer you have access to at work.

PLEASE SELECT THE APPROPRLi\TE RESPONSE FROM THE DROP DOWN
BOX
a) What is the main type of computer you have access to at work?

J__-_ ___]

b) What operating system are you running?

J,_-______£1:

I

'.

.rF. O "I'HE'
. . .., R PLE
. . -A SE S'PEC'(F"Y
- . . . ··---.. -.--.- - · -....:

COMPUTER USE AT WORK (cont.)

2

Now I would like to ask you some questions about the computer you have access to at work.

PLE.A::iE :O:ELECT TI!E A?PROPI-,IATI RESPOH:::E FRC•M THE DR)P I•O';.lN BO~•:
a) What is the main type of computer you have access to at work?

b) What operating system are you running?

IF OTHER PLEASE SPECIFY

I~.--.. -.. _-__-_.-_.-_.:::::::.-__-__
-.J

~

Figure 12 Screen shot of question 2
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I·

il

Web page 3

COMPUTER USE AT WORK (cont.)
2 c) What is the main Internet browser that you use on your
work computer?

t{gJ

j -

'---------------~

____

IF OTHER PLEASE SPECIFYJ
,

d) Does your computer have a CD-ROM?

e) Does your computer have a DVD (Digital Video Disk)
Drive?

f)Does your computer have a sound card?

C
C

No

C

Yes

C

No

[J

g) Do you have a microphone that can be plugged in to your
computer?

Yes

C

No

C

Yes

[J
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Yes

No

COMPUTER USE AT '\YORK (cont)
2

c) What is the main Internet brow,cr that you use on your work computer?

1··-··-·······-···-···---···--·--·--.3

IF onIE.~rlV>~E3?!ClFYL _____ _ __

d) Docs your computer have a CD-ROM?

~!Ye,
CNo

e) Does your computer have a DVD (Digital Video Disk) Drive?

CYes
C· No

f)Docs your computer have a sound card?

CYes
ONo

g) Do you have a microphone that can be plugged in to your computer?

CYes
C, No

Figure 13. Screen shot of questions 2c-2g

COMPUTER USE AT WORK (cont.)
3

Is your work computer connected to the Internet?

[J

C

Yes
No
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I

COJ\.IPUTER USE AI WORK (cont.)

4

:I

ll

Do you co nnect your work computer to the Internet 'Ila the University computer network or via an independent Internet Service Provider (ISP)?

r,u:A~'E SELECT 'J.1:1:: ,s.?PROPRlATE p_:s::,pr_,N$E HOM T:£ DROP D0WN BO:~

I:...-----·-···-·-----..··-

·1

.::I

.!

·1
:j

IF 0THERPLEA~E :>PECJF\' I___...................

·i,J

l
,;j<:!'
~:::
,

,·

j
.
.

.

, ...:~~"""-"'Pi,~.i,~,, ~ ~ ~ ~
Figure 15 Screen Shot of question 4
Web page 6
COMPUTER USE AT WORK (cont.)
5 What is the average number of hours per week you would spend on a
computer, at work, for work purposes?

6 What is the average number of hours per week you would spend on a
computer, at work, for personal purposes??
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I-

·'-·-~-~

COMPUTER USE AT WORK (cant)

5

What is the average number of hours per week you would spend on a computer, at wurk. for work
purposes?

6

What i, the average number of hours per week you would spend on a computer, at wurlc, for personal
purposes??

Figure 16. Screen Shot of question 5-6
COMPUTER USE AT HOME
Now I would like to ask you about computer usage at home.
7
Do you have a computer at home?
Yes
No

153

l!lr;] E3

,:IC:llllan 5m09\queslmn5&&Jdm Micrasaft lnto,net [JqJlon,r

!tr .

dt :t..Y~·* ~'~\':,~1.~· ~liaip:~~~~~~:-~~~-~1~

:~:~e~o1~.".~.b/~~{!Tl~r~~~JF;FH_~~--<~~~~c: .~·-

····-s-~,~'·1~~~:;Ji~~

JB~(iS!~-~-~~~~~~~----·-----·- · -·---- --·····--·- · - - COMPUTER USE AT WORK (cant.)

5

What is the average number of hours per week you would spend on a computer, atwurk. for work
pu,poses?

6

Wbat is the average number ofho\U'S oer week you would spend on a computer, atwurk, for personal
purposes17

Figure 17. Screen shot of question 5-6
Now I would like to ask you about computer usage at home.
Do you have a computer at home?

7

[J
[J

Yes
No
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·--··-- --- -----·--

·.i~

. . . . .:J ,~ ~:;; :
COMPUTER USE AT HOME
Now I would like to ask you about computer usage al home.
7
Do you have a computer at home7

r. Yes
CNo

Figure 18. Screen Shot of question 7
COMPUTER USE AT HOME (cont.)
8
Is your home computer privately owned, or is it university property?
IF OTHER PLEASE SPECIFY

9

L.____ _J

What is the main type of computer you have access to at home?
b) What operating system are you running?

IF OTHER PLEASE SPECIFY

L_________ ,__J
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j.

·- --------

I - ii
L.~---· ------ ~

ffl

COMl'UTER USE AT HOME (cant.)

[· _________________ 3

Is your home computer privately owned, or is it university property?

IF 0 ,HE:. ?LEA~E SHCIFY I___ ______ .........

_____________ _

.:i

What is the main type of computer you have access to at home?

!

I·______________ _ ]

b) What operating system are you running?

~L--------

IF 011-.:ER PLE.A.SE ~"'?EC"IF Y

I

:I

Figure 19. Screen Shot of question 8-9
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COMPUTER USE AT HOME (cont.)
9 c) What is the main Internet browser that you use at home?

IF OTHER PLEASE SPECIFY

d) Does your computer have a CD-ROM?

I_... ________________,~:

I___
C
C

e) Does your computer have a DVD (Digital Video Disk)
Drive?

[J

[J
f) Does your computer have a sound card?

[J

C
g) Do you have a microphone that can be plugged in to your [J
computer?

[J
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Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

COMPUIXR USE AI HO"ME (cant)
9

L.

c) What is the main Internet browser that you use at home?

ii

I
.I
·:j

r

d) Docs your computer have a CD-ROM?

Yes

C.No
e) Does your computer have a DVD (Digital Video Disk) Drivel

<",

Yes

CNo
E) Does your computer have a sound card7

OYes

CNo
g) Do you have a microphone that cm be plugged in to your computer?

OYes

<) No

:I
;1

fl<:j
.fl

:J

~

t.
J.l
·'~

'1
{:1
.

.
..

~

Figure 20. Screen Shot of question 9c-9g
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COMPUTER USE AT HOME (cont.)
10
Is your home computer connected to the Internet?

r::

Yes

C

No

,,-I

COMPUTER USE AI HOME (canl)
10

Is your home computer coMected to the Internet?
C Yes
0No

·,!

:.·-_:1:.11

:··

}
:1
,._-_·__,_·- 1
,:T•.

.,

·.

';]

;\\j,- ,.·i

:~_,_:_l j

;!J

;,!
/~j

ill<!i( ~ ~ \ l l i l , ~ , ~ ~~
Figure 21.Screen shot question 10
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COMPUTER USE AT HOME (cont.)
11
Do you connect your home computer to the Internet via the University computer network or via an
independent Internet Service Provider (ISP)?
PLEASE SELECT THE APPROPRIATE RESPONSE FROM THE DROP DOWN BOX

---~--=--=----.--=----=

1,-~-

L____,___. ~

IF OTHER PLEASE SPECIFY
12 Is your Internet connection paid for privately, or by the university?

PLEASE SELECT THE APPROPR[ATE RESPONSE FROM THE DROP DOvVN BOX

IF OTHER PLEASE SPECIFY

I-_

I

lil

;.;! .

CO!vIPUTER USE AT HO!vIB (cont.)

11

Do you connect your home computer to the Internet via the University computer network or via an independent Internet Service Provider (ISP)7

PLEASE SELECT THE APPROPRL\.TE f'-ESPCNSE FROM T.£ DROP DOWN BOX

I· ____________ ______ 3
IF OTIIER FLEA~E SPECIFY[ ________ .. ---··--.
12

ls your Internet connection paid for privately, or by the univcrsity7

?LEAO:E SELECT TIIE A?rROPFlATE RESPOHSE FROM THE DROP DOWN BOX

1-.______ 3

IF ,,THF.R PI.SASE ,,PECIFY

I

Figure 22 Screen shot of question 11-12
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COMPUTER USE AT HOME (Cont.)
13
What is the average number of hours per week you would spend on
a computer at, home, for work purposes?
'- -- -

14

What is the average number of hours per week you would spend on
a computer at, home, for personal purposes?

COMPUTER USE AT HOME (Cont.)

13

What is the average number of hours per week you would spend on a computer at, home, for work
purposes?

14

What is the average number of hours per week you would spend on a computer at, home, for personal
purposes?

Figure 23 Screen shot of question 13-14
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COMPUTER SUPPORT

Now I would like to ask you about any computer support you receive at work.
15

Do you have access to technical support at work to fix any hardware problems? By hardware, I mean
problems with the monitor, disk drives, CD ROM etc.

C
C

Yes
No

r3C:\1Uan smee1queshan1§..hlm . M1aaso1t Intern

COMPUTER SUPPORT

Now I would like to ask you about any computer support you receive a.t work.

15

Do you have access to technical support at work to fix any hardware problems? By hardware. I mean problems with the monitor. disk drives. CD ROM
etc.

r.

Yes

<::No

Figure 24. Screen shot of question 15
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COMPUTER SUPPORT (cont.)
16

At what level is this support provided?
PLEASE TICK ALL THAT APPLY

17

How would you rate the support you have
available?

C

Departmental technician

C

College or Faculty technician

C

University Services technician

C

Outside supplier/contractor

l_:_____~~J

COMPUTER SUl'PORT (cont.)
16

At what level is this support provided?

aEASETICK ALL TIIAT .A:f·PLY

r:: Departmental technician
n College or Faculty tecbnician
G University Services technician
IJ Outside supplier/contractor

17

How would you rate the support you have ava.ilable?

1- _____,,__ ,_ .il

·I

·1

l
ieJ.0'1'!";;..;:r.;;•.:s.:.,,,,..,.,:.,jJ:i;::l.;:::.~;;-:. ;~ ....~~z;:.;::\t~j•.,.,..;:..f'.~<•·"-,:.:"'c.i'~~~?::::js7''.ftJ'Z,½·~c'"&:,.;';t~':':.:rt,. ;.';.,,'.'.;::...,~~'tj"µ~lc>, , ! ~.J:~2l]

Figure 25. Screen shot of question 16-17
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COMPUTER SUPPORT (cont.)
18

Do you have access to assistance if you are having problems with software or applications?(e.g.,
installing, running , modifying, using or uninstalling programmes)

C
C

Yes

No

11 C;\lllun Smeelquestmn1B.hlm. MICl

l

COMPUTER SUPPORT (cont.)
18

Do you have access to assistance if you are having problems with sofl:ware or apphcations7(e.g. , installing. running, modifying. using or uninstalling
programmes)

<:: Yes

:!
;,jl

~1

CNo

~*

'j

,!

'l

·~ I

l
'

J
ij

.. ,!

~

~4•;;~•;:-~~-t_f~;•:;i~~;;,:~;ii;ii~~~;;~,i.:;i,i,;;;~;i:iiit~;iiki~~ii,t!G,~~~;ij~ii~~~~~ii.i~~i~__,_~~~tijli~~~~j;,.ik=:J
Figure 26. Screen shot of question 18
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COMPUTER SUPPORT (cont.)
19

At what level is this support provided?
PLEASE TICK ALL THAT APPLY

C

Departmental technician

r:

College or Faculty technician

C

University Services technician

0

Outside supplier/contractor ( i.e. Software
vendor helpline)
20

How would you rate the support you have
available?
l!l!lr;J £i

-:ilC:lllll•n Smeelque"110n19.ltlm . M10ason ln1ernet Elllllorer

_.', .. '. ~;;;: __ _._ f~..
C;\Alan SmeelQYestian19.hlm

COMPUTER SUPPORT (cont.)

At what level is lhis support provided?

19

PLEASE TIC!: ALL TILU APPLY

Ci Departmental technician
C College or F acult:y technician
[j University Services technician
0 Outside supplier/coalractor (

,e.Software vendor helpline)

20

How would you rate the support you have available 7

l:_ _ 3

I.I
---1

J"l
""
·.·.·1

.

t~,li;_:;:iL~~:·:~,~,5:jJ.~g:,fa;;:-f;t: ~~;<':~;;t/i'ziL&·.,;;;~,:-S"·'?'.'; ~-~~'.'·iifrt">'· ~,'.tJe;;j>5~1f~..tfr\J'fr,;,.,:. ,;·'._,;~~R/iT.~t~ fi,!?§~
Figure 27. Screen shot of question 19-20
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COMPUTER SUPPORT (cont.)
21
Do you have access to computer training? By this I mean formal assistance in learning to use new
computer programmes or applications.

C
C

Yes

No
l!!lr;J El

!ft!:/zf·~ li11ii~:;,i~~:~·;;~~.: i,~;r~"i~;t;.~r
10n21Jllm . Mrcra5ofl Internet Ellplarer

Ill

\ Iook ·

ijunl<o fileedolthoWeb : @]o,.m;.G..i;,·...:!JC~eli*• ~F,.;.H~oil· fil1J;iiei E,Joi«N!'!" , fili~_s1;.i.:~Mi:,od
i!Aad~ss

~.l .c.~~s-~ ,-~~-~-~~~ ·hl:m_

.......

__....._________......._~,_-..

..

.. ..

,@J . iidow<U

_...._,~,.....,..... .

COMPUTER SUPPORT (cont.)

21

Do you have access to computer !raining? By this I mean formal assistance in learning to use new computer programmes or applications.
C Yes

CNo

Figure 28. Screen shot of question 21
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COMPUTER SUPPORT (cont.)
22
At what level is this support provided?
PLEASE CHECK ALL THAT APPLY

C
[j

[J

[j
23

Departmental computer consultant/trainer
College or Faculty consultant/trainer
University computer consultant/trainer
Outside training organization

[-

How would you rate the training you have
available?

COMPUTER Stll'PORT (cont.)

22

At what level is this support provided?
PLEASE CHECK .UL '!HAT APPLY

C Departmental computer consultant/trainer
IJ College or F acuity consultant/trainer
C University computer consultant/trainer

C Outside training organization
23

l_
· _=-:ill

How would you rate the training you have available?

l'c.'~71

~

Figure 29. Screen shot of question 22-23
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USE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN TEACHING

Now I would like to ask you about use of information technology in teaching.
24 Have you used any of the following media for teaching purposes?
PLEASE TICK ALL THAT APPLY

C

CDROM

C
C

DVD (Digital Video Disk)
Email

r:

Video-conferencing

C

Other

r:

None of the above

I_____

25

IF OTHER PLEASE SPECIFY
Have you developed or taught a course of the study that involves some elements of web or internet
based teaching

C
C

Yes
No

USE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN TEACHING
Now I would like to ask you about use ofinfonnation technology in teaching.
24
Have you used any of the following media for teaching purposes?

PLEA5E TICK All THAT APl'L Y

CCDROM

r::: DVD (Digital Video Disk)
r:Email

C Video-conferencing
C Other
r:::None ofthe above

IF OTHEP. PLEASE $PECIFY
25

Have you developed or taught a cow-se of the study that involves some elements of web or internet based teaching

CYes

rNo

Figure 30 Screen shot of question 24-25
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26. Please indicate whether your course contains any of the following web based
teaching elements
Student led collaborative e-mail of chat discussion forum
Distribution of Administration material to students

1. ---~-·--·

Calendar of important dates for the course

L__________

Student Web pages

I

External Site links
On-line examination of test that are a part of the overall assessment for the
course
Glossary of terms relating to the course subject
Frequently asked questions regarding course material
On-line test or examination that is used by students to determine their
progress, but aren't part of the overall assessment for the course
Other IF OTHER PLEASE SPECIFY
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L
[__

____________

I
L_______ --·
[_____ __

11 Untdled Document

rfli '

Emt j:.,;, •,=;

1!!11~ E3

M1cro!IDII rntemet t,iplorer

es} 1~) 1!~:

1~it: '.t.:·i:::.~si?':'.

i,_

-·-

i:l·~;;:~1~~f~~~s~~~~;~;t;~~;;,~;~~··•
26. Please indicate whether your course contains any of the following web based teaching
elements
Student led collaborative e-mail of chat discussion forum
Distribution of Administration material to students

Calendar of important dates for the course
Student Web pages
External Site links
On-line examination of test that are a part of the overall assessment for the course
Glossary oftenns relating to the course subject

Frequently asked questions regarding course material
On-line test or examination that is used by students to determine their progress, but aren't
part of the overall assessment for the course

C3

Other I!' OTHER PLEASE SI'ECIFY

~d

- ................................ · · · · ···•···· · · · · · · . . . . . . .

---···········

·:1

J

.. .• ~~:./i~,;.~G''.g;hµ8~~~;;:~;~~£i,~:~~-t _'"'£-~~~:::,,~:-~~~,-~~J;._¥~-f~~~?b~:;\~,.;.;!~~~"'t~:~L~~:;t~:~:x~~~;·~~~~~iij'J.@J-:~v ~
~~~~

Figure 31 Screen shot of question 19
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27

Which software have you used to develop your Web-based course?
PLEASE lNDfCATE WHICH SOFT'\V ARE YOU HA VE USED BY SELECTING THE
APPROPRIATE RESPONSE FROM THE CORRRESPONDING DROP DOWN BOX
Now please rate the software you have used to develop web based teachings site in terms of "ease
of use" using the following scale

Used

Rating

Macrornedia Drearnweaver

M

WebCT

---!Lt

I. ._____________
Pi
:EJ!.

1 a I--- - -- - - -~
[__ifil - ~ - - -ru
- ~fil
ffl

Microsoft Frontpage

Netscape Composer

.
I
_
-

Macromedia Director

.
I _
- _

Microsoft NetMeeting

1-

.~
·h""

-~

___~

Lotus Notes

,

Note Pad

Other (PLEASE SPEClFY)

J_ _

l__,________. _J

Other (PLEASE SPECIFYJ '-- ··-·-·---- _____J

Other (PLEASE SPEClFY)

I_.. . ···- -___ __J

_

_ _ __

_ _

_____________

I,__-

-~~-1

~ ;

[tit
I-----------------~

tfil I.__-_ _ _ ___l:?,rui

.3 ,_-____________

l,_ _ _

l

------

]

j:}

l._ _ _
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L
L --·------------~

27

Which software have you used to develop your W eh-based course?

PLEASE TIWICATE 'NHICH SOFT'NAP£ YOU HAVE USED BY
SELECTING THE APPROPI<B.TE I<ESPONSE FROM: THE
COP3l',ESFONDING DROP DO'-AJ1-T BCJC
Now please rate the software you have used to develop web based teachings site
in terms of'ease of use ' using the following scale

Used
Macromedia Dreamweaver
WebCT
:Microsoft Frontpage
Netscape Composer
Macromedia Director
:Microsoft N etMeeting
Lotus Notes
Note Pad
Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)

L_______ - - - - --------------------------- :
Other (PLEASE SPEClFYJ

L________ ---------- :
Other (PLEASE SPECIFr)

I

---- ----'

Rating

C:31- ________
. --·--- -. ______.3
1._2.f - - ~ - ~ 3
C"Jll- ------ - -- ____________i]
r:=::i ,._.__. --___-__ - _-__-___
-___-___-___
-__-!I
E---:Ia I-______
_ _ _ _ ________________ itl
I: hlld
C]J.1l:J
E31- ______________£}
Cs:11_-_ _ _ _ _t2f
......-1-

E_

311_- _ _ _ _ _21

E31_- ---

Figure 32. Screen Shot of question 27
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28

What would you say are the main issues you have encounted when trying to adopt this new computer
technology for teaching
PLEASE TYPE YOUR COMMENTS IN THE BOX BELOW

173

29

Did you receive any technial assistance to develop your web based teaching resources?

C
C

Yes
No

COJMPUTER SUPPORT (cont.)

29

Did you receive any technial assistance to develop your web based teaching resources?

C Yes
CNo

Figure 34 Screen Shot of question 29
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INTERNET PUBLICATIONS
Now we would like to ask you some questions regarding Internet publications
31 When was the last time that you visited an on-line business or commerce related journal

I_-....
32 What are the names of the on-line journals you have visited?

I ' --·
3
5
7

,._n.,

L.-·-·~

L

A

t.n ,...

··--?~h1..-- . ___ j
--~ 14 L ~ ~--. __ ,
16L-=~· •.• ~. J

· - ,m

N K •>

JsL,.___ ---·-· ,.,. J

9 L._.__,..........J 10

t

___,_J
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INTERNET PUBLICATIONS
Now we would like to ask you some questions regarding Internet publications
31

When was the last time that you visited an on-line business or commerce related journal

l:
32

What are the names of the on-line journals you have visited?

31__

__J4I___

______

s L ... ··········-··9 !_________

_

,10

L_________

Figure 36. Screen shot of question 31
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1

INTERNET PUBLICATIONS (cont.)
33
How important are the following features of on-line journals
PLEASE RATE THE IMPORTANCE OF EACH FEATURE BY SELECTING THE APPROPRIATE
RESPONSE FROtvI THE DROP DOWN BOX.
All articles published online should include full text
and graphics
~;la~~~~c~~:n~blished online should provide the data as

L__:-_ ________ _ ~·---·--·-------------jfil

~~!~:ea~~~~~sf~~~~~d be in both web(html) and Adobe

L.~·-·- ------"'-····---· _________ . ________JU

Online journals should also publish a printed version

I_--·--·--- _______,ffiill

I

There should be counters, to indicate the number of
@I
.' .'".·...•
people who have viewed an article in an online journal ',...-_-::.::.::.::.::.=.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::_~_
~·•·
An online journal should provide a discussion forum I.. -___.............. _......._______.......____
_ ____
There should be a facility for appending readers'
comments to an article published on-line
It should be possible to search an online journal .
electronically using keywords

[€I

Access to an online journal should be free
There should be no charge for downloading articles
published in an online journal
Online articles should provide email hotlinks to the
authors
Online journals should allow online peer reviews

i

I-

I -__
I._ -

,.rn_.._

·-·--·

___..,......... ________,....-.. _ ..___· ~-·------

I_.- _..

I-

- - . ..-.~-

Im
[if

m

Online journals should provide a facility for notifying
,,·~~
tt_~.·.· ..·.
registered readers of new articles
Online journals should publish articles as they come to
!....._-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __~
hand
Online journals should accept papers in electronic
format (e.g. e-mail attachments)
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INTERNET PUBLICATIONS (cont.)

33

How important are the following features of on-line journals

PI.EASE RXI'E THE Il,fPORTANC'E OF EACH FEATURE BY SELECTING TF...E APPROPRIATE RESPONSE :.r{
FROM TIIE DROP DO'Nl-T BOX.
All articles published online should include full text and graphics
All articles published online should provide the data as an attachment
Online articles should be in both web(ht:ml) and Adobe Acrobat (pdf) format
Online journals should also publish a printed version

1.-.. · · · · -·---··-·-· · -· · · · · · · · · · · ···----··-·-3
I-

There should be counters, to indicate the number of people who have viewed an article [-,--· -···---·-in an online journal

···---··--·-···--··-------·-Jfil ~

1,

!- .__.___. _._________ _fil itg;

.An online journal should provide a discussion forum

J;n

There should be a facility for appending readers' comments to an article published on-

line
It should be possible to search an online journal electronically using keywords
Access to an online journal should be free
There should be no charge for downloading articles published in an online journal
Online articles should provide email hotlinks to the authors

Figure 37. Screen shot of question 33
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INTERNET PUBLICATIONS(cont.)
Are there any other features that you think an on-line journal should have?
34
PLEASE TYPE YOUR COMMENTS IN THE BOX BELOW
"!'f :

INTERNET PUBLICATIONS(cont.)
34

Are there any other features that you think an on-line journal should have?
PLEASE TYPE YOUR C01-IMENTS IN TIIE BOX BELOW
,Je.

;~,

'~,lf4
''lj,l

~~
':ii

l\l

~

~
!!!,;,i_·

.,

:,:,.~
~11

........................... ......... ...._... _ ............... ,....................................,_.........................................._. . ___.,.,..._..,,................._____ ];,I

Figure 38. Screen shot of question 34
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INTERNET PUBLICATIONS(cont.)
35
We would like to know what the chances are of you submitting a paper to a journal in the near future.
a) Using the scale below and taking everything into account, what are the chances that you would submit a
paper to a traditional academic journal in the next six (6) months?

PLEASE TYPE YOUR ANSWER BETWEEN O AND IO HERE

l.----·-·---~---

b) What about in the next twelve (12) months?

PLEASE TYPE YOUR ANSWER BETWEEN() AND LO HERE

L_

SCALE INSTRUCTIONS
If you are certain, or practically certain that you would submit a paper to a journal then you should choose
the answer 'lO'. If you think there is no chance or almost no chance of submiuing a paper to an online
journal, the best answer wou.ld be '()'_ If you are uncertain about the chances, choose an answer as close to D"
or ·1 O' as you think it should be.

10
9
8
7

6
5
4
3

2
1
0

Certain, Practically Certain
Almost Sure
Very Probable
Probable
Good Possibility
Fairly GoodPossibility
Fair Possibility
Some Possibility
Slight Possibility
Very Slight Possibility
No Oi.ance, Almost No Chance

182

(99 in 100)
(9 in 10)
(8 in 10)
(7 in 10)
(6 in 10)
(5 in 10)
(4 in 10)
(3 in 10)
(2 in 10)
(1 in 10)
(1 in 100)

INTERNET PUBLICATIONS(cont.)

35

We would like to know what the chances are of you submitting a paper to a journal in the near future.

a) Using the scale below and taking everything into account, what are the chances that you would submit a paper to a traditional academic journal in the
next six (6) months?

1

HEA5E TYPE Y01JR LWSWER BET NEEN U AND

Jtl

Hll'.E I____ .... ··········-··-··-·-·······-·-··-·-

b) What about in the next twelve (12) months?

f"LEASE TTI·E YOUR ANSWER BETWEEN O AND 10 HER.EL.•.·-·····-·-·······----·-'
SCALE mSTRUCTIONS
If:rcm are cert;,,.in, ()r prai::rii;ally certain ::hat Y'1 1l ..,..,'>•.:.11 subrr~r 1\ paper to i\j<'Urnal then you should choose rhe :v,.sv.1e-r '1V'. Ify<'u think rhere 1£ no r.hance
er clm~>:.'1: r1v chmc <! cf si.1b:n1~ a p..iper t>l an ordi.~;: j0l!t!U!, t.he best ans·.:.,er ·Nollld be 'O'. If you ~e uncertain at.cut the chance~. ;;hc,ogc m J.n-V.Yer ns
cl\'S'C: t" 'O' -.>r '10' as y (111 think it should bt.
10 Certain, Practically Certain
(99 in 100)
9
Almost Sure
(9 in 10)
8
V cry Probable
(8 in 10)
7
Probable
(I in 10)
6
Good Possibility
(6 in 10)
5
Fairly Good Possibility
(5 in 10)
4
Fair Possibility
(4 in 10)
3
Some Possibility
(3 in 10)
2
Slight Possibility
(2 in 10)
1
Very Slight Possibil ity
(l in 10)
0
No Olance, Almost No Olance
(1 in 100)

Figure 39. Screen shot of question 35a and b
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INTERNET PUBLICATIONS(cont.)

We would now like to know what the chances are of you submitting a paper to an online
journal in the near future.
35

c) Using the scale below and taking everything into account, what are the chances that you would
submit a paper to an online journal in the next six (6) months?

PLEASE TYPE YOUR ANS\VER BETWEEN O AND 10 HERE[_
d) What about in the next twelve (12) months?

L·---·--·--~-J

PLEASE TYPE YOUR ANSWER BETWEEN() AND lO HERE
SCALE INSTRUCTIONS
If you arc certain. or practically certain that you would submit a paper to a journal then you should
choose the answer ·1O'. If you think there is no chance or almost no chance of submitting a paper to
an on line journal , the best answer would be D". If you are uncertain about the chances. choose an
answer as close to "()' or ·1 O' as you think it should be.

10

9
8
7

6
5
4
3

2
1

0

Certain, Practically Certain
Almost Sure
Very Probable
Probable
Good Possibility
Fairly Good Possibility
Fair Possibility
Some Possibility
Slight Possibility
Very Slight Possibility
No Oiance, Almost No Oiance
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(99 in 100)
(9 in 10)
(8 in 10)
(7 in 10)
(6 in 10)
(5 in 10)
(4 in 10)
(3 in 10)
(2 in 10)
(1 in 10)
(1 in 100)

INTERNET PUBLICAIIONS(cont.)

We would now like to know what the chances are of you submitting a paper to an online journal in the near future.

35

c) Using the scale below and taking everything into accotmt, what are the chances that you would submit a paper to an online journal in the next six (6)
months?

H .EA:,E TY:PE YOUR ANSWER BETWEEN () AND H1 HERE

L. .

d) Wbat about in the next twelve (12) months?

f'LEASE TY?E YOU?, ANSWER BETWHN OAND 10 HERE( __ ________ ____ '
SCALE IN$'1'F.UCT!ON:';
IT yC'Ju are ce1t:!.i.~ "r practica.l!y certair-. th.!.t y-, u ....,.vulJ sub:r:it J. pilper t ,:, a ;c..umal then yeiu jhould chvo:;e the :ui.swer '1 O' If yc..u tb,u,.k there :s no ch~,ce
or cl.tihHt r.:o dtJ.11..:t . ,)f s-...ibnUttin~ a pc1f-er t\'.> a."I. NJi."l.e jvurnal. the b'!st an~"'71er w,.,uJ.<l b~ '()' If y<., u a.re unc.e:tair.: tlb\,ut the ch:mce:>, chc....,,e J.11 answer as
,:i\,:.;e to '()' <'t '1 0' as J">1irh.i.,k !t should be.
10 Certain, Practically Certain
(99 in 100)
9
Almost Sure
(9 in 10)
8
Very Probable
(8 in 10)
7
Probable
(7 in 10)
6
GoodPossibility
(6 in 10)
5
Fairly Good Possibility
(5 in 10)
4
Fair Possibility
(4 in 10)
3
Some Possibility
(3 in 10)
2
Slight Possibility
(2 in 10)
1
VerySlightPossibility
(1 in 10)
0
No Otance, Almost No Otance
(1 in 100)

Figure 40. Screen shot of question 35 c and d
WORLD WIDE WEB AS INFORMATION SOURCE

We would like to ask you some questions about using the World Wide Web as a source
for information.
36

Have you used the World Wide Web to locate information on commerce or business?

C
C

Yes
No

185

WORLD WIDE WEB AS INFORMATION SOURCE

We would like to ask you some questions about using the World Wid e Web as a source for information.

36

Have yo u used the World Wide Web to locate information on commerce or business?
CYes

CNo

Figure 41. Screen shot of question 36
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WORLD WIDE WEB AS INFORMATION SOURCE (cont.)
37
Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements:
PLEASE SELECT THE APPROPRIATE RESPONSE FOR EACH STATEMENT FROM THE
CORRESPONDING DROP DOWN BOX
I would recommend the use of web as a source of
business/commerce research to students or colleagues?
Information obtained the over the Web is just as reliable as
information obtain from other sources

iii

'--~ ----- - - -----'~-

Business and commerce information obtained off the web is timely
and specific

I_

g!j:
The Web will become an increasingly popular source of information
for Business/Commerce academics
,.··--·--·---·---····-·-·---·--~ 1
Students should be encouraged to use the Web as a source of
Business/Commerce information

:fiTir2~~"~iO~~-~t'§x3:f;~~,.~ ! Jif~1:M~l~·lib.F~~.s;~~d0,;,.,;,_
WORLD WIDE WEB AS INFORMATION SOURCE (cont)

37

Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements:
PLEASE $ELECT THE APPROPf<L<\.TE RESPONSE FOR EACH STATEMElIT FROM THE COI<.RES?OHDING DR0P DOvm BOX
I would recommend the use of web as a soucce of business/commerce research to students or colleagues?

J·

~-~-~~¥--.......

_¥_,_)cl

Business and commerce information obtained off the web is timely and specific

!·--·----··--··cl
I~ _________ ±!

The Web will become an increasingly popular source of information for Business/Commerce academics

I.·

Students should be encouraged to use the Web as a source ofBusiness/Corrunerce information

I-.,. ________._jfl

Information obtained the over the Web is just as reliable as information obtain from other sources

Figure 42. Screen shot of question 37
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_____ l:J

WORLD WIDE WEB AS INFORMATION SOURCE (cont.)
38
What is your opinion of the World Wide Web as a vehicle for obtaining information?
PLEASE TYPE YOUR COMMENTS IN THE BOX BELOW

.,.

,•I

WORLD WIDE WEB AS rNFORMATION SOURCE (cont.)
38

What is yow- opinion of the World Wide Web as a vehicle for obtaining information?
PLEASE TYPE Y0 UR COMMENTS IN THE BOY. BELOW

~
-~
' 'i

,J

}1

.~1
_____. ______________________________________,ii

Figure 43. Screen Shot question 38
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ACADEMIC RESEARCH

Now we would like to ask you some questions about academic research
39

The following questions are about academic research. Please read each statement carefully.
FOR EACH OF THE STATEMENTS . PLEASE SELECT THE NUMBER THAT MOST
CLOSELY MATCHES YOUR VIEW OF THE OPINION STATED. THE ITEMS ARE SCALED
FROM 1 TO 7, WITH A HIGHER NUMBER MEANING STRONGER AGREEMENT.
Other people rarely ask for my comments when they are deciding about possible j _
~[
research topics.
- -- ·
My opinion on new research topics seems not to count with other people.

I-

My opinion influences the types of research other people undertake.

L_:____ J~Ji

~

Other people think that I am a poor source of information when it comes to
deciding a research topic.
When they choose a research topic people do not turn to me for advice.
People that I know pick research topics based on what I have told them.

l._-_tfl
I-

11
:,~
1:

·--- ···- ·· · ·\

People rarely repeat things I have told them about research topics to other people.

L.::, ___lm]

What I say about research topics rarely changes other peoples' minds.
I often persuade other people to undertake research topics that I like.
Other people rarely come to me for advice about choosing their research topic.
I often influence people's opinion about research topics.
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ACADEMIC RESEARCH

Now we would like to ask you some questions about academic research
39

The following questions arc about academic research. Please read each statement carefully.

FOR E.:.CE OF TEE STATEMElITS. PLEASE SELECT TI"!E NUMJ?.ER TIL'.T MOST CLOSELY MATCEES YOU1' VIEW OF TI:IE
('?TNivN :3T.iG1ill T!:'...E ffEM!3 Al<.E SCALED FH'M l TO 7, wrra A HI'JHER NU.MB.E...'Z M.EANlHG ;;n:ONGER AGHE.MENT.
Other people rarely ask for my comments when they arc deciding about possible research topics.

[3

My opinion on new research topics seems not to count with other people.

D

My opinion influences the types of research other people undertake.

F3

Other people think that I am a poor source of information when it comes to deciding a research topic.

D

When they choose a research topic people do not tum to me for advice.

F3
E:l

People that I know pick research topics based on what I have told them
People rarely repeat things I have told them about research topics to other people.

E3

What I say about research topics rarely changes other peoples' minds.

0
E:l
0
0

I often persuade other people to undertake research topics that I like.
Other people rarely come to me for advice about choosing their research topic.

I often infiucnce people's opinion about research topics.

Figure 44. Screen shot question 39
Now, a few questions about yourself
This information will treated in the strictest confidence, and only be used for classification purposes.

40

What is your job title?

41

IPlease indicate which university and university department you work for?
Department
University

j_ ______.J

I

R~gion/State

__
J

L________.

Country[ _ _
______

42

43

J

Please indicate the total length of time you have spent in University employment?

I~1
1~--- ~---__[@]

·

How long have you been in your present employment position
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1his information will treated in the strictest confidence, and only be used for classification purposes.
40
What is your job title?

41

Please indicate which university and university department you work for?
Department

.....•.....

····---------~--··

University!.._ .....
Region/State

42

c.·-..

-v----.. --.. -~---· .-.....-...y-....-....-.....-....--·

Please indicate the total length of time you have spent in University employment?

1.-.................-.......E
43

How long have you been in your present employment position

I:

. . . . . .3

Figure 45. Screen shot question 40-43
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44

45

What is you highest qualification?

I-

,.,.,

- --- - --~ t-:r.
.

.~

How many post2:raduate research projects (honours, Masters, PhD, diploma etc.) are you currently
supervising?

L_ _____ _

46

What is your country of origin ?

47

What is your gender?

projects

L_________ :

3

I _ -_______

44

What is you highest qualification?

45

How many postgraduate research projects (honours, Masters, PhD, diploma etc.) are you currently supervising?

46

What is your country of origin ?

47

What is your gender?

,-1__-___-__-__-=_-=_-=_-_-_-_-__-_- _3~ .
I ____·-·-· ___________projects

I-____ _]

Figure 46. Screen shot question 40-43
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Finally, we would appreciate some feedback on this survey
48 Approximately how long did it take you to complete this survey?

1. . . . ·········--·--··-·-···---·. -.--·-----··-·····-·-} ~]:
49 How would you rate the time to download each page?
50 Some questions require you to answer by either selecting an option
from a drop down box or clicking on a check button or typing in an
answer. Which method did you pefer refer?

L,,-.. ., ~·..,. . . . . . ~ -

~

Finally, we would appreciate some feedback on this survey

48

Approximately how long did it take you to complete this survey?

1~ .
I~- - -- - - - -·fil:z'

49

How would you rate the time to download each page?

I_- _

50

S ome questions require you to answer by either selecting an option from a drop down
box or clicking on a check button or typing in an answer. Which method did you prefer?

~~m
.'la'-•.
,.'··"···

Figure 47. Screen Shot 48-50
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_ ,ID

!- ._. . . . ·-· . ··-····-·fil

51

Have you any other comments about this survey you wish to make?
PLEASE TYPE YOUR COiv!MENTS IN THE BOX BELOW

·.·J.
I

~•f

;·\)£

, " ~~1C'iE""~~1R':1!:>ffiEk~
;M
51

Have you any other comments about this swvey you wish to make?

l'"LEA:,E TYH Y0TJR r:::0MMENTS IN THE E<0X BELOW
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52

Would you be willing for us to contact you at some later date with a short follow-up survey?

C
C

Yes

No

Finally to avoid sending out reminders to respondents who have already completed the questionnaire could
you please enter your e-mail address in the field below.

L._______ ,.,.._ ,.J
Your e-mail address will not be associated with the rest of the data collected and will only be used to stop
you receiving reminder e-mail messages about the survey. There is no requirement for you to supply your
e-mail address.

. ........ . . ....... . . . .:l~:.6~;*
52

Would you be willing for us to contact you at some later date with a short follow-up survey?

C Yes

CNo

Finally to avoid sending out reminders to respondents who have already completed the questionnaire could you please enter your e-mail address in the field below.

L ---···---- -···------·-··j

Your e·mail address will not be associated with the rest of the data collected and will only be used to stop you receiving reminder e·mail messages about the swvey.
There is no requirement for you to supply your e-mail address.

-~1liim11,1
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Thank you for participating in this survey. Your survey has been submitted and a
summary of the results will be available on the Department of Marketing Web site soon.
Department of Marketing Massey University

Marketing Bulletin
\') M3s$ey University

Marketing Bulletin
Massey University

COLlLGE Of IMJIINESS:

'r!1!$J''0;;p c;[;~ ftg;~ 'P~ 'c ;fG-~1~~-,~g ~ ]l'~~d~r:,~ F\onan S~e1n,....,;,,:,.h,rn -.. .
Thank you for participating in this survey. Your survey has been submitted and a summary of the results will be available on the Department of Marketing Web site
soon.
Dep::trhnent ofh-I:irkerilt" !\Ias:o.ev Universitv

Nlarketing Bulletin

l\farketiua Bulletin

10
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Appendix 6 1st contact correspondence with sample
1st contact with treatment group (mail)
«Title»«N ame_ 1» «Name_2»
«Ad_ 1dress»
«Address_2»
«Address_3 »
«Address_ 4»
«Address_5»

July 1999
Dear «Name_l» «Name_2»
SURVEY ON ACADEMIC USE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
The use of information technology amongst business academics has dramatically increased in the past ten
years and has had an impact on a number of different areas including teaching, research, and the
dissemination of knowledge. I wish to determine what and how business academics are using this new
technology, and would be grateful for your assistance in completing the enclosed survey.
You may be wondering how you were chosen for the survey. I took a sample of names from the staff pages
of your department web site and your name was one of those selected. Any information you provide will be
treated as strictly confidential and will not be reported in any way that would allow an individual
respondent to be identified. A summary of results of the survey will be published on-line at the Department
of Marketing web site in late August.
A copy of the survey is enclosed along with a reply paid envelope for your use.
Your input to this survey is important to our study, and would be greatly appreciated. We look forward to
receiving your response.
Yours sincerely,
Allan Smee
Department of Marketing
Massey University
Palmerston North
New Zealand
A.K.Smee@massey.ac.nz
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1st contact with e-mail treatment group (2)
<Name2>
<Department>
<University>
<Address l>
<Address2>

Dear <Namel> <Name2>
SURVEY ON ACADEMIC USE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
I am contacting you to ask you fo r your assistance with a survey of business academics. The purpose of this
survey is to gather information about the use of information technology for teaching and research among
Australasian business academics.
It is clear that the application of information technology is widespread and growing rapidly. However, for
many academics, adopting this new technology involves a steep learning curve. It is our belief that this
process could be improved by sharing information.
The purpose of this survey is to find out how people are currently using information technology in their
teaching and research, and to gather information that may be useful to others. The results of the survey will
be published on-line whe n the study has been completed. Please be assured that your response will be
treated in the con fidence and the results wi ll only be published in summary form.
The questionnaire is located at the bottom off this message to complete just use the reply feature of your email program and answer the questio ns by placing an x beside the appropriate responses.
Your input to this survey is important to our study, and would be greatly appreciated. We look forward to
receiving your response.

Yours si ncerely,

Allan Smee
Department of Marketing
Massey University
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1st contact for web based questionnaires treatment groups (3, 4 & 5)
<Name>
<Department>
<University>
<Address>
<Address>
Dear <Name>
SURVEY ON ACADEMIC USE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
I am contacting you to ask you for your assistance with a survey of business academics. The purpose of this
survey is to gather information about the use of information technology for teaching and research among
Australasian business academics.
It is clear that the application of information technology is widespread and growing rapidly. However, for
many academics, adopting this new technology involves a steep learning curve. It is our belief that this
process could be improved by sharing information.
The purpose of this survey is to find out how people are currently using information technology in their
teaching and research, and to gather information that may be useful to others. The results of the survey will
be published on-line when the study has been completed. Please be assured that your response will be
treated in the confidence and the results will only be published in summary form.
The questionnaire is located on the web, and can be accessed by clicking on the following hyperlink
·
<Hyperlink to survey Site>
or by copying the web address and pasting it in the address box of your Internet browser.
Your input to this survey is important to our study, and would be greatly appreciated. We look forward to
receiving your response.
Yours sincerely,
Allan Smee
Department of Marketing
Massey University
Private Bag 11-222
Palmerston North
New Zealand
Phone 00 61 06 350 4355
E- mail A.K.Smee@massey.ac.nz
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Appendix 7 2 nd contact correspondence with sample
2 nd contact with mail treatment group (1)
<Name>
< Department>
<University>
<Address>
<Address>
August 1999

Dear <Name>
Approximately a two weeks ago I sent you a letter inviting you to participate in a survey on Academics Use
of Information Technology.
If you have already comple ted and returned the ques ti onnaire, please accept my sincere thanks for your cooperation and support. If you have not yet completed the questionnaire, I would appreciate your assistance.
Of course, there is no obligation for you to do so, but I would grateful if you could set as ide a few minutes
to complete the enclosed questionnaire and return it to me. A reply paid envelope. is enclosed for your use
The purpose of my research, which is being undertaken by myse lf and Dr Mike Brenna n of the
Department of Marketing at Massey University, is to examine the ways that info rmati9n tec hnology is
impacting on how business academics disseminate informatio n to colleagues and students. We are a lso
interested in finding out about the level of support that is provided to academics in adapting this
emerging technology to teachin g and research.

If you are wondering how you were chosen for this s urvey, I took a sample of names from the staff
pages of your department web site a nd your name was one of those selected.
Once again, I can assure you that all your a nswers will be treated as confidential and will only be reported
in a summary fo rm.
Allan Smee
Departme nt of Marketing
Massey Universi ty
Palmerston North
New Zealand
A.K.Smee@massey.ac. nz
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2nd contact with e-mail treatment group (2)
<NAMEl> <NAME2>
Dear <Namel> <Name2>
Approximately a week ago I sent you an e-mail regarding a survey on Academics Use of
Infotechnology for the Department of Marketing at Massey University.
If you have already completed and returned the questionnaire, please accept my sincere thanks for your
co-operation and support. If you have not yet completed the questionnaire, I would greatly appreciate it
if you could set aside a few minutes to do so.

The questionnaire is located at the bottom off this message. To complete, just use the reply feature of
your e-mail program and answer the questions by placing an x beside the appropriate responses
The purpose of my research, which is being undertaken by myself and Dr Mike Brennan of the
Department of Marketing at Massey University, is to examine the ways that information technology is
impacting on how business academics disseminate information to colleagues and students. We are also
interested in finding out about the level of support that is provided to academics in adapting this
emerging technology to teaching and research.
If you are wondering how you were chosen for this survey, I took a sample of names from the staff
pages of your department web site and your name was one of those selected.

Once again, I can assure you that all your answers will be treated as confidential and will only be
reported in a summary form.
If you have any problems accessing the survey or would like to discuss it please contact me, at
A.K.Smee@massey.ac.nz, and I will endeavour to help.

Thank you for your assistance.

Allan Smee
Department of Marketing
Massey University
Private Bag 11-222
Palmerston North
New Zealand
Phone 00 61 06 350 4355
E-mail A.K.Smee@massey.ac.nz
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2

nd

contact with web base treatment groups (3, 4 &5)

<Name>
<Department>
<University>
<Address>
<Address>
August 1999
Dear <Name>
Approximately a two weeks ago I sent you a letter inviting you to participate in a survey on Academics Use
of Information Technology.
If you have already completed and returned the questionnaire, please accept my sincere thanks for your cooperation and support. If you have not yet completed the questionnaire, I would appreciate your assistance.
Of course, there is no obligation for you to do so, but I would grateful if you could set aside a few minutes
to complete the on-line survey. The questionnaire is located on the web, and can be accessed by clicking
on the following hyperlink
<<hyperlink>>
or by copying the web address and pasting it in the address box of your Internet browser.

The purpose of my research, which is being undertaken by myself and Dr Mike Brennan of the
Department of Marketing at Massey University, is to examine the ways that information technology is
impacting on how business academics disseminate information to colleagues and students . We are also
interested in finding out about the level of support that is provided to academics in adapting this
emerging technology to teaching and research.
If you are wondering how you were chosen for this survey, I took a sample of names from the staff
pages of your department web site and your name was one of those selected.

Once again, I can assure you that all your answers will be treated as confidential and will only be reported
in a summary form.
Thank you for your assistance.
Allan Smee
Department of Marketing
Massey University
Private Bag 11-222
Palmerston North
New Zealand
Phone 00 61 06 350 4355
E-mail A.K.Smee@massey.ac.nz
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Appendix 8 3rd contact correspondence with sample
3 rd contact with mail treatment group ( 1)
<Name>
<Department>
<University>
<Address>
<Address>

Dear <Name>
Further to my recent letter regarding a survey on use of Information Technology by business academics.
A large number of respondents have completed and return the questionnaire, but it is important that we get
as many responses as possible to ensure that we gain an accurate view of information technology use in
academia. If you have not yet completed the questionnaire, I would greatly appreciate it if you could set
aside a few minutes to do so.
A copy of the survey is enclosed along with a reply paid envelope for your use .
Once again, I can assure you that all your answers will be treated as confidential and will only be reported
in a summary form.
Thank you for your assistance.
Allan Smee
Department of Marketing
Massey University
Palmerston North
New Zealand
A.K.Smee@massey.ac.nz
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Appendix 9 3 rd contact correspondence with sample
3 rd contact with mail treatment group (1)
<Name>
<Department>
<University>
<Address>
<Address>

Dear <Name>
Further to my recent letter regarding a survey on use of Information Technology by business academics.
A large number of respondents have completed and return the questionnaire, but it is important that we get
as many responses as possible to ensure that we gain an accurate view of information technology use in
academia. If you have not yet completed the questionnaire, I would greatly appreciate it if you could set
aside a few minutes to do so.
A copy of the survey is enclosed along with a reply paid envelope for your use.
Once again, I can assure you that all your answers will be treated as confidential and will only be reported
in a summary form .
Thank you for your assistance.
Allan Smee
Department of Marketing
Massey University
Palmerston North
New Zealand
A.K.Smee@massev.ac .nz
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3rd contact with e-mail treatment group (2)
Name

Dear Name
Further to my recent letter regarding a survey on use of Information Technology by business
academics.
A large number of respondents have completed and return the questionnaire, but it is important that we
get as many responses as possible to ensure that we gain an accurate view of information technology,
use in academia. If you have not yet completed the questionnaire, I would greatly appreciate it if you
could set aside a few minutes to do so.
The questionnaire is located at the bottom off this message. To complete, just use the reply feature of
your e-mail program and answer the questions by placing an x beside the appropriate responses.
Once again, I can assure you that all your answers will be treated as confidential and will only be
reported in a summary form.

Thank you for your assistance.

Allan Smee

Allan Smee
Department of Marketing
Massey University
Private Bag 11-222
Palmerston North
New Zealand
Phone 00 61 06 350 4355
E- mail A.K.Smee@massey.ac .nz
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3 rd contact with web based questionnaires treatment groups (3, 4 & 5)
<Name>
<Department>
<University>
<Address>
<Address>
Dear <name>
Further to my recent e-mail regarding a survey on the use of Information Technology by business
academics.
A large number of respondents have completed and return the questionnaire, but it is important that we get
as many responses as possible to ensure that we gain an accurate view of information technology use in
academia. If you have not yet completed the questionnaire, I would greatly appreciate it if you could set
aside a few minutes to do so. You have completed the survey, thank you very much for your assistance.
The questionnaire is located on the web, and can be accessed by clicking on the following hyperlink
«URL»
or by copying the web address and pasting it in the address box of your Internet browser.
Once again, I can assure you that all your answers will be treated as confidential and will only be reported
in a summary form.
Thank you for your assistance.

Allan Smee

Allan Smee
Department of Marketing
Massey University
Private Bag 11-222
Palmerston North
New Zealand
Phone 00 61 06 350 4355
E-mail A.K.Smee@massey.ac.nz
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APPENDIX 10. Example text areas for open ended questions

INTERNET PUBLICATIONS(cont.)
34

Are there any other features that you think an on-line journal should have?
PLEASE TUE YOUR COlvilv.lFl.JTS IH THE BOX BELOW

d

I

····-···

_,......•............,_........ ·····················--·-··-·······.,-················-············ ···--·······-··················· ·············-········-······· -·--·················· ................,..___. ~

....

'',;!:;ubrni, · 1

Figure 48. Small text box
<TD width="94%">Are there any other features that you think an on-line
journal should have?<BR><FONT color=#ffOOOO>PLEASE TYPE YOUR COMMENTS IN
THE BOX BELOW<IFONT><rrD><ffR>
<TR vAlign=top>
<TD><ffD>
<TD width="94%"> <TEXT AREA cols=70 name=q34c rows=3> <ffEXTAREA>
<ffD><rrR><ffBODY><rr ABLE><B R>

Figure 49. Javascript code for text box size
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INTERmT PUBLICATIONS(cont.)
34

Are there any other features that you think an on-line journal should have?
PLEASE TYPE YOUR COlvH,f.EJ:-.ITS frT THE BOX BELO'·H

i:i

,:,,J
,,.:;
,·;
~:.-:,
''ij
·t ~ ~

:;.

[

~

.:''!

.... ·····-·····---·----·-· ············------······-·-········-····-·····-··------

Figure 50.

--·····--·······-···--·-·--····--·-········

·--·--·------~

Large text box area

TR vAlign=top>
<TD><fl'D>
<TD width="94%"> <TEXTAREA cols=70 name=q34 rows=l5> <!I'EXTAREA>
<fI'D><fTR><fI'BOD Y><fT ABLE><B R>

Figure 51. Javascript for large text box area
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APPENDIX 11. Error pages

It appears that you have not answered a question on the pervious page. Could you please
return to the previous page by pressing the back button on your browser answer all of the
questions.
Thank you

··-·-·····--·-····--····-···-···--····--··--·--·-·-··---···-----·-·····-······-··--·--·--·----········- -··-----·--··--·------------_.. . .
[¥.

Figure 52. Standard error page
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It appears that you have select the other option for one of the previous question, but haven't
stated what the other option is. Could please return to the previous page by pressin the back
button on your browse and state what the other option is.
Thank you

..

t

.·, l
,

;

, •f
..t
~- - - - - · ... ·····•v•••···-• ... -.,..,,, _ _ ,•.,._,,,..,,.,,._,,, _____ ··· · · · · · · · - · • · - , . - - - - ~

,,,_,..,.__....,.._,. ____________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. , . . _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _

Figure 53. Missing other option error page
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